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ABSTRACT

Expert computer systems for use in the nursing profession
are emerging as a potentially viable alternative to manual
procedures.

As nursing science continues to develop, the

intellectual requirements of assessment and diagnosis are
demanding that the professional nurse draw on an everincreasing bank of knowledge to interact effectively with
clients.

An expert system appears a promising tool to

assist the nurse in storing and accessing some of the
knowledge necessary to perform the assessment and diagnostic
functions.

Problems and opportunities In applying artificial
intelligence techniques to nursing science are documented
and the current state of expert systems for nursing are
explored.

A new expert system is developed utilizing artificial
intelligence to aid the nurse in performing nursing
diagnosis.

Employing Prolog on an IBM PC computer, the

expert system references client cues found during a nursing
assessment and proposes appropriate nursing diagnoses based
on those cues.
human,

The system is then validated against a

"expert" nurse to determine its soundness and

usefulness.
Vlll

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the relationships
between the steps of the nursing process as described by
Alfaro [Alfaro86]

When a client enters a health care

setting,

r----

>

Assessment
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v
>
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Planning
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Evaluation

Figure 1:

Implementation

<

Relationships Between the Steps of the
Nursing Process
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whether it is a hospital, clinic, doctor's office, or the
client's home, the professional nurse employs systematic
observational and problem-solving techniques to identify the
client's health status.

These techniques begin by assessing

the current conditions present and developing scenarios of
possible or potential problem areas that may be indicated.
After a reasonable list of problems have been developed,
maintenance of healthful states or intervention to correct
less than optimum states is planned, implemented, and the
results evaluated.

Each step in this process is dependant

on the accuracy and completeness of each preceding step.
Since clients are continually interacting with their
environment, the nurse must apply the process in a cyclical
manner.

That is, she must evaluate client progress and

possibly reenter the process to account for a changing
environment or to correct deficiencies.

Nurses must make judgements regarding a variety of
assessment data.

Diagnosis involves complex thinking about

the assessment data gathered from the client, family,
records, and other health care providers.

This thinking is

combined with relevant information stored in the nurse's
memory and is used to generate possible explanations for the
data.

Aspinall reports that various assessment and

diagnostic strategies are followed in current nursing
practice and warns that potential problems can result when
alternative explanations are not explored [Aspinal181].
Carpenito suggests that nurses supplement their own memory2

stored information by consulting references or other members
of the health-care team [Carpenito89].

This thesis proposes

an automated expert assistant as one of the references to
help the nurse explore alternatives in her search for
explanations.

1.1

Nursing Diagnosis

A nursing diagnosis may be defined in two ways.

First, as a

problem identification activity performed by the
professional nurse and second, as a description of the
health states or disrupted interaction patterns with which
the nurse can assist a client.

The activity described by

the first definition is used to produce the description
referenced by the second definition.

The focus of the

project described in this thesis is to produce and evaluate
an expert inference engine that will, when combined with the
appropriate nursing knowledge, assist in the diagnostic
activity performed by the professional, nurse and produce the
nursing diagnosis statement.

Production of the diagnostic

statement is the ultimate goal of the system and,

for

clarity throughout the remainder of this document, the term
"nursing diagnosis" will refer to that statement.

Formally, a nursing diagnosis is a statement that describes
the human response (health state or actual/potential altered
interaction pattern) of an individual or group that the
nurse can legally identify and for which the nurse can order
3

the definitive interventions to maintain the health state or
to reduce, eliminate, or prevent alterations [Carpenito89]
This diagnosis statement can be further categorized as
either an actual diagnosis, a possible diagnosis, or a
potential diagnosis.

An actual diagnosis is one that the

nurse has validated because of the presence of major
defining characteristics, or signs and symptoms.

A possible

diagnosis describes a problem that the nurse suspects may be
present but that requires additional data to confirm or rule
out.

A potential diagnosis describes an altered state that

is not currently present, but may occur if certain nursing
interventions are not ordered and implemented [Carpenito87]

1.2

Expert Systems

Expert systems are the most common instance of the area of
computer science known as artificial intelligence (AI)
[Frenze187].

A computer is said to exhibit artificial

intelligence if it is programmed to "think," that is, if it
simulates, to some degree, human reasoning under the same
conditions [Turing50].

Experts disagree on some of the

details of what makes up an expert system but most agree
that two major parts are necessary; 1) a knowledge base and
2) an inference engine [Frenze187, Waterman86].

An

additional component found in most functional expert systems
is a database of known facts on which the other two
components operate.

In practice, known facts from the

4

database are matched by the inference engine to theoretical
knowledge found in the knowledge base to solve a problem.

1.2.1

Representing Knowledge In the Expert System

The knowledge base provides the domain knowledge necessary
to arrive at an intelligent decision.

It is of primary

importance to the solution of whatever problem the expert
system is expected to solve.

Completeness of that knowledge

is a key ingredient in simulating intelligent behavior but
accessibility to the knowledge is also a critical factor.
Accessibility can be enhanced or hindered by the way the
knowledge is organized in the knowledge base.

Although many methods of organizing knowledge are available
for use in an expert system, the rule based method sometimes
known as production rules is, by far,
[Waterman86] .

the most cornmon

A rule consists of two parts that embody

some bit of knowledge.

The first part, the antecedent,

expresses a condition or premise and the second part, the
consequent, states an action or conclusion that applies when
the first part is true.

The antecedent is prefaced by "IF"

and the consequent is prefaced by "THEN" as In IF (premise)
THEN (conclusion)

For example, a rule may be stated as

follows:
IF

(a car has no fuel)

THEN (the car will not run)

5

This type of knowledge representation is one of the most
flexible.

Rules can express a wide range of knowledge in a

form suitable for automation.

They are both easily

understood and compatible with the way our minds store and
apply knowledge.

They can, therefore, simplify the job of

explaining how an expert system reached a conclusion.
Modification of and addition to the knowledge base is
accomplished by simply rewriting an old rule or adding a new
rule.

These changes can take place without affecting the

rest of the rules.

A high degree of detail is usually necessary to adequately
represent a knowledge domain, regardless of the
representation method.

Details about objects, their

characteristics, and actions to take under certain
conditions can become very complex.

Because of the

necessary complexity, and because of the benefits cited for
rule based methods, some experts have concluded that they
are the best way to model human domain knowledge in an
expert system [Frenze187j.

1.2.2

The Inference Engine

One way to conceptualize an inference engine is by thinking
of it as that part of an expert system that contains general
knowledge about solving a problem.

The inference engine is

actually software that implements a search and pattern6

matching operation and allows the computer to perform in an
intelligent manner.

It is sometimes referred to as a rule

interpreter because it's operation is somewhat akin to a
computer language interpreter.

However, instead of

interpreting a computer program on a line by line basis, it
examines rules and facts in a particular sequence looking
for matches among initial and current conditions in the
knowledge base.

As matches are found,

the engine performs

various operations germane to the problem it is trying to
solve.

Some of the operations may involve adding new facts to the
knowledge base that, theoretically at least, increases the
computer's knowledge of the problem.

These new,

inferred

facts are referenced to the rule or rules that generated
them and a logical linkage is constructed.
known as an inference chain.

This linkage is

Each time a new rule is

examined or a new fact inferred, it is checked against the
current status of the problem solution stored in the
knowledge base.

This process is continued until eventually

a particular goal is reached or the base of knowledge is
exhausted and no new fact can be inferred.

In the latter

case, no solution is found.

1.2.2.1

Control

An inference engine may follow one of several basic
approaches to search for a solution.
7

Forward chaining,

backward chaining or a hybrid combination of the two are
commonly used techniques in a rule based system.

Forward chaining, otherwise known as modus ponens reasoning
[Rowe88], starts with a known fact and proceeds forward in
an attempt to match the fact with a rule.
technique,

Using this

the engine attempts to match the fact,

or

premise, with the left side, or the IF part of the rule.
When a match is found,

the right side, or THEN part of the

rule is executed which may lead to other facts being
generated.

In a large system with many rules, this

procedure can be very time consuming.

It is also possible

that the search may go off in unproductive directions and
generate many valid but unrelated facts.

Nevertheless,

in a

diagnostic system such as the one described in this thesis,
forward chaining is a common approach since just a few facts
can lead to many possible solutions.

Backward chaining begins with a hypothesis, or solution, and
attempts to validate the solution by searching and
developing its knowledge base until it has found enough
facts to support the hypothesis.

It attempts to match the

hypothesis with the right, or THEN side of a rule in order
to test the conditions, or premises, indicated by the left
side.

These conditions then become interim hypotheses used

in matching other rules until enough logical linkages are
generated to support the original hypothesis. Backward
chaining is most effective when many facts are available to
8

support a relatively few solutions.

However, it is possible

that backward chaining can become "fixed" on some particular
hypothesis and attempt to explore all avenues of support
even when that support does not exist.

Backtracking is used to facilitate the process of backward
chaining.

It sets "choice points" in the search for

solutions where, if one path to a possible solution does not
work, another can be chosen.

This allows the process to

continue to explore many alternate paths until a solution is
found,

if possible.

A hybrid control method combines elements of both forward
and backward chaining.

It begins with a known fact, as in

forward chaining, and attempts to find a rule that mentions
it in the left (IF) side of a rule.

When a match is found,

backward chaining is performed using the right (THEN) side
of the rule as a hypothesis.

If enough supporting facts can

be found or generated, that hypothesis is validated.

The

process is repeated until all known facts have been
referenced and all possible hypotheses have been generated.
Use of this method usually speeds up the process and ensures
a solution, if possible.

The concurrent use of a forward

and backward search can rapidly converge on an answer.

The hybrid control is a good example of the artificial
intelligence approach known as "generate and test."

It

involves a generator that produces possible solutions and an
9

evaluator that tests the validity of those solutions.

A

hypothesis is generated, through forward chaining of a known
fact,

and it is tested for support through backward

chaining.

This hybrid control method will be explored In

greater depth in the system design section of this document.

1.2.3

The Database

The database of known facts, otherwise known as a "fact"
base contains the current status of the problem to be
solved.
facts,

Initially,

this fact base is seeded with known

or the initial conditions, when the problem is

presented to the expert system.

Facts are added or deleted

as the result of the inference process.

The new state of

the fact base is then available for use in other inferences.
At any point in time,

the fact base contains all that is

known about the problem to be solved.

It contains, then,

valuable information that can be extracted by the user for
reporting on the progress or explanation of the problem
solution.

In reality,

the data (fact) base, knowledge base, and

inference engine are all groupings of knowledge on a
conceptual level.

Although each group may be segregated in

physically separate files on a long term storage device such
as a computer disk,

they are all loaded and merged in the
10

internal memory of the computer.

Once the expert system

begins operation, all three of these components are simply
"knowledge" and become virtually indistinguishable from each
other.

11

CHAPTER 2

AUTOMATED NURSING DIAGNOSIS SYSTEMS

2.1

Need

Use of automated expert systems to generate nursing
diagnoses is an area that has begun to receive some recent
attention In the literature, yet, to date, has not been
widely implemented [Summers89].

The continuous refinement

and increasing complexity of nursing science is evidenced by
the evolution of conceptual models for nursing care.

From

the focus on functional abilities [McCain65] through the
theory of self-care [Orem71] and Modeling and Role-Modeling
[Erickson83] to the concept of the unitary person
[Newman84], each step advanced nursing science.

At the same

time, greater demands were imposed on the cognitive
abilities of the nurse.

Nursing diagnostic activity, as

part of the nursing process, is perhaps one of the most
demanding processes on the nurse's cognitive skill.

Nursing service represents the largest and most laborintensive segment of hospital operations.

Cost containment

for that service, which includes increased productivity, has
become a chief concern [Bailey88].
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The potential for beneficial use of expert systems in
nursing have been documented by several authors and the
implications seem attractive [Schank88, Laborde84].

A

properly implemented expert nursing system could provide
both financial and cognitive benefits by:
1)

increasing the productivity of the nursing staff
on hand, assisting in cost containment,

2)

providing more consistency of performance through
a common,

"expert" base of knowledge and

application of that knowledge,
3)

preserving expert nursing knowledge that could be
lost when a knowledgeable nurse retires, changes
jobs, or otherwise becomes unavailable,

4)

expanding expertise beyond the human expert by
making the same knowledge available to remote
locations and accessible on a continuous basis,

5)

developing the nursing staff, especially the less
experienced, through interaction with the
"expert," and

6)

providing a better understanding of the nursing
process by forcing a review of basic problem
solving techniques in initially building the
expert system [Schank88].

2.2

Barriers

Given the apparent need and potential benefits, and an
indication that nurses usually welcome new technologies that

13

broaden their scope of practice [Laborde84], it would seem
that development and implementation of expert nursing
diagnosis systems should have proliferated.

However,

numerous roadblocks have been encountered thus far in both
expert system development and eventual acceptance by the
professional nurse.

Lack of agreement about how nursing knowledge is represented
and lack of knowledge about how nurses make decisions has
delayed development of expert systems [Ozbolt87].

Knowing

how expert nurses make decisions is further identified as a
problem area when Woolery describes a "tacit dimension" as
that silent or inferred knowledge that the expert knows but
cannot tell [Woolery90].

Woolery also cites a general lack of "expert" clinical
nursing knowledge and heuristics.

Since the term "expert"

is hard to define, she contends that some expert system
development may be based on knowledge and procedures that
are not quantified as being expert.

Compounding these issues is a lack of a formal mechanism for
exchange of such information as definitive nursing diagnosis
characteristics.

This problem may be slowly fading as

professional nursing associations become more developed and
formalized.
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The development of any expert system must be presented with
a strong case to overcome the excessive development time and
cost.

One example of a large expert system for nurses

(COMMES, described in the next section) required 80 personyears and $10 million for development [Ryan85].

This system

also reportedly incurs a cost of "several hundreds of
thousands of dollars" and "dozens of person-years" annually
in knowledge base maintenance [Evans88].

Successful

development and implementation, then, would appear to
require a deep and long term commitment from nursing
administration along with a continuity of personnel,
leadership, and resources.

2.3

Expert Nursing Systems

Expert systems have been developed and implemented in a
variety of areas, including medicine.
systems are available,

Expert diagnostic

for example, for diagnosing and

proposing treatments for specific diseases and assisting the
physician in determining the proper drug dosage for clients
[Schank88, Laborde84].

One of the more well known of the

medical diagnostic systems is called MYCIN.

It is designed

to provide advice in the diagnosis and treatment of
infections.

Through an interactive interview process, the

system learns about the patient and uses a knowledge base to
determine the identity of the infecting organism.

Once the

organism is identified, the system proposes an appropriate
treatment regimen.

Currently, however,
15

there are only a few

expert systems documented in the available literature that
are designed for the professional nurse.

2.3.1

COMMES

Ryan describes work done at the Creighton University school
of Nursing on a system called COMMES (Creighton On-line
Multiple Modular Expert Systems)

[Ryan85].

This system

contains modules, called nursing consultants,

for education

consultation, audio/visual aid referrals, and protocol
consultation.

Also included is a nursing diagnosis

consultant that will offer one or more nursing diagnoses and
suggest additional potential diagnoses based on available
symptoms.

This system is implemented centrally at Creighton

University and access is obtained through local terminals
and a communication network.

COMMES appears to be targeted

towards the nursing student or professional nurse involved
in continuing education.

Cuddigan evaluated the nursing diagnosis consultant

(NDC)

component to 1) determine if the NDC can reach the same
conclusions as a human expert, 2) determine if the NDC is
accurate when used by a novice, and 3) provide a formative
evaluation of the NDC [Cuddigan89].

The results indicate

that the NDC, when used by nursing faculty (representing
"expert" nurses), often suspected the correct diagnosis but
failed to recommend it with corresponding accuracy.
students

(representing novices)
16

Nursing

scored less accurately when

using the NDC, perhaps due to the collection of different
assessment data.

The evaluation suggested that poor correlations most often
occurred when dealing with human response patterns (valuing,
choosing), when the diagnoses had inadequate defining
characteristics, when diagnoses were supported by more
subjective cues, and when trying to determine relatively new
diagnoses.

The results supported the overriding importance of proper
selection and validation of the expert knowledge base.
Further, although not explicitly stated, the importance of a
complete and valid assessment seemed apparent.

Differences

in accuracy between the faculty and students seemed to
point, at least in part, to a variance in the level of
assessment ability.

The study also highlighted some

inherent limitations of a computerized diagnostic system
when trying to perform in areas that cannot be explored by
cognitive means.

Norris makes a distinction between an artificial
intelligence system and an expert system in relation to
COMMES [Norris89].

She suggests that COMMES is an expert

system, designed to provide general guidelines for the steps
of the nursing process, rather than a true artificial
intelligence system that could substitute for human
judgement.

Hence, the nurse is advised to use the
17

information provided by COMMES to augment her own ideas in
planning client care, rather than having it substitute for
her professional judgement.

2.3.2

CANDI

Another expert system designed for nursing and currently
under development is called

C.~DI

Diagnosis and Intervention)

[Chang88].

(Computer Aided Nursing
CANDI is a

knowledge based system for nursing assessment
diagnosis

(phase 1) and

(phase 2) that is designed to run on the IBM-AT

class of computer hardware.

Originally programmed in Common

Lisp, but apparently rewritten in Borland Turbo Prolog
[Hirsch89], this system is targeted toward assessment and
diagnosis in the diagnostic area of self-care deficit.

As

is evident for most of the prototype nursing systems
researched, the scope of this system is limited to only a
small fraction of the possible nursing diagnostic
categories.

Phase 1 includes intelligent assessment data

gathering through a series of approximately 30 screening
questions.

Abnormal responses to any of the screening

questions initiates a more detailed, in-depth set of
questions about the abnormal condition.

This system is

undergoing testing by graduate nursing students at UCLA
through use of a portable lap-top computer taken to a
client's bedside to conduct a systematic interview.

The

assessment reportedly takes about the same amount of time as
a physical examination and interview done without the use of
18

the computer.

Students then submit their assessments and

candidate diagnoses to faculty for discussion and further
analysis.

The data gathered during phase 1 of the project

is being organized for implementation of phase 2 - automated
display of candidate diagnoses.

Currently, however, the

linkages between assessment data and candidate diagnoses
exist only in the minds and notes of the clinical nursing
specialists working on the project [Roth89].

Future

enhancements planned include not only the phase 2 diagnostic
subsystem, but also an explanation subsystem, a learning
subsystem, and an intervention subsystem.

2.3.3

Previous UNF System

Bloom, et aI, describe work done at the University of North
Florida on a system that will present a problem list of up
to fifteen nursing diagnoses in the area of uncomplicated
postpartum clients [Bloom87].

This system is designed to be

individualized to a specific client based on that client's
assessment.

Capabilities include the ability to produce

care plans associated with the proposed diagnoses and
additional care plans defined by the nurse.
developed using COBOL on an IBM PC.

This system was

Testing revealed

several opportunities for improvement in the user interface
and diagnostic capability.

The experiential lessons learned

through the development and testing stages demonstrated the
depth and detail of knowledge necessary for proper
diagnostic activity such as a need for weighting of the
19

client cues based on their importance to the diagnoses.
Further,

the need for clear dissemination of that knowledge

from the nursing users to the system developers was
evidenced through the inadvertent omission of key client
cues in diagnosis definitions.

The lessons learned from

this system, in fact, provided the intellectual seed for the
system documented in this thesis.

20

CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Goals

The primary goal of this project is to develop an automated
expert inference engine that will reference nursing
assessment data and a knowledge base of nursing etiologies
to produce valid nursing diagnoses.

The diagnoses produced

should pass the Turing Test of intelligence by being
indistinguishable from those produced by a human expert
nurse.

The Turing Test states that a machine may be

regarded as intelligent if it provides the same results as a
human would under the same circumstances [Turing50].

Several subgoals necessary in achieving the primary goal and
developing a useful system follow.

A)

The implementation of the system should allow definition

and editing of the knowledge base in a manner that closely
resembles the cognitive model of the knowledge held by the
expert nurse herself.

Part of this implementation should

include an indication of the relative importance of the
observed signs and symptoms to the diagnosis determination.
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B)

The inference engine should be able to explain its

actions.

When it proposes a diagnosis, the engine should be

able to state the case for the diagnosis.

This statement

should include an indication of the strength of the case and
the reasons why.

C)

The engine should go beyond simple reporting of

diagnoses and cues and perform an additional service.

It

should provide guidance when diagnoses are only partially
indicated or when potential diagnoses are identified by
alerting the nurse to other indications that may be present
or that may develop.

3.2

Scope

This project is focusing on a engine that will perform only
one part of the nursing process - the diagnosis. To perform
a reasonable diagnosis, an assessment of the current state
of the client must be performed and that assessment data
made available to the diagnostic process.

However, since

the actual assessment is not addressed in this project,
provisions must be made to ensure the availability of that
data in a form that the diagnostic process can use.
Therefore, the engine must be able to demonstrate some
degree of "meta-knowledge."

It should "know" something

about the data it needs for successful diagnostic activity
and be able to "reach out" to the outside environment to get
that data, or generate it within itself.
22

It must,

therefore, have a sense of the assessment data necessary to
confirm a particular diagnosis and be able to supplement the
available data,
definition.

if possible, to match a diagnosis

That is,

it should attempt to intelligently

build a higher level of assessment data when the available
data is not sufficient to match the definition.

As an interim step toward validation of the inference engine
a knowledge base of nursing etiologies must be defined and
implemented.

The definition phase involves selection of a

set of testable diagnoses and an indication of how these
diagnoses may be determined.

This can be accomplished by

interviewing an expert nurse knowledgeable in the area of
nursing diagnostic techniques and subsequently refining the
knowledge represented.

A member of the University of North Florida Department of
Nursing

(acting as an expert nurse) determined fourteen

testable nursing diagnoses. This set is a subset of the
North American Nursing Diagnosis Association diagnoses and
consists of nursing diagnoses related to uncomplicated
postpartum client care.
factors

Defining characteristics and risk

(cues) were determined for these diagnoses based on

nursing texts, primarily [Carpenito89].

Additional cues for

most diagnoses were proposed by the nursing expert and
included in the definitions.

All cues were assigned

relative importance to the individual diagnoses through a
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weighting scheme that involved assigning a weight to each
cue.

Additionally, several hypothetical diagnosis definitions
have been developed that included more complex cue
relationships.

These definitions were designed specifically

to exercise the engine more rigorously than would be
necessary for the real life nursing diagnosis definitions.

3.3

Design

3.3.1

Knowledge Representation

A basic question that had to be answered early on was the
form of knowledge representation for diagnosis data.

The

rule based methodology appeared to be a reasonable approach
for this type of data analysis since the presence of a
diagnosis could be confirmed through a series of if-then
propositions.

It also closely resembled the cognitive model

found to be evident through interviews with the nursing
expert.

Numerous instances of the statement "If this set of

cues is present, then that diagnosis is indicated" were
encountered during the initial interviews.

Further, the

rule based approach provided a reasonable and relatively
clean method of adding and changing diagnoses without
impacting other procedures or diagnosis definitions.
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As the general design progressed, the appearance of a
diagnosis definition began to resemble a tree-like
structure (Figure 2) where the diagnosis can be thought of
as the "trunk" of the tree and can be confirmed through the
existence of one or more cue "branches."

A simple

descriptive statement defining the reasoning behind the
diagnostic process seemed to be "if enough branches are
observed, then there must be a trunk to support them."

An interesting feature found to be necessary was the ability
to allow mUltiple levels of cue definitions.

In the

definition for the diagnosis "Altered Comfort," for example,
one defining characteristic is "Autonomic response in acute

Diagnosis

Figure 2. Diagnosis representation
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pain."

That cue is not available directly from a client

assessment but must be determined from a combination of 1)
an increase in blood pressure in acute

pain, 2) an increase

in respiration in acute pain, and 3) an increase in pulse
rate in acute pain, all of which should be available
directly from the assessment.

Since these types of cues

are developed within the confines of the diagnosis system
rather than coming from the external environment, they are
referred to as "generated cues."

In Figure 2, cues that

have other branches represent those cases where a cue's
existence depends on the existence of other cues and must be
"generated" during the diagnostic activity.

3.3.2

Cue Weighting

Cue weighting is used to selectively determine the relative
importance of an individual cue to a diagnosis.

Each cue 1S

assigned a weight between 1 and 100 when used as part of a
diagnosis definition.

Cues of minor importance to a

diagnosis are assigned small weights while more important
cues are assigned larger weights.

The weights of the cues

exhibited by a client are summed and, if the weights reach a
predetermined threshold, the diagnosis is indicated.

An

aggregate weight of 100 was chosen as the clustering
threshold to confirm a diagnosis.

Critically important cues

that, alone, can confirm a diagnosis are assigned the weight
of 100.

These cues can confirm a diagnosis,

the need to reference any other cue.
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then, without

Weighting of the cues in this manner not only allows the
system to provide a yes/no answer to whether a diagnosis
should be proposed, but serves as a form of analog scale.
This scale can suggest a diagnosis as "absolutely" confirmed
with a weight of 450,

for instance, or perhaps,

"almost"

confirmed with a weight of 95.

The weighting threshold of 100 delineates the difference
between "actual" diagnoses and "possible" diagnoses.
Aggregate cue weights equal to or exceeding 100 indicate
that the diagnosis should be confirmed ("actual" diagnosis)
while an aggregate between 1 and 100 means that there is
some indication for the diagnosis but not enough for
confirmation ("possible" diagnosis).

Generated cues are processed in the same manner - that is, a
higher level cue is generated only if the lower level cues
that define it have an aggregate weight of 100 or more.

3.3.3

Potential Diagnoses

Proposing potential diagnoses presents a significantly
different set of circumstances.

Although similar design

criteria are necessary in proposing a potential diagnosis,
the defining cues are risk factors rather than defining
characteristics.

Cues such as "surgery," for instance,

should suggest that there is a potential for "infection"
even when no defining characteristics for infection are
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present.

Therefore, a way to separate risk factor cues from

defining characteristic cues is necessary.

This is

accomplished by assigning defining characteristics names
that begin with the letter "c" and risk factors names that
begin with the letter "r" when used in the diagnosis
definitions.

Risk factor cue weighting is handled similarly to that of
defining characteristic cue weighting.

However, when

referencing defining characteristics, a diagnosis may be
designated as either "actual" or "possible," with the sum of
the cue weights as the determining factor.
diagnosis, as defined in this expert system,
"possible" designation.

A potential
has no

Therefore, the decision to propose

a potential diagnosis is made only when the aggregate weight
of the client cues equals or exceeds 100.

3.3.4

Control

The two basic schemes of searching and pattern-matching,
forward chaining and backward chaining, were explored.

When

applied in their pure forms, both were found deficient ln
one or more areas.

Forward chaining would take a set of client cues and process
them, one by one, to develop an inference chain that would
result in the proposal of a diagnosis.

Since a single

client cue is usually not sufficient to confirm a diagnosis,
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most of these chains would not result in confirmation.

The

most likely result would be a large set of possible
diagnoses, probably duplicated many times.

Only a few

diagnoses would be confirmed in those cases where the
presence of a single cue, by itself, is confirmation of the
diagnosis.

Backward chaining would sequentially select each diagnosis
and try to confirm it through a search of the client cues
and comparison with the diagnosis definition.

This means

that an attempt would be made to validate every diagnosis
defined in the knowledge base whether or not there was any
indication for that diagnosis.

The proper diagnoses would

eventually be found but the processing time could easily get
out of hand,

especially when many diagnoses are defined.

A direction control, or heuristic, was needed that would
direct the search of the knowledge base to only those
diagnoses that showed promise.
reasonable approach,

involving a combination, or hybrid, of

the two previous methods.
cue and,

Generate and test seemed a

The system would select a client

through forward chaining,

find a diagnosis that

mentions that cue in its definition (the hypothesis 1S
generated).

It then would shift to a backward chaining

process and attempt to validate that diagnosis with the
other client cues present
this arrangement,

(the hypothesis is tested).

Under

the system would direct its search only to

those diagnoses that have a chance of being validated.
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Further, if a diagnosis could be confirmed with the
available client cues, use of the backward chaining
technique would ensure that it would be.

In this way, the

system would be able to rapidly converge on the correct
diagnoses, confirm them or indicate them as possible, and
disregard all others.

This hybrid forward-backward chaining

control is the one implemented in this system.

3.3.5

Computer Language

Two computer languages are used for most artificial
intelligence (AI) applications - Lisp and Prolog.

Lisp (LISt Processing) was developed at MIT in the late
1950s and early 1960s and is a flexible symbol processing
language.

The best feature of Lisp is its ability to

process lists of diverse symbols, as its name implies.

Due

primarily to the length of time it has been in existence,
Lisp is the most widely used programming language for AI
applications.

Almost any data may be represented as a list

or set of lists and therein lies the flexibility of the
language.

Data structures other than lists, such as rules,

may be handled in Lisp by converting them to a list
representation.

Prolog (PROgramming in LOGic), on the other hand, is
designed specifically for handling if-then rules.

Developed

in Europe in the 1970s, it was originally designed to aid in
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natural language processing.

It has been well received,

however, by the AI community throughout the world and is the
choice of the Japanese for programming their highly
publicized Fifth Generation Computer project.

Prolog has

three key features that give it an advantage over Lisp
[Rowe88j.

First, Prolog can easily, and naturally,

represent formal logic, the most common method of
representing if-then rules.

Second, it provides automatic

backtracking, which facilitates the mechanism for "search,"
a standard procedure for AI applications.

Third, Prolog

supports multidirectional reasoning, which means that,
depending on the circumstances, arguments to a procedure may
be used as both input or output for that procedure.
makes Prolog a very flexible language, indeed.
these reasons,

This

Because of

Prolog was selected as the programming

language for the expert system described in this thesis.

Due to their wide proliferation and the continuing
technological advances evidenced by their increased speed
and storage capacity, small personal computers seemed a good
target for this artificial intelligence application.
Interviews with the faculty of the College of Computer and
Information Science at the University of North Florida
suggested that the best Prolog development package for
personal computers was available through the Arity
Corporation.

It was decided, then, that programming for

this expert system was to be accomplished using the latest
version of Arity Prolog on an IBM PC/XT.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SYSTEM

The final product is a generalized, menu-driven expert
inference engine that will compare individual client data
with a knowledge base of nursing etiologies to produce a set
of actual, possible, and potential nursing diagnoses.

The

system is built on the premise that there is a finite number
of cues that can be present in anyone client and that those
cues may trigger many diagnoses, based on the diagnosis
definitions and client cues.

The number of diagnoses

presented is limited only by the capabilities of the
computer hardware (memory, etc.) and the number of
definitions found in the knowledge base.

Diagnoses are defined as an unordered set of weighted cues.
A thresholding technique is employed such that actual,
possible, and potential diagnoses are presented or not
depending on the sum of the weights of the cues exhibited by
the client.

An arbitrary weight of 100 is used to delineate

the difference between actual and possible diagnoses.
Correspondingly,

the value of 100 is also necessary to

propose a potential diagnosis.
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4.1

Operation

4.1.1

Diagnostic Process

As explained in the system design section, the inference
engine uses a hybrid forward-backward chaining control.
Client cues found in the client data record are used to
identify candidate diagnoses and the system attempts to
validate the candidates by attempting to match other client
cues with the diagnosis definitions.

Cues found in the

client data record are translated internally into a set of
Prolog facts in the form:

cue (cue_name) .

where cue_name is the name of a specific client cue.
Diagnoses are defined by a set of Prolog facts in the form:

diagnose (diagnosis_name, cue_name, cue_weight).

where diagnosis_name is the name of the diagnosis and
cue_weight is the weight (or importance) of the cue to the
specific diagnosis.

Each cue used in a diagnosis definition

will have a corresponding "diagnose" fact associated with
it.
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Diagnosis determination is accomplished by a rule that
matches cue_name from the client data record facts to the
cue_name found in the diagnosis definition facts.

The

cue_weights are summed for all matches and the appropriate
diagnosis is proposed depending on the combined weights and
types of cues referenced.

4.2

User Interface

Careful consideration has been given to the method of
operation and the interaction with the user.

An attempt has

been made to make the system as intuitive as possiblei that
is,

for it to operate as the user expects it to operate.

4.2.1

Menus

All functions available from the system are requested
through menu selection.

The menuing system consists of a

top-level menu that is displayed across the top of the
screen from which major functional categories may be
selected.

Once a major category is chosen, a pull-down menu

associated with the category, which includes specific
selections for sub-functions, is displayed.

Choosing a

major function or any of the sub-functions is accomplished
through "pointing" or by choosing a highlighted letter found
in the function description.

When "pointing,

11

a highlighted

bar appears over a specific choice and may be moved with the
arrow keys found on the keyboard.
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To choose a specific

function,

the "Enter" key is pressed when the bar is over

the selected function.

The functional categories found in

the top-level menu (Figure 3) are:

* Diagnose - to select a client for analysis, and
display the generated diagnoses

* Explain - to explain the rationale behind the
diagnoses and generated cues

* Print - to print reports
* Redefine - to add, change, and delete a diagnosis and
its generated cue definitions, and

* Quit - to exit the system

university of North Florida Diagnostician
Diagnose
Explain
Print
Redefine

[Client Number

[Client Name

Figure 3: Top-Level Menu
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Quit

4.2.2

File Maintenance

Diagnoses and/or the cues necessary to define a particular
diagnosis may be dynamic and changeable over time.
Additional nursing diagnoses may be proposed and accepted by
the North

.~erican

Nursing Diagnosis Association.

understanding of diagnostic processes increases,

As
the

individual diagnosis definitions are subject to change.
accommodate this potential for a changing environment,

To
the

system has been designed to allow additions, changes, and
deletions of diagnoses and their definitions.

This is done

through an on-screen windowing environment that controls the
necessary file maintenance.

Adding a diagnosis definition involves identifying the
diagnosis by name and description and adding all defining
cues with suitable weights.

If a cue has been previously

used in another definition, its description will be
displayed after entry of the cue weight.
user enters a description for the new cue.

Otherwise,

the

Adding a

previously unidentified cue will trigger a reminder message
for the user to run a system utility that will check the
input record to make sure the new cue is available from the
assessment.

To change an existing diagnosis definition, the user selects
the diagnosis to change and the diagnosis description and
all current defining cues are displayed with their
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descriptions and weights.

The user may add or delete cues

and cue weights and descriptions may be changed as needed.
Appropriate system actions are selected by positioning the
computer's cursor over a selection box and pressing the
"Enter" key.

Selection boxes explicitly identify user

choices with phrases such as "ll.dd Cue,"

"Change

Description," "Change Weight," and "Delete Cue."

Deleting a diagnosis definition requires the user to
identify the diagnosis by name.

A user may change her mind

after the diagnosis has been named but before the definition
is actually deleted without affecting the knowledge base.

4.2.3

Explanation

An explanation capability is included to illustrate the
decision process taken by the inference engine and the cues
used in proposing a particular diagnosis.

When the user selects "Explain" from the function selection
menu, the system will request the category the user wants
explained.

Actual, possible, and potential diagnoses and

generated cues are the categories available for explanation.
Since multiple diagnoses or generated cues are possible, the
system will separately list each one on the screen and
identify every client cue used in determining it.

As each

item is fully explained, the system will pause until the
user presses a key for the next item explanation.
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4.3

4.3.1

Output

User Reports

User output from the system includes a set of four printed
reports that describe 1) actual diagnoses, 2) possible
diagnoses, 3) potential diagnoses, and 4) a general listing
of cues presented by the client.

Each report identifies the

client by number and name at the top of the report.

The actual diagnosis report presents the confirmed
diagnoses.

It consists of a listing of the defining

characteristics that were present in the client and used by
the system for confirmation.

For a diagnosis to qualify for

this report, the aggregate weight of the defining
characteristics equal or exceed the value of 100, the
threshold for determination of an actual diagnosis.

The possible diagnosis section shows the possible diagnoses
and lists the client's defining characteristics used in
generating each diagnosis.

Further, it identifies defining

characteristics found in the diagnosis definitions but not
exhibited by the client.

This information may be used by

the nurse to focus attention on other diagnosis specific
information that may not have been gathered in the
assessment.
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The potential diagnosis section identifies the potential
diagnoses and the risk factors found in the client that
triggered the potential diagnosis.

It also provides a

listing of the defining characteristics necessary to confirm
the diagnosis.

This information alerts the nurse to the

diagnoses and characteristic(s) that may occur if necessary
nursing intervention steps are not taken.

The client data report consists of the client identification
and all cues exhibited by that client.

This report may be

used for documentation of the client's health state at time
of the assessment.

4.3.2

System Reports

System maintenance reports include printouts of each
diagnosis definition available to the system and a listing
of the client input data record.

The diagnosis definition printout identifies each diagnosis
and all defining characteristics and risk factors used for
the definition.

Each cue is listed with their respective

weights, or importance in defining the diagnosis.

The

source of the cue is further identified as either coming
from the input record or being generated from other,
level cues.

lower

For a generated cue, the lower level cues used

for generation are identified along with their source.
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The input data record report lists the format of the input
cues exhibited by a client.

The client data record is

simply a character string that includes a positional
indicator (the number "1") for each cue exhibited by the
client.

Every cue that has been used in a diagnosis or

generated cue definition is listed with its position within
the client data record identified.

This report is used to

document the interface with an assessment tool.

If no

automated assessment tool is available, it allows the client
data record to be built through use of one of many available
general purpose text editors.

4.4

Input

Input to the system, client data, consists of a preprocessed
set of the client's characteristics and risk factors.

For

this project that data was prepared with a text editor but
ultimately would corne from an automated nursing assessment
tool.

The client data format, however, is defined by the system
itself and identified through the Input Data Record system
report previously described.

When a cue is used in a

diagnosis definition, the system checks its own definition
of the input record.

If it finds that the referenced cue is

not present through the input record,
definitions for generated cues.

it checks its

Again, these cues may be

generated from lower levels of cues that ultimately are
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based on cues available from the input record.

If it fails

to find the cue defined in either category, it will alert
the user and request further definition.

If the user

indicates to the system that this cue is not a generated
cue, the system will dynamically add a position to the input
record and define it as reserved for that specific cue.

Refer to Appendix C,

"University of North Florida

Diagnostician - User's Manual" for a complete explanation of
how to use all functions of the system.
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CHAPTER 5

SYSTEM VALIDATION

5.1

Method

Two distinct types of validation are necessary when
performing a validation test of an expert system.

Content

validation concerns testing the domain knowledge for
accuracy and completeness.

Process validation tests the

process used in referencing the knowledge base and applying
the knowledge in an appropriate manner.

Content validation

relates to the adequacy of the knowledge base while process
validation is concerned with verifying the activities of the
inference engine.

For a complete validation of any expert

system, both tests must be passed.

Since the primary goal of the project described in this
thesis is the production of an expert inference engine,
validation efforts should focus on validating the process.
However, the process can only be validated in the context of
a complete expert system, which would include a knowledge
base.

The intention, then, is validation of the expert

system as a whole, and if this can be attained, validation
of the process is assured.
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Nevertheless, a distinction should be made between the
nursing knowledge used in defining diagnoses and the process
of applying that knowledge in arriving at a valid diagnosis.
Inappropriate or incomplete

~epresentations

in the knowledge

base may result in unsatisfactory results, but that should
not affect the validity of processing that knowledge.

If

the results obtained by a human expert using the knowledge
contained in the knowledge base match those obtained by the
process using that same knowledge base, then the process can
be considered valid.

This, after all, is the Turing Test

which constitutes the test of the primary goal.

Validation of the expert system began by selecting a client
population for which a finite number of diagnoses were
defined.

The population chosen was hospitalized,

uncomplicated postpartum clients.

The nursing expert

identified and defined a set of fourteen nursing diagnoses
that would encompass most of the problems normally
associated with that population.

A total of ten representative clients were used that
exhibited characteristics commonly found in the population
(see Appendix A and B).

The nursing expert determined

relevant cues, both defining characteristics and risk
factors,

and proposed diagnoses that she expected for each

client based on her knowledge and experience.

The cues from

these clients were made available to the expert system and
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it was allowed to generate all diagnoses that it could from
the data.

Two iterations of testing were conducted.

Deficiencies

discovered during the first test were corrected and the
second test was performed.

The first test consisted of

running the data from a set of four clients (clients 1 - 4,
Appendix B) and analyzing the results.

Problems encountered

in the first test were addressed and the data from the
original set of four clients were reprocessed along with
data from an additional set of six new clients (clients 5 10, Appendix B) .

A separate set of two hypothetical diagnosis definitions
were developed specifically to test the process of applying
knowledge found in the knowledge base.

These definitions

covered both broad and deep designs and involved much more
complex cue relationships in order to more fully exploit the
capabilities of the inference engine.

Whereas the proposed

nursing diagnosis definitions were fairly straightforward
and simple in structure, the deep hypothetical definition
contained many generated cues arranged in a complicated
entanglement of interdependencies. The nursing diagnosis
definitions contained a maximum of one level of generated
cues where the hypothetical definitions contained as many as
seven levels.
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The weighting of the hypothetical cues were designed such
that the presence of every cue, generated or otherwise,
would be necessary to confirm the hypothetical diagnosis.
The absence of even one minor cue would result in
insufficient weighting to propose the diagnosis as an actual
diagnosis.

The diagnosis would still be designated as a

possible diagnosis, however, given the presence of other
cues in its definition.

Figures 4 and 5 are diagrammatical

representations of these two complex diagnosis definitions.

5.2

Results

The system was developed and tested with an IBM PC/XT with
640 kilobytes of internal memory and a 20 megagbyte internal
disk drive, a relatively old and limited piece of hardware.
Even so, a stress test of a client record that indicated
every cue as present, an extremely remote possibility,
required only a minute and forty seconds to generate all
fourteen diagnoses.

The same test, performed on an IBM PS/2

Model 80, took approximately ten seconds.

A total of 97 nursing diagnoses, 33 actual and 64 potential,
were generated by the expert system for the 10 sample
clients.

All fourteen diagnoses were confirmed as either an

actual diagnosis or a potential diagnosis for the sample
population.

An average of 3.3 actual and 6.4 potential

diagnoses were confirmed for each client.
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Figure 4: Deep Diagnosis Definition
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Figure 5: Broad Diagnosis Definition
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J

of diagnoses confirmed for a single client was six - one
actual and five potential diagnoses.

The most for a single

client was eleven, which occurred for two separate clients three actual and eight potential diagnoses for one and four
actual and seven potential diagnoses for another.
"possible" diagnoses were generated.

No

In all test cases,

enough information was available to confirm a diagnosis as
either actual or potential or rule it out completely.

Table

1 gives the final results for the individual test clients.

Only one diagnosis tested required a generated cue.

The

diagnosis "Altered Comfort" required the cue "Autonomic
Response in Acute Pain" to be generated from a combination
of other cues found in the client data record.

This

happened on only one occasion, but the generated cue was
produced and listed in the diagnosis explanation.

(Client 2,

Appendix B) .

Client
1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

Actual
Diag.
3
3

6

3
3
3

4

1
2

possible
Diag.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10

--2

~

Totals

33

0

Potential
Diag.
7
8

2

10
11

3

9

7
7
7
7

10
10
10
11

5
8

64

Table 1 : Validation Test Results
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Total
Diag.

6

10
10
97

After the first try at validation, discrepancies were
discovered in both the knowledge base (content) and the
inference engine (process).

Content evaluation revealed that the initial definitions of
several diagnoses resulted in the engine not confirming some
diagnoses as expected and proposing other diagnoses that
were unexpected.
Errors of omission in the expert system diagnosis
definitions accounted for the majority of the discrepancies.
These errors consisted of inadvertently omitting key
defining characteristics or risk factors that the nursing
expert reportedly used, perhaps subconsciously, in arriving
at her "expected" diagnoses.

The resultant list of proposed

diagnoses, consequently, did not include all the diagnoses
expected by the nursing expert.

One problem was encountered in the area of cue weighting
where a potential diagnosis was generated because a single
risk factor was defined with a weight of 100, reaching the
threshold for diagnosis generation, when it actually should
not have been that important.

This resulted in the expert

system generating a potential diagnosis that the nursing
expert did not expect.

The last problem found In the knowledge base consisted of
wording for a cue that was too general.

This caused the

nursing expert to indicate the cue as being present when it
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should not have been,

thereby generating an unexpected

potential diagnosis.

Process evaluation revealed that the expert system, on two
occasions, generated a diagnosis as both possible and
potential.

Although enough defining characteristics and

risk factors were present to justify this behavior,

the

nursing expert suggested that this was not valid and that
the possible diagnosis should not appear if the system would
also generate it as a potential diagnosis.

After adding the missing cues and "fine tuning" the system
with the other changes, a second test was conducted which
retested the original four clients and included an
additional set of six new clients.

This time the expert

system matched every expected diagnosis for all ten clients
except one.

The one remaining discrepancy was caused by

factors that fell outside the realm of the data available to
the expert system.

The system reported Ineffective Breast-

feeding as a potential diagnosis for a client who had
delivered an infant with a cleft lip (Client 3, Appendix B).
The nursing expert did not expect that diagnosis because she
knew through experience, or possibly common sense,

that a

baby with a cleft lip would not be breast-feeding.

The test of the hypothetical diagnosis definitions revealed
no problems at all.

The system confirmed every diagnosis

expected when all cues were present.
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Generated cues were

properly developed internally and documented through the
explanation facilities.

When anyone cue was removed from the assessment data, the
system correctly identified the diagnosis as possible but
not confirmed, as expected.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

The one remaining discrepancy between the results obtained
from the expert system and those expected by the human
expert nurse involved an area where the nurse's intuition
and experience gave her an advantage over the expert system.
The knowledge that a baby with a cleft lip would not be
breast-feeding is intuitively obvious to an experienced
nurse but escaped the notice of the system.

Discounting the

common sense aspect of that discrepancy, the system showed a
high level of correlation to the human expert, given the
knowledge base available to it.

This would appear to pass

the Turing Test and achieve the primary goal.

The more subjective subgoals outlined for this system were
met in the following manner:

A)

Diagnosis definitions were defined as tree-like
structures where individual cues were weighted to
correspond to their respective contributions toward
designating a diagnosis.

This closely resembles the

model held by the expert nurse when determining a
diagnosis.
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B)

Through the explanation facilities,

the expert system

is able to present a case for a particular diagnosis by
listing the client cues used in determining the
diagnosis.

It also indicates the strength of the case

by showing the sum of the weights of the cues used.

C)

The expert system provides guidance for confirming
possible or potential diagnoses by listing other
defining characteristics found in the diagnosis
definition but not found in the client's assessment.

The validation test did, however, suggest some important
points to be considered in building and using any expert
system for nursing.

Confirming some previously cited

barriers to development and implementation of expert
systems, building a nursing knowledge base and providing
assessment data requires extreme care.

Differences between expected and actual results of the
initial validation test underscored the need for a clear
understanding between the nursing expert and the knowledge
engineer responsible for building the system.

Even then,

the "tacit dimension" of expert knowledge - that hidden
knowledge that the expert uses but cannot tell - appears to
be a significant obstacle that requires rigorous testing to
overcome.
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As with any computer system, its results are only as good as
the input given it.

Assessment of client cues is a major

function that directly affects the outcome of any nursing
diagnostic activity, whether it is done by an expert
computer system or by an expert nurse.

6.1

Future directions

Through the addition of a more detailed set of cues for each
diagnosis, and the addition of more diagnostic categories,
the knowledge base could be enhanced to the point where it
could serve as a real aid to the nurse.

The addition of the

rest of the diagnoses defined by the North American Nursing
Diagnosis Association would significantly advance the
capabilities of this system.

The results of the validation

test seem to indicate that the engine should perform well
under the more punctilious conditions.
promising, then,

Prospects are

for substantial benefit to nurses

practicing in a clinical environment.

Another possible use could be as a computer-aidedinstruction (CAl) tool in an academic environment.
Knowledgeable faculty in nursing schools should be able to
devise a plan that could incorporate a system such as this
into a meaningful testing regimen or as a tool for
reinforcement of student diagnostic skills.
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Valid questions may be raised about the limits of the
system.

How many diagnoses can it handle?

generated cues can it produce?

How many

How will execution speed be

affected if more information is added?

The answers to these

questions are dependent on the capacities of the computer
hardware used and,

therefore, hard to answer.

There are no size limitations imposed by the software in
defining diagnoses and generated cues.

Theoretically, any

number of diagnoses and generated cues may be defined and
referenced.

According to the Arity/Prolog reference

manuals, a knowledge base that is too large to fit in
internal memory may be segmented into "pages" and processed
a page at a time with the overflow data stored on a disk
drive.

This implies that the size of the knowledge base is

limited only by the amount of disk space available to the
computer.

Processing speed, however, will be affected by the addition
of more information.
are defined,

As more diagnoses and generated cues

the forward chaining search procedure must

reference correspondingly more information to find a
candidate diagnosis or generated cue to test.

Once a

candidate is found, however, the backward chaining
validation search through the client cues should show little
change in speed.

The implication is that there should be a

graceful degradation of processing speed as more definitions
are added - at least until enough definitions are defined to
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warrant "paging" part of the knowledge base onto a disk
device.

Then the additional requirement of paging

information into and out of internal memory could cause a
dramatic decrease in speed.

One limitation that will have to be overcome in a fully
populated system is the number of cues that can be exhibited
by one client.

The maximum record size available in Arity

Prolog is 255 bytes, allowing space for 224 distinct cues
(after subtracting space for the client name and number) .
Should more cues be necessary, provisions must be made to
allow mUltiple records for a single client.

Currently, 122

cues of the 224 available per client (54%) are used in
defining the fourteen test diagnoses.

The logical next step to make this a practical and useful
tool is the addition of a robust assessment tool to provide
client cues.

Whether or not this tool utilizes artificial

intelligence techniques, a mechanism is necessary to direct
its focus.

The broad range of possibilities in an

unrestricted environment requires the assessment to narrow
its focus as it progresses.

Otherwise the sheer amount of

data collection necessary would be prohibitive.

The CANDI system, under development at UCLA, appears to
include such an automated assessment tool.

As described

earlier, this system uses a set of 30 screening questions,
focusing on those areas where abnormal responses have been
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given and probes those areas in depth.

This is the type of

focusing assessment that is needed as a "front end" for the
system described in this thesis.

In summary, the techniques and products demonstrated during
the course of this project seem useful to the nursing
profession.

The expert engine has demonstrated its ability

to diagnose clients from their cues and, under the proper
circumstances, could and should prove itself worthwhile.
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Appendix A
DIAGNOSIS DEFINITIONS
Nursing diagnoses used In the knowledge base for testing the
prototype.
dl
d2
d3
d4
d5

d6
d7
d8

d9

dlO
dll
d12
d13
d14

Colonic Constipation
Ineffective Breast-Feeding
Altered Comfort
Altered Family Processes
Altered Health Maintenance
Infection
Altered Nutrition: Less than body requirements
Altered Nutrition: More than body requirements
Altered Parenting
Body Image Disturbance
Altered Sexuality Patterns
Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Impaired Skin Integrity
Urge Incontinence

Hypothetical diagnoses used in the knowledge base for
testing the prototype
dtl
dt2

Test Diagnosis 1
Test Diagnosis 2

The following pages list the definitions for each of the
above diagnoses.
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'dl' Colonic Constipation"
following cues:'
cl' Decreased EM frequency'
'whose weight is
'100' and

is defined by the

lS

defined by:

'input

lS

defined by:

'input

c2' Hard,

dry stool'
'100' and
'whose weight is

c3'

Straining at stool'
'whose weight is
'75 ' and is defined by:

'input

c4' Painful defecation'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by:

'input

c5' Abdominal distention'

'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by:

'input

c6' Rectal pressure'
'whose weight is : '50 ' and is defined by:

'input

c7' Headache, appetite impairment'
'whose weight is : '50 ' and is defined by:

'input

c8' Abdominal pain'
'whose weight is
'50 ' and is defined by:

'input

rl' Pregnancy'
'whose weight is

'100 ' and is defined by:

'input

r2' Lack of exercise'
'whose weight is : ' 25' and is defined by:

'input

r4' Lack of privacy'
'whose weight is : '25 ' and is defined by:

'input

r5' Fear of rectal pain'
'whose weight is
'100 ' and is defined by:

'input

r30' Postpartum'
'whose weight is

'input

'100 ' and is defined by:
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd2' Ineffective Breast-Feeding"
the following cues:'

is defined by

c9' Actual or perceived inadequate milk supply'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by: 'input
c10' Infant inability to attach on to maternal breast
correctly'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by: 'input
c11' No observable signs of oxytocin release'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by: 'input
c12' Observable signs of inadequate infant intake'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by: 'input
c13' Nonsustained suckling at the breast'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

c14' Insufficient emptying of each breast per feeding'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
c15' Insufficient opportunity for suckling at the breast'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by: 'input
c16' Infant exhibiting fussiness and crying within the first
hour after breast-feeding; unresponsive to other comfort
measures'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
c17' Infant arching and crying at the breast resisting
latching on'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by: 'input
r6' Breast anomaly'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

r7' Infant anomaly/poor sucking reflex'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by:

'input

r8' Prematurity'
'whose weight is

'input

'100' and is defined by:
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r9' Previous breast surgery'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

r10' Maternal fatigue'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

r11' Maternal anxiety'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

r12' Maternal ambivalence toward breast-feeding'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
r13' Inadequate Nutrition intake'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

r14' Inadequate fluid intake'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

r15' History of unsuccessful breast-feeding'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
r16' Nonsupportive partner/family'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

r17' Lack of knowledge - parenting'
'whose weight is
'75' and is defined by:

'input

r18' I I I mother'
'whose weight is

'75 ' and is defined by:

'input

r19' I I I infant'
'whose weight is

'75' and is defined by:

'input

r3' Breast-feeding'
'whose weight is : '50 ' and is defined by:

'input

r46' First-time breast-feeder'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

r47' Sore nipples'
'whose weight is :

'100' and is defined by:

'input

r48' Cracked nipples'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd3' Altered Comfort"
following cues:'

1S

defined by the

c18' Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c19' Autonomic response in acute pain'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by:
c22' Blood pressure increase in acute pain'
'whose weight is : '35' and is defined by: 'input
c23' Pulse increase in acute pain'
'whose weight is : '35' and is defined by:

'input

c24' Respirations increase in acute pain'
'whose weight is : '35' and is defined by:

'input

c25' Diaphoresis'
'whose weight is

' 25' and is defined by:

'input

c26' Dilated pupils'
'whose weight is : ' 25' and is defined by:

'input

:

c20' Guarded position'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

c21' Crying, Moaning'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by:

'input

r20' Trauma (surgery, accidents)'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by:

'input

c64' Episiotomy'
'whose weight is

'100' and is defined by:

'input

c66' Cesarean Section'
'whose weight is : '100 ' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd4' Altered Family Processes"
the following cues:'

is defined by

c27' Family system does not adapt constructively to crisis'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
c28' Family system does not communicate openly and
effectively between family members'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
c29' Family does not meet physical needs of all its members'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
c30' Family does not meet emotional needs of all its
members'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
c31' Family does not meet spiritual needs of all its
members'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
c32' Family does not express or accept a wide range of
feelings'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
c33' Family does not seek or accept help appropriately'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
r22' Birth of a child with defect'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by:

'input

r30' Postpartum'
'whose weight is

'100' and is defined by:

'input

c72' Lack of supportive partner/family'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd5' Altered Health Maintenance"
the following cues:'
r17' Lack of knowledge - parenting'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

is defined by

'input

r23' Postpartum self-care'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

r21' Primigravida'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
cues: '

'd6' Infection"

is defined by the following

r24' Altered or insufficient leukocytes'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

r25' Blood dyscrasias'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

r26' Altered integumentary system'
'whose weight lS
'100' and is defined by:

'input

r27' Presence of invasive lines (IVs, Foley catheter,
enteral feedings)'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
r20' Trauma (surgery, accidents)'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by:

'input

r49' Episiotomy'
'whose weight is

' 100' and is defined by:

'input

r50' Cesarean Section'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd7' Altered Nutrition: Less than body req."
defined by the following cues:'

is

c34' Client reports or has inadequate food intake, with or
without weight loss'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c35' Actual or potential metabolic needs in excess of intake
with or without weight loss'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c36' Weight 10% - 20% below ideal for height and frame'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by: 'input
c37' Triceps skin fold, mid_arm circumference, and mid_arm
muscle circumference less than 60% standard measurement'
'whose weight is
'75' and is defined by: 'input
c38' Tachycardia on minimal exercise and bradycardia at
rest'
'25' and is defined by: 'input
'whose weight is
c39' Muscle weakness and tenderness'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

c40' Mental irritability or confusion'
'whose weight is : '25' and is defined by:

'input

c41' Decreased serum albumin'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by:

'input

c42' Decreased serum transferrin or iron-binding capacity'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
r28' Lack of knowledge - nutrition'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

r29' Crash or fad diet'
'whose weight lS
'100' and is defined by:

'input

r30' Postpartum'
'whose weight is

'50' and is defined by:
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'input

University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd8' Altered Nutrition: More than body req."
defined by the following cues:'

is

c43' Overweight - more than 10% over ideal for height and
frame'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c44' Obese - more than 20% over ideal for height and frame'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c45' Triceps skin fold greater than 15mm (men) or 25mm
(women) ,
'whose weight lS : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c46' Reported undesirable eating patterns'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by:

'input

c47' Intake in excess of body requirements'
'whose weight is : '75' and is defined by: 'input
c48' Sedentary activity patterns'
'whose weight is
'25' and is defined by:
r1' Pregnancy'
'whose weight is

'100' and is defined by:
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'input
'input

university of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd9' Altered Parenting"
following cues:'

is defined by the

cSO' Inappropriate parenting behavior'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

cS1' Lack of parental attachment behavior'
'whose weight lS : '100' and is defined by:

'input

cS2' Frequent verbalization of dissatisfaction or
disappointment with infant/child'
'whose weight is : '7S' and is defined by: 'input
cS3' Verbalization of frustration of role'
'whose weight is : 'SO' and is defined by:

'input

c54' Verbalization of perceived or actual inadequacy'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

cS5' Diminished or inappropriate visual, tactile, or
auditory stimulation of infant'
'whose weight is
'2S' and is defined by: 'input
cS6' Evidence of abuse or neglect of child'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by:

'input

r31' Single parent'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

r32' Adolescent parent'
'whose weight is : 'SO' and is defined by:

'input

r33' Child of unwanted pregnancy'
'whose weight is : 'SO' and is defined by:

'input

r34' Child of undesired sex'
'whose weight is : 'SO' and is defined by:

'input

r3S' Child with undesired characteristics'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

r36' Child with physical handicap'
'whose weight is : '7S' and is defined by:

'input

r37' Child with mental handicap'
'whose weight is : '7S' and is defined by:

'input

r38' Separation from nuclear family'
'whose weight is : 'SO' and is defined by:

'input
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r39' Lack of extended family'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:

'input

r17' Lack of knowledge - parenting'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by:

'input

r40' Unrealistic expectations of child by parent'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
r41' Unrealistic expectations of self by parent'
'whose weight is
'50' and is defined by: 'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd10' Body Image Disturbance"
following cues:'

is defined by the

c57' Verbal or nonverbal negative response to actual or
perceived change in body structure and/or function'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by: 'input
r1' Pregnancy'
'whose weight is

'100' and is defined by:

'input

r30 ' Postpartum'
'whose weight is

'100' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd11' Altered Sexuality Patterns"
the following cues:'

is defined by

c58' Identification of sexual difficulties, limitations, or
changes'
'whose weight is
'100' and is defined by: 'input
r30' Postpartum'
'whose weight is

'100' and is defined by:

'input

c73' Separation from spouse'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
iDiagnosis
'd12' Sleep Pattern Disturbance"
the following cues:'

is defined by

c59' Difficulty falling or remaining asleep'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by: 'input
c60' Fatigue on awakening or during the day'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
c61' Dozing during the day'
'whose weight is
' 50' and

defined by:

'input

'50 ' and is defined by:

'input

c63' Mood alterations'
'whose weight is : '50 ' and is defined by:

'input

c62' Agitation'
'whose weight is

lS

r42' Hospitalization'
'whose weight is
'100 ' and

lS

defined by:

'input

r30' Postpartum'
'whose weight is

lS

defined by:

'input

'100' and
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'd13' Impaired Skin Integrity"
the following cues:'
c64' Episiotomy'
'whose weight is

is defined by

'100' and is defined by:

'input

c65' Perineal Laceration'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

c66' Cesarean Section'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input

c67' Denuded Skin'
'whose weight is

' 50' and is defined by:

'input

c68' Erythema'
'whose weight is

'25' and is defined by:

'input

c69' Lesions'
'whose weight is

'25 ' and is defined by:

'input

c70' Pruritus'
'whose weight is

'25 ' and is defined by:

'input

c74' Cracked nipples'
'whose weight is : '100' and

lS

defined by:
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'input

University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis 'd14' Urge Incontinence"
following cues:'

is defined by the

c71' Urgency followed by incontinence'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:
r43' Post-indwelling catheters'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:
r44' Loss of perineal tissue - Childbirth'
'whose weight is : '100' and is defined by:

'input
'input
'input

r45' Irritation to perineal area - poor personal hygiene'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by: 'input
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University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'dt1' test diagnosis 1"
following cues:'
ct1' test cue l'
'whose weight is

is defined by the

'40' and is defined by:

ct4' test cue 4'
'whose weight 1S

'50 ' and is defined by:

'input

ct5' test cue 5'
'whose weight is

'60 ' and is defined by:

'input

ct2' test cue 2'
'whose weight is

'40' and is defined by:

ct6' test cue 6 '
'whose weight is

'40 ' and is defined by:

ct7' test cue 7 '
'whose weight is

'40 ' and is defined by:

ct9' test cue 9'
'whose weight is

'input

'50' and is defined by:

ct11' test cue 11'
'whose weight is : '40' and is defined by:
'input
ct12' test cue 12'
'whose weight is : '40' and is defined by:
ct14' test cue 14'
'whose weight is : '50' and is defined by:
ct16' test cue 16'
'whose weight is : '40' and is defined
by: 'input
ct17' test cue 17'
'whose weight is : '60' and is defined
by:
ct18' test cue 18'
'whose weight is : '40' and is
defined by: 'input
ct19' test cue 19'
'whose weight is : '40' and is
defined by: 'input
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ct20' test cue 20'
'whose weight is : '40' and is
defined by: 'input
ct15' test cue 15'
'whose weight is : '60' and is defined by:
'input
ct13' test cue 13'
'whose weight is : '40' and is defined by:
'input
ct10' test cue 10'
'whose weight is : '60' and is defined by:
ct8' test cue 8'
'whose weight is
ct3' test cue 3'
'whose weight is

'40' and is defined by:

'40' and is defined by:
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'input

'input

'input

University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
'Diagnosis
'dt2' test diagnosis 2"
following cues:'

is defined by the

ct4' test cue 4'
'whose weight is

'10' and is defined by:

'input

ct5' test cue 5'
'whose weight lS

'10' and is defined by:

'input

ct6' test cue 6'
'whose weight lS

'20' and is defined by:

'input

ct3' test cue 3'
'whose weight lS

'10' and is defined by:

'input

ct8' test cue 8'
'whose weight is

'20' and is defined by:

'input

ct10' test cue 10'
'whose weight is : '10' and is defined by:

'input

ct11' test cue 11'
'whose weight is : '10' and is defined by:

'input

ct13' test cue 13'
'whose weight is : '10' and is defined by:

'input
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APPENDIX B
Validating client scenarios, input data and output from the
prototype expert system.
Client 1
Carole Evans is a 23 year old primigravida who is 14 hours
post-delivery.
She had a midline episiotomy and delivered a
7 pound, 11 ounce male.
She is breast-feeding her infant,
and states she is not sure she has enough milk to give him.
The baby is observed to arch and cry at the breast.
Carole
holds him awkwardly.
She complains of perineal pain and
abdominal pain.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Ineffective Breast-feeding
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Breast-feeding
Abdominal pain
Lack of knowledge - parenting
Infant arching and crying at the breast resisting
latching on
Actual or perceived inadequate milk supply
Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort
Primigravida
Postpartum self-care
Postpartum
Hospitalization
Episiotomy
First-time breast-feeder
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Ineffective Breast-Feeding
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
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Client 2
Barbara Johnston is a 16 year old, obese primigravida who is
12 hours postpartum.
She is a single parent, had a cesarean
section and delivered a 6 pound, 3 ounce female.
She is
bottle feeding.
She has in IV of 1000 cc D5W running at 125
cc/hour and a Foley catheter. Her blood pressure is 140/86,
pulse is 102, and respiration is 30, all elevated
measurements.
She is moaning and tossing in the bed.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Comfort
Altered Nutrition: More than body requirements
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Altered Parenting
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Crying, moaning
Respirations increase in acute pain
Pulse increase in acute pain
Blood pressure increase in acute pain
Primigravida
Postpartum self-care
Postpartum
Obese - more than 20% over ideal for height and frame
Adolescent parent
Single parent
Hospitalization
Cesarean Section
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Altered Nutrition: More than body requirements
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Potential Altered Parenting
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Client 3
Mona Bradshaw is a 25 year old gravida 3 who is 48 hours
postpartum.
She delivered a 7 pound 3 ounce male over an
intact perineum.
She planned to breast-feed her infant.
The infant has a bilateral cleft lip, and both Mona and her
husband have refused to see the baby. Mona complains of
rectal pressure, abdominal pain and inability to hold her
urine.
She states she has been unable to sleep since
delivery.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Colonic Constipation
Altered Comfort
Altered Family Processes
Altered Parenting
Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Urge Incontinence
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Abdominal pain
Rectal pressure
Infant anomaly/poor sucking reflex
Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort
Birth of a child with a defect
Family does not seek or accept help appropriately
Family does not express or accept a wide range of
feelings
Family does not communicate openly and effectively
between
members
Family does not adapt constructively to crisis
Postpartum
Child with physical handicap
Child with undesired characteristics
Diminished or inappropriate visual, tactile, or
auditory stimulation of infant
Lack of parental attachment behavior
Inappropriate parenting behavior
Hospitalization
Difficulty falling or remaining asleep
Urgency followed by incontinence
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Colonic Constipation
Altered Comfort
Altered Family Processes
Altered Parenting
Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Urge Incontinence
Potential Ineffective Breast-Feeding
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Body Image Disturbance
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Client 4
Judy Lawrence is a 33 year old, underweight gravida 2 who
24 hours post-delivery.
She had a midline episiotomy and
delivered a 5 pound, 11 ounce female.
She is bottle
feeding.
She states that she wanted a boy, since she
already has a girl at home.
She is separated from her
husband.
She complains about being fat and states she is
going to crash diet to lose her pregnancy weight.

lS

Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Body Image Disturbance
Potential Altered Nutrition: Less than body
requirements
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Parenting
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Nonsupportive partner/family
Postpartum
Crash or fad diet
Weight 10% - 20% below ideal for height and frame
Separation from nuclear family
Child of undesired sex
Single parent
Verbal or nonverbal negative response to actual or
perceived
change in body structure and/or function
Hospitalization
Episiotomy
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Body Image Disturbance
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Altered Nutrition: Less than body
requirements
Potential Altered Parenting
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Client 5
Joy Davis is a 26 year old gravida 3 who delivered a 6
pound, 3 ounce female by cesarean section two days ago.
She
is breast-feeding her infant but says that she doesn't think
she can continue since her nipples are cracked and sore.
Her husband is in the Navy and is out to sea.
He is not due
home for three months.
Joy is concerned about her ability
to cope with three children alone.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Ineffective Breast-Feeding
Potential Infection
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Potential Altered Parenting
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Breast-feeding
Maternal anxiety
Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort
Postpartum
Separation from nuclear family
Single parent
Verbalization of perceived or actual inadequacy
Hospitalization
Cesarean section
Sore nipples
Cracked nipples
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Ineffective Breast-Feeding
Potential Infection
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Potential Altered Parenting
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Client 6
Jane Palmer is a 14 year old primigravida who delivered a 5
pound, 6 ounce male 26 hours ago.
She had a midline
episiotomy and is bottle feeding her infant.
Jane comments
"He sure is ugly.
I didn't want an ugly old boy.
I wanted
a pretty little girl so I could dress her up." Jane does
not pick the infant up to feed him when he cries until the
nursing staff tells her to.
She says that her bottom is
sore and she is afraid to have a bowel movement.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
}\l tered Comfort
Altered Parenting
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Fear of rectal pain
Lack of knowledge - parenting
Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort
Primigravida
Child with undesired characteristics
Child of undesired sex
Adolescent parent
Evidence of abuse or neglect of child
Diminished or inappropriate visual, tactile, or
auditory stimulation of infant
Frequent verbalization of dissatisfaction or
disappointment
with infant/child
Lack of parental attachment behavior
Inappropriate parenting behavior
Hospitalization
Episiotomy
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Altered Parenting
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
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Client 7
Jackie Bailey is a 23 year old, unmarried primigravida who
delivered a 2 pound, 14 ounce male 36 hours ago by cesarean
section.
Her IV and Foley catheter were discontinued six
hours ago.
She has been eating well and has voided twice
since the catheter was removed but complains of some urgency
and urinary dribbling.
Her son is in the NICU on a
ventilator. Jackie never talks about her son, never
inquires about him and has not been to see him in the
nursery.
She has had no visitors and states "My morn is dead
and I don't know where my father is."
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Family Processes
Altered Parenting
Impaired Skin Integrity
Urge Incontinence
Potential Altered Comfort
Potential Ineffective Breast-feeding
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Lack of supportive partner/family
Prematurity
Primigravida
Postpartum
Lack of extended family
Separation from nuclear family
Single parent
Evidence of abuse or neglect of child
Diminished or inappropriate visual, tactile, or
auditory stimulation of infant
Lack of parental attachment behavior
Inappropriate parenting behavior
Hospitalization
Cesarean section
Urgency followed by incontinence
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Family Processes
Altered Parenting
Impaired Skin Integrity
Urge Incontinence
Potential Altered Comfort
Potential Infection
Potential Ineffective Breast-feeding
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Body Image Disturbance
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Client 8
Rhonda Jackson is a 34 year old gravida 4 who delivered a 7
pound, 8 ounce female 6 hours ago over an intact perineum.
She and her husband are elated since they have three boys at
home.
Rhonda is beast-feeding her infant and does not
anticipate problems since she breast-fed all of the boys as
well.
She complains of afterbirth cramps which are quite
severe while the infant is nursing.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Comfort
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Breast-feeding
Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort
Abdominal pain
Postpartum
Hospitalization
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
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Client 9
Judy Rivers is a 24 year old primigravida who delivered a 9
pound, 8 ounce female 24 hours ago.
She is bottle feeding
her infant. Judy is observed holding her infant awkwardly
and shifting from side to side in the bed slowly.
She
states that her "stitches hurt" but she "doesn't want any
medication for pain right now".
She has been recently
divorced from her husband of four years.
She now lives with
her parents.
She has no job, but plans to get one when the
baby is about 6 weeks old.
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Altered Parenting
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Lack of knowledge - parenting
Trauma (surgery, accidents)
Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort
Primigravida
Postpartum
Separation from nuclear family
Single parent
Hospitalization
Irritation to perineal area / Poor personal hygiene
Episiotomy
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Altered Parenting
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Potential Colonic Constipation
Potential Altered Family Processes
Potential Body Image Disturbance
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Client 10
Pamela Shufnel is a 21 year old primigravida who delivered a
She had a midline
6 pound, 12 ounce male 36 hours ago.
episiotomy and is breast feeding her infant.
She is
observed crying and states "I'm so confused. My husband is
insisting that we have the baby baptized by a Catholic
priest.
I am a Baptist - I don't believe in infant
baptism."
Pamela is also worried about her son's
circumcision and breast-feeding, stating she doesn't know
how to take care of a baby.
"I just know my son is going to
hate me.
I don't have any milk.
When am I going to have
milk? He isn't getting anything to eat."
Expected Diagnoses (from the nursing expert)
Altered Comfort
Altered Family Processes
Body Image Disturbance
Sleep Pattern Disturbance
Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Ineffective Breast-feeding
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Colonic Constipation
Input Data (Cues from the assessment)
Breast-feeding
Lack of knowledge - parenting
Nonsupportive partner/family
Maternal anxiety
Actual or perceived inadequate milk supply
Crying, Moaning
Primigravida
Family does not express or accept a wide range of
feelings
Family does not meet spiritual needs of all its members
Family does not meet emotional needs of all its members
Family does not communicate openly and effectively
between
members
Family does not adapt constructively to crisis
Postpartum
Verbal or nonverbal negative response to actual or
perceived
change in body structure and/or function
Hospitalization
Mood alterations
Agitation
Episiotomy
First-time breast-feeder
Generated Diagnoses (from the prototype)
Altered Comfort
Altered Family Processes
Body Image Disturbance
Sleep Pattern Disturbance
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Impaired Skin Integrity
Potential Ineffective Breast-feeding
Potential Altered Health Maintenance
Potential Infection
Potential Altered Sexuality Patterns
Potential Colonic Constipation
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C-1

INTRODUCTION

The University of North Florida Diagnostician is a menu
based expert system designed to aid in determining a set of
diagnoses applicable to a specific client when presented
with a list of that client's symptoms and risk factors.

It

will provide listings of actual, possible, and potential
diagnoses as well as explanations of the rationale behind
it's decisions.

Diagnoses are defined within the system by

providing the defining characteristics and risk factors
(referred to as cues), weighted by their importance to the
diagnosis.

Cues may be provided as input items or they may

be constructed from lower level cues.

There is no limit to

the number of levels available for constructing higher level
cues from lower level cues.

This system (the DIAGNOSTICIAN)

is designed to operate on

the IBM family of personal computers or compatibles with 640
K of internal memory, a color monitor, hard disk drive and
printer, and utilizing the MS-DOS or PC-DOS operating
system. The original purpose of the DIAGNOSTICIAN is to
provide assistance in determining nursing diagnoses.
Therefore, all examples and explanations will be presented
in the context of the nursing profession.
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This manual will describe all procedures and techniques
necessary for operation of the system.
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C-3

GETTING STl'l.RTED

It is assumed that the user of the DIAGNOSTICIAN has
purchased and executed a current user license with ARITY
CORPORATION for operation of their ARITY/PROLOG interpreter
on the target machine.

The current version at this writing

is version 5.1.

To begin operation of the DIAGNOSTICIAN, the user should
create a subdirectory on the hard disk to contain the
necessary programs and data files.

Any legal directory name

is acceptable, however, a meaningful name such as "DIAG"
should be used.

Once the subdirectory is created, copy the files from the
DIAGNOSTICIAN diskettes to the subdirectory.

To activate the DIAGNOSTICIAN, enter "API" (for Arity Prolog
Interpreter) at the DOS prompt In the directory you created.
The system will be loaded and the function selection menu
will be presented.

Depending on the type of hardware used,

this initial loading will take from a few seconds to two
minutes.
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C-4

ORDER OF OPERATIONS

The DIAGNOSTICIAN is very flexible in its design and imposes
few rules on the user.

However, as in most computer

systems, some rules must be followed.
1.

They are:

In order for the DIAGNOSTICIAN to develop a
diagnosis from the client cues, the diagnosis must
be defined within the system.

Use the "Redefine"

section to define all diagnoses and the relevant
cues through the add, change, or delete functions
provided.

Save the definitions for future use by

selecting the "Save redefinitions"

function after

defining diagnoses and cues.
2.

A subject client must be selected before any
meaningful diagnostic work can be done.

Use the

"Select Client" function under "Diagnose" to
choose a client for diagnosis.

This will provide

the DIAGNOSTICIAN with a set of cues exhibited by
that client and instruct it to perform its
diagnostic activity.
After these two steps have been performed,

there are no

restrictions on the order of any of the other functions.
Informative displays or reports may run and rerun in any
order desired.

However, if some basis for the diagnostic

activity is changed, such as changing a diagnosis
definition, the system should be "reset" by performing the
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"Select Client"

function again to incorporate the new

conditions.
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THE FUNCTION SELECTION MENU

The function selection menu allows the operator to choose
the desired system function through pull-down menus.

The

top-level menu appears across the top of the screen listing
the major functions available.

Selection of a major

function will activate a pull-down menu which provides more
detailed sub-functions associated with the major function.
The top-level menu appears as follows:
:'J!llversity of No:-th FlorIda L , i a g n o s t i c i a n - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . ,
Diagnose
Explain
Print
Redefine
Quit

[C 1 i en t

Number~

There are two methods for selecting the desired function:
pointing and using accelerator keys.

Both methods

accomplish the same goal and the choice of which method to
use is left to the user's preference.

The first method,

pointing, consists of using the arrow keys to move the
highlight bar across the top of the screen to the desired
major function and pressing the enter key or down arrow key.
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C-7

To utilize the accelerator keys, the user selects the major
function by pressing the highlighted letter of the function.
The pull-down menu associated with the selection will appear
just as it does when using pointing, as described above.

Once the pull-down menu is displayed for a particular major
function,

selection of a sub-function is performed in the

same manner; that is, by pointing with the arrow keys or by
using accelerator keys.

The pull-down menus for each

function selection appear in the section describing the
function.
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C-8

DIAGNOSE

The "Diagnose" function is the heart of the DIAGNOSTICIAN.
It is used to select a client, generate diagnoses and
display the results of its work.

Please refer to the

"Order of Operations" section of this manual for the proper
sequence of selecting these options.

The pull-down menu for

this function appears as follows:
'-"r:;i\'-=:-~ltY

Diagnos.::"

cf

~'lo[rth

Flo~ido

ExplalD

Diagnostician
Print

Display Actual diaqnoses
Display Possible diagnoses
Display ?otential diagnoses

[Client Name
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SELECT CLIENT
This sub-function

lS

used to choose a specific client and

their corresponding set of cues to diagnose.

Choosing this

option will display the "Client Selection" menu which lists
each client and their client number in a selection box as
follows:
~'::iversity

Cll~nt

::.: !Jorth Flo:-ida D l a · ; ; n o s t i c i a n ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . ,
ior.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . ,

2-2lec~

Select

Clie~~

Numbe~

123-45-6789
232-3:-6352

412-~~-=444

~o

diagnose

C1 ient

r~am.,..:- - - - - ,

Terminal E. III
Julie N. Fcrdh3m
Alice B. Tackett

Continue

Position the pointer to the desired client through use of
the up and down arrows or Page Up and Page Down keys to
display clients not listed in the first set of clients.
When the pointer is at the correct client, press "Enter" or
the Tab key to select that client.
positioned at the "CONTINUE" box.

The cursor will then be
At this point, if the

user should change her mind, she may return to the selection
box by pressing the Tab key.
menu by pressing "Enter."

Otherwise, exit the selection

There will be a short delay on

exiting the "Client Selection" menu as the system references
the client record and converts the cues found there into a
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form that the

DIAGNOSTICIAN can use.

C-10

It then will generate

all diagnoses that it can from the set of client cues.

Once a client has been selected, the client number and name
appear in the informational boxes at the bottom of the
screen.

DISPLAY ACTUAL/POSSIBLE/POTENTIAL DIAGNOSES
Selection of any of these three sub-functions will display
the respective diagnoses that the system has produced.

The

DIAGNOSTICIAN will display the diagnosis with the sum of the
weights of the cues that produced it.

The sum must exceed

100 for the system to generate actual and potential
diagnoses.

possible diagnoses are generated if any cue is

present that also appears as a cue in the diagnosis
definition, regardless of weight.

Refer to the "Redefine"

section of this manual for further explanation of weighting
and diagnosis definition procedures.

If more than five

diagnoses has been produced, the display will halt after the
fifth has been shown and the message "more" will be
displayed to indicate more diagnoses are available.
any key to view the next diagnoses.

Press

At the end of the

display, the message "press any key to return to menu" will
appear.

A sample display appears below.
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"_':;':','02rsity of north F'lorida [ l l a g n o s t l c : a : ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Diagnose
Explain
Print
Redefine
Quit
'Al~ered

Nutri:ion: More than body req.

'TJrQ€ Incontinence'

'p:-ess any key

:'0

I

I

I

is confirmed with a weight of'

is confirmed wi ': fl a wei;:!ht of'

retur:-:: to menu'

r_'AlIce
Cli~nt

nam ...
B. Tackett
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C-12

EXPLAIN

The pull-down menu for this function appears as follows:
~.Jr:.iverSl':Y

Dia;n::s",

of North Florida D i a g n o s t i c i a n ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ,
Quit
Explain
I Print

1

hctual

dia~no3es

generated

Possible d:a?DOSeS

PotentIal

Cues

d:3g~oses

ge~erated

generated

ge:1era~ed

rClient NalE
:Alice B. Tackett

This function exists to provide a mechanism for the
DIAGNOSTICIAN to explain its reasoning in producing
diagnoses and high-level cues.

It will list each generated

diagnosis or high-level cue along with the client's defining
cues that caused the generation.

No user input is required

other than selection of the type of explanation to display.
If more than one diagnosis has been generated,

the system

will stop at the end of each diagnosis, display the "more"
message, and wait for a key press to continue.

A sample

actual diagnosis explanation screen appears below.
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n ': y8 r-sity of North Florida D i a g n o s t i : : i a n . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' "
Redefine
Quit
Diagnose
Explaln
PriDt

'Altered Nutrition: More than body reg."
confirmed due to the presence of the
fcllowing cues:'
'Overw-=i;;~.t - more than 10% over ideal for height and frame'
mere
'Ur~e

Incon:inence"

confirmed due to the presence of the following cues:'

liJrge:-:.cy ':ollowed by incont.inence'

'press a:1Y key :0 return to menu'

r

Client Nams
_'Allce B. Tackett
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C-14

PRINT

The PRINT function allows the DIAGNOSTICIAN to provide paper
reports of the knowledge it possesses.

The pull-down menu

for this function is:
'_;r::2.versi-=.y c: U:::rth ~lorida Dla1:1ostic:an
[\lagnc:;~
E):plain
I _
P:-in~
I -_Redefine
_ _ _ _ _ _ _L
_ _ _,

Quit

~

Client information
Actual diaonoses
P~ssible diagnoses
Potential diagnoses
Diaqnosis deflnition
Input format

[Client N"mber~

'412-24-2444'

[Client name

'Alice B. Tackett

Selection of any of the sub-functions will produce a report
on the attached printer.

Sample reports follow this

section.

CLIENT

INFO~~TION

This report lists the client information consisting of the
client's name, number, and all cues present for that client.
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ACTUAL/POSSIBLE/POTENTIAL DIAGNOSES
These reports provide a listing of the diagnoses generated
for the client.

They explain the rationale behind its

decisions by listing the client's cues used in generating
each diagnoses.

Further, for POSSIBLE and POTENTIAL

diagnoses, the DIAGNOSTICIAN provides some guidance by
listing the cues that should be observed (but are not
currently present) to confirm the diagnosis.

If high-level

cues were generated in the process of developing a
diagnosis, they are listed with the lower level cues used in
their generation.

There may be multiple levels of high-

level cues listed.
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C-16

DIAGNOSIS DEFINITION
When the user selects this report, the DIAGNOSTICIAN will
request the user to enter the specific diagnosis to report
as follows:
'Enter diagnosis to print
Enter the name of the diagnosis (d1, d12, etc.) to print and
press "Enter".

The system will print the diagnosis and all

defining cues, weights, and descriptions for that diagnosis.

INPUT FORMAT
This is a technical report used by the system administrator.
It lists the position in the input record for each of the
cues used in diagnosis and high-level cue definitions.

Its

purpose is to define the interface between the DIAGNOSTICIAN
and the assessment tool used in determining what cues are
present for a particular client.

Under normal, steady

state, conditions, this report should not be necessary.
However, should the user add or change diagnoses or highlevel cue definitions, the input record for a client may
change and this report will reflect the new client record
definition.

Not included in this report are the first two

client data fields; client number - 11 characters and client
name - 20 characters.

Note: The client cue positions

actually start with position 0, not 1, so the client record
- 110 -
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one position longer than the sum of the cue positions,

client number, and client name.
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SAMPLE REPORTS
U::i\"ersi:y of North Flor':'da.

::':"agnostician

'Cues Pr,,=sent'

'F:HT~:~Y

'UnrEa~~s:ic
'rrgen~~'

r.:>: -=::P:--3:ES ::;r acc-3pt a \f:ide :.-a:19<2 c:

jO~2

'Ov~r~~i;~t

-

m2r~

:~-21ings'

:ta:: :C% over ideal for height a::d frame'
of self by parent'

expec:a:l~~s

~cl:o~e~

:nc2~:lnence'

Sample Report

"Client Information"
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~~iversit~·
~.:.a;Dostician

"

'hl:ered !.J:..:.:ri:ion:

!'~c're

than

bO:Jy

Sample Report

of r;orth

for

Flo~ida

hlice 8. Tacke::t

';12-24-2~';";

req."

User's Manual

confirrrlec

j,J2

to the presence of the follo\o,;ing cues:

"Generated Diagnoses
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Actual"

f
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University of
Diagnostician

IJ~yth

:o~

'Altered Family Processes"
I~*~*

Other

defi~ing

Florida
Alice B. Tackett

4l:-24-2~~~

possible due :0 the

'Family does not express or accept a

~ide

User's Manual

p~esen=e

of the following cues:'

range of :ee1ing8'

ctaracteristics tc cbserve

fc~

, 'Altered Family Frocesses'

'?am ly sy.stem does ~!ot ajapt cODs:rt.:::t.:.\"ely to c:-isis'
, ?a:T1. 11' system does DC: COiTLITluDicate Qpecly and e::e::ti\'ely between :amily members'
, 2am Iv does not meet physical needs 0: all its j'll02..'TlDerS'

'~am l~' dGes not nlEet emotional needs of all its members'
':::-s.m ly does not meet s~irltual needs of all its ~embers'
'?am ly does not seek or accept help appropriatel}"'
End of other characteristics to observe'

Sample Report

"Generated Diagnoses
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Breast-Feeding'
cues:'
'3reast anomaly'

I

po~e~tia:

d~e

C-21

Flor~d3

for 412-:4-::4";4

'In~f~ectlVg

User's Manual

Alice B. Tackett

to the ;resence of the

~ollo~ing

'Act~a: or oerceived inadequate milk supply'
'Infant inability to attach on to maternal breast co=rectly'
obser',ra.ble signs of oxytocin rele2se'
'Cb2er\:ab~e SIgns c: inadequatel:1fan: l:ltake'
'NcnsLs:a~ned suck!:ng at the breast'
'Ics~f~icient e~ptY!~9 of each traast per feejing'
':ns~fflcient opportu:1ity for suckling at the breast'
'Infant exhibiting fussiness and crying within the first hour after breast-feeding; unresponsive to

I~;jc

other- com:ort ;neasures'
':nfant arching and crying at :ne breast reslsting latching on'
,~~~~ ~nj ~f charac~~rIs:ics to ctserve'
'Al~e~ed

pctential due to the presence of the following cues:'
2L:.r-gery, a=cidents J '

C~~!or:"

'':'r3'...:IT.S

:)2:':ning characteristics to observe for' 'Altered Comfort'
'Client ~eports or demonstrates a discomfort'
'Autoncrnic response in acute pain'
'Guarded position'
'Crying, Moaning'
,~*w*

End of characteristics to observe'

'Infection" potential due to the presence of the following cues:'
'Trauma (surgery, accidents)'
DefInIng characteristics to observe for' 'Infection'
,**** End of characteristics to observe'

Sample Report

"Generated Diagnoses
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Jniversit~·

o~

North

User's Manual

Flc~ida

::"a;;nostic:'an
, DIAGI~OS:S

'Diagnosis

2E~:nITION

Ineffec:.':ve Breast-Feeding" is defined by the following cues:'

':3.2'

c9' Acteal 0:: I='o::!"celved
'w'hose ·....·-=1;:-.: is :

:nad-=q1Ja~e

milk supply'

''='5' and is defiEed by:

'input

clO' Infant :~ab:'litv :0 ~~tach on to maternal bress:
'w!1ose weig:--.: _2 : '75' a:1d is defined by: 'input

co~rectly'

ell' No c:'::se:-·:able Sig::E .::f oxytocin :-e:ease'
'whose we':;!":: .lS : '=::,' c:~j 18 defined by: 'input

c12'

otserva~le

'whose \>.10219:-1::' is

21gns o~ i:1adequate infant intake'
: '""'5' .s.:;j is defined by: 'input

c13' Nons~s:ained
'whose wei.;h: 15 :

c14' InsufficIent
'whose

we19~:

l8

at the breas:'
a::d is defined by:

suckl:~g

'50'

empt~':~; of each breast
: 'SC' a~d IS defined by:

'input

per feedIng'
'input

cIS' Insuf~_Cle~t oppo=tu~ity for sucklIng at the breast'
'"",'hoEa \.\.'~:g:-.: is : '75' 3:-:d IS defined by: 'input
c~6'

In~an: ~xhiblting ~~ssiness and Cr~"lng within the first hour after breast-feeding; unresponsive
to other c=~~o~: measurss'
'whose v:e:g!1: 13 : '5(1' a:1d is defined by: 'inp:..lt

c17' lofan': a:-ehing anj ervina at the breast resisting latching on'
'\>;hose ",,"ei;:r!1t is : '75' Elnd
defined by: 'inp".lt

is

rb' Breast ano~aly'
'whose weignt is : '100' and is defined by:

'int:'ut

:-7' Infant anomaly/poor sucking reflex'
'whose weigh: is : '100' and is de:ined by:

'in;>ut

rS' Premat.urity'
'whose weigh: is

'input

'100' and

lS

defined by:

Sample Report

"Diagnosis Definition"
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F'lorij~

::i::1gnostician

P031tion'

'is re3erved for'

Positl::::n'

'is

'?o3i~io:J'

rS' Fes.:- of rec:::2. pa::;,'

0:

r~3.::!'\·ej

:or'

r~'

1S r-22-2r":ed

:or'

r3' Fast delivery'

'f021':.lon'

'is reser-ved for'
:.-eserved for'

--

~ack

Lac:i\. of

pri\'~=Y'

e;.:erc:se'

r1' Preg:1ancy'

'Po3itio:-l'

, 1S

'Positioc'

'is reser"pej for'

c8' Abdo:r.inal pa:':':!'

'Position'

'is res.:;;r\·ed fer'

c7' Headache, appe':.:te impairment'

'Position'

'is

'PositIon'

r~3~~':~j

for'

c6' Ee:::.al

'IS reserved

for'

cS' Abdo:ninal

'Position'

10

'Po31tion'

11

' IS

PositIon'

1~

f

press,-,~e'
dis~ention'

'is reser\'ed for'

c4

Fa::oful defe::ation'

reserved for'

c3

Straining

a~

'is rese!:"\,'ed for'

c::

Hard,

2:001'

is reserved for'

jry

stool'

, Position'

13

'Position'

14

'is

'Position'

15

'is reserved for'

r18' III mother'

, Position'

16

'is reserved for'

r17' Lack of knowladge - parenting'

r~3erved

for'

cl' Decreas€:J.

B!>~

frequency'

rl9 ' 2:11 infant'

, ?osi tlon'

17

'is reserved for'

r16'

'Position'

18

'is reserved for'

r1S' History of unsuccessful breast-feeding'

'Posi tion'

19

'is reserved for'

r14' Inadequate fluid intake'

~onsupportive

Sample Report

partner/family'

"Input Record Format"
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REDEFINE

This section is used to add, change, and delete diagnosis
The following is the

and high-level cue definitions.
display for the pull-down menu:

University 0: lJo:-th =lorida 2iagnost i c i a n ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
Diagnose
Print
Redeflne
Quit

I

I

Add diagnosis
Change diagnosis
Delete diagnosis
Add high level cue
Change high level cue
Delete high level CU03

Check c~e definltions
Save redefinitions

r::lient Number~
'412-24-:444'

rClient Nam_
'Alice B. Tackett

These definitions comprise the "knowledge base" from which
the DIAGNOSTICIAN gains an understanding of how to determine
the correct diagnosis, given a set of client cues.

A

diagnosis or high-level cue is defined by listing its
defining cues and their relative importance by assigning
weights to the cues.

The weighting threshold is 100,

meaning that if the sum of the weights of the cues exhibited
by a client is equal to or greater than 100, that diagnosis
or high-level cue is present.
in defining a diagnosis;
factors.

There are two classes of cues

defining characteristics and risk

In the nursing profession, defining

characteristics are the clinical criteria that validate the
- 118 -
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presence of a diagnosis.
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Risk factors are clinical and

personal situations that can change health status or
influence problem development for the client.

In the

DIAGNOSTICIAN, the two classes of cues are differentiated by
a coding convention in the cue name.
small letter "c"

Cues that begin with a

(i.e. c1, c2, c3, etc.) are defined as

defining characteristics.

Those that begin with a small "r"

(i.e. rl, r2, etc.) are defined as risk factors.

The

DIAGNOSTICIAN uses the two types of cues In very different
ways.

Defining characteristics are used in developing

actual diagnoses if the sum of their weights is greater than
or equal to 100, or possible diagnoses if the sum of the
weights is less than 100.

Risk factors are used to develop

potential diagnoses if the sum of their weights equals or
exceeds 100.

The same algorithm holds for developing high-level cues with
the exception that there is no "possible" designation.

That

is, either a high-level cue exists because the sum of its
lower level cue weights equals or exceeds 100, or it
doesn't.

Selection of the add, change, or delete functions for either
diagnoses or high-level cues will initiate very similar
appearing screens.

User actions and responses,
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correspondingly, are also very similar and,

for clarity,

only one set of instructions will be presented here.

Select the add, change, or delete function and the
redefinition screen will appear.

A sample screen for the

"Change Diagnosis" function appears on the following page.
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North Florida D i a g n o s t i : : i a n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Diagnosis to change

~

IIneffective

Cues- Wts-

Breast-Feeding

Add Cue

Descrip:ion~&-----------___,

c9

:5

c10

75

Actual or perce:ved inadequate milk sup

Infant inability to attach on to matern

ell
c12
c13
c14
::!5
c16

25
75
50
SCI
75
50

No observable signs of oxytocin release
Observable signs of inadequate infant i
Nonsustained suc~ling at the breast
Insufficient em;:':ying of each breast pe
Insufficient opportunity for suckling a
Infant exhibiting fussiness and crying

c17

7S

Infant arching and crying at the breast

r6
r7
r8

100
100
100

Delete Cue
,..------,
I Change Wt
.

Change Deser

Breast anomaly
Infant anomaly poor sucking reflex

Prematurity
L -____________________________

Cursor movement around this screen
the use of the Tab key.

lS

~

accomplished through

When the cursor is positioned at a

box that is not the one the user wants, press the Tab key to
move ahead one box or the Shift_Tab to back up one box.

The

cursor will initially be positioned in the top left box for
entry of the diagnosis or high-level cue name.

This is a

name of up to four characters that begin with one of the
following letters:
d - for diagnoses
c - for defining characteristic cues
r - for risk factor cues
Enter the name for the diagnosis or high-level cue.

The

cursor is then placed at the adjacent box which contains the
description of the diagnosis or high-level cue.

If the

diagnosis or high-level cue already exists, its description
will appear in this box and the user may replace the current
description with another at this time.
- 121 -
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changing this description will cause the new description to
be used throughout the entire system.

If the description

box is blank, enter a description of up to two hundred
characters.

ADD
When the user adds a diagnosis or high-level cue, the middle
boxes containing the cue names, weights and cue descriptions
will initially be blank.

After entering the diagnosis or

high-level cue description, the cursor will be positioned at
the "Add Cue" box.

To add a cue, press "Enter" here and the

cursor will be positioned at the box at the bottom of the
screen below the "Cues" column for entry of the first cue
name.

Enter the first cue name for this diagnosis or high-

level cue and press "Enter."

The cursor will move to the

box at the bottom of the screen below the "Wts" column for
entry of the first cue's weight.

On entry of this piece of

data the DIAGNOSTICIAN will add the cue name and weight in
the appropriate columns and search its knowledge base for a
description for that cue.
defined,

If it finds the cue already

for example, after it has been defined as part of

another diagnosis, it will display the cue's description ln
the "Description" column.

Regardless of whether the

description is found or not, the cursor is positioned at the
box at the bottom of the screen under the "Description"
column for entry of a description for the cue.
- 122 -
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DIAGNOSTICIAN finds and displays a description, and the user
accepts that description, press "Enter" without entering any
characters in this field.

Otherwise, a new description of

up to two hundred characters may be defined for the cue by
typing it now.

As is the case with the diagnosis

description, changing this description will make the new
description available throughout the system.

Upon

completion of this entry, the cursor is positioned at the
"Add Cue" box for the addition of other cues.
procedure until all cues are defined.

Repeat this

When finished with

the definition, move the cursor to the "Exit" box with the
Tab key and press "Enter" to exit.

CHANGE
The change function will cause the DIAGNOSTICIAN to
reference its knowledge base and display the defining cues
of the diagnosis or high-level cue in the appropriate
columns.

To add cues to the definition, proceed in the same

manner as described above.

To delete a cue, change a cue's

weight, or change a cue's description, move the cursor to
the "Cues" column by using the Tab key.

Then select the

appropriate cue by moving the pointer with the up or down
arrow keys or the Page Up or Page Down keys.

When the

pointer is positioned correctly, press "Enter" or the Tab
key to move the cursor to the boxes on the right of the
screen.

Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the desired
- 123 -
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If "Delete Cue" is selected the

cue is removed from the diagnosis or high-level cue
definition and the cue columns are adjusted.
or "Change Descr" is selected, the cursor

lS

If "Change Wt"
positioned

under the desired column for entry of the new information.
On completion of the new entry, the columns will reflect the
changed information.

When the user is finished changing the

definition, move the cursor to the "Exit" box and press
"Enter.

II

DELETE
The user may delete a previously defined definition with
this function.

The only user input required, other than the

selection from the function selection menu, is the name
associated with the diagnosis or high-level cue to delete.
On entry of the diagnosis or high-level cue name, the
DIAGNOSTICIAN will display the definition and the cursor
will be positioned at the "Exit" box.

Should the user make

a mistake and desire not to delete this diagnosis or highlevel cue, move the cursor back to the top left box with the
TAB key and enter the correct diagnosis or high-level cue to
delete.

Should the user decide not to delete anything at

all after having already entered a name, enter "dO" for the
diagnosis or high-level cue name.

This will instruct the

system to disregard the delete command.

- 124 -
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deletion and exit the screen, press "Enter" at the "Exit"
box.

CHECK CUE DEFINITIONS / ADD CUE TO INPUT RECORD
This function will check the knowledge base to assure that
all cues used in a definition are available through either
the input record or as a high-level cue.

It will display

the "Cue Definition Check" screen and present any cues that
have been used in a definition but not defined.
appears on the following page.

This screen

If the user has added any

cues that need further definition, a message will appear at
the bottom, right corner of the function selection menu.

It

acts as a reminder to use this function and looks like this:
Check Cue
Definitions
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'_'!11\'-::rsity of r~o!:"th Florida Qiagnosticia~!,-------------.....,
:U"= ['efinltlon C h e 2 K : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

The folloKi:1g cues need further definition.
V-ark the ones ~o add to the input record.
Jefine the others as hlah level cues.
-'/Cues- Dese ripe ions-~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Cues that appear on this screen require further definition
as to their origin.

If the cue will be an input item, the

cue should be marked as part of the input record.

position

the pointer to the cue and press the Space Bar to mark it.
A check mark will appear next to the cue to indicate that it
is marked for addition to the input record.

The Space Bar

is used as a toggle switch and can be used to "unmark"
previously marked cues.

All cues not marked should be

defined as high-level cues through the "Add high level cue"
function.

After all input cues have been marked, move the

cursor to the "Exit" box with the Tab key and press "Enter".
The marked cues will be automatically added to the input
record.

The user should print a new "Input Record" report

to see the positions of the new cues in the input record.
It is strongly recommended that the user select this
function after adding or changing any diagnosis or highlevel cue definitions.
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SAVE REDEFINITIONS
After adding, changing, or deleting definitions the user
should select this function to record the new definitions
for future use.

The new definitions are available in the

current session only unless they are saved.

No user input

is required other than the selection of this function.
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QUIT

When the user wants to exit the session, the "Quit" function
should be selected.

T}:-:.i',:~:-sity

of

D:agnos-=

!~crth

The "Quit" pull-down menu is:

Florida D i a g n o s t i : : i a n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Explain

~rint

R-=define

Quit
Return

[Client Number~
'41>24-2444 '

[Client Nam_
~Alice B. Tackett

Selection of the "Return to DOS" box will display a
confirmation box as follows:
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'Jni\"e1""sity c::f North Florida
Diagnose
S):plain

[Client NU~ber~
'1:3-45-6789'

Diagnostic:a~l---------------"'"
Pri~t
Redefine
Quit

Client tJarL
[_' Terminal E. 1: 1

Press "Enter" to return to the DOS operating system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The University of North Florida Diagnostician (Diagnostician)
is a menu-driven, expert system for generation of diagnoses.
It is written in Arity Prolog, version 5.1, using a windowing
environment for all screen handling and user interface.
Prolog
system.

interpreter

resides

atop Microsoft's

DOS

The

operating

The system was developed under DOS version 3.2 but

has been successfully tested with DOS version 4.01.

In its

present configuration, it requires 640 K of internal memory,
a hard disk, monitor, and printer.
with a color monitor,

Although designed for use

it will operate satisfactorily with a

single color monitor (tested with a Hercules controller).

It is assumed that programmers working with this system are
proficient

in

version

Prolog.

material

of

both

includes

the
If
the

DOS

operating

not,
"MS-DOS

a

system

suggested
Operating

and

Arity's

of

reading

list
System

Reference

Manual" for a review of DOS, and both "Using the ARITY/Prolog
Interpreter

and Compiler"

and

"The ARITY /Prolog

Manual" for procedures available through Prolog.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN

The

DIAGNOSTICIAN

is

built

Prolog rules and facts

-

through

three main modules

the client data base,

of

the nursing

knowledge base, and the inference engine.

2.1

The Client Data Base

The client data base
having specific data
name, and client cues.

a set of client data records,

lS

fields

for

the client number,

each

client

The client cues are developed from an

assessment of the client's condition and are assumed to be
available to this system.

The client data record is a character string record that may
be manipulated through most
Both

the

client

identification.

number
The

general

and

client

purpose

name
cues

are

are

text

used

editors.
only

represented

by

for
an

indicator (the character "1") in specific positions defined by
the DIAGNOSTICIAN to represent specific cues.

The presence of

the "1" indicator means that the cue defined for that position
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is present, whereas the absence of the "1" means that cue is
not present.

The DIAGNOSTICIAN has the capability of adding positions to
the client data record for additional cues when necessary.
This procedure is handled by the inference engine when new
cues are used in defining diagnoses or generated cues and when
those cues are not already defined in the client data record.

The format for the current client data record is listed in
Appendix A.

2.2

The

The Nursing Knowledge Base

nursing

specifically

knowledge
for

the

base

nursing

consists

of

application.

information
It

includes

diagnosis definitions, generated (high-level) cue definitions,
and client data record processing information.
Diagnoses are defined through Prolog facts in two formats as
follows:

diagnose (diagnosis_name, cue_name, cue_weight).
and
diag_descr(diagnosis_name, diagnosis_description)
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The first

D-4

format identifies each cue that is included In a

diagnosis definition and the weight of the cue.
most

probably,

format

will

will be defined by multiple

serve

to

record

as

many

A diagnosis,

cues

cues

as

and this
necessary.

Diagnosis_name is a label beginning with the character "d"
that identifies the specific diagnosis.
in the prototype system are of

the

Diagnosis_names used
form d1,

Cue_name is a label in the format c1, c2,
characteristic cues and r1,

r2,

etc.

etc.

d2,

d3,

etc.

for defining

for risk factor cues.

Cue_weight is a number to indicate the relative importance, or
weight, of the cue to the diagnosis definition.

The second format gives the diagnosis a description of up to
two hundred characters.
that

may

The description is a character string

contain anything

describe the diagnosis.

the user

feels

In the prototype,

is

important

to

this description

takes a form such as "Ineffective Breast-feeding," etc.

Since generated (high-level) cues are not available directly
from the client data record,

they are generated during the

inference process when diagnosing a client.
in the same manner as a diagnosis.

These cue definitions are

represented by the following Prolog fact:
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Generated_cue_name identifies the name by which the cue is
Again,

known.

it is of the form c1,

c2,

etc.

for defining

characteristic cues and r1, r2, etc. for risk factor cues.

As

in the definitions for a diagnosis, cue_name represents a cue
used in defining the generated cue.
the

relative

importance of

the

Cue_weight

cue to

the generated cue.

Cue_name may also represent a generated cue.
to

include

in

the

definition

of

a

It is possible

generated

generated cues that are built from still other,
that

cues

is,

determines

cue,

other

lower level

generated cue definitions may be cascaded

where one generated cue may be defined by other, lower level
generated cues.

There is no theoretical limit to the number

of levels of generated cues.
will

be

those

imposed

by

The only limitations imposed
the

availability

of

hardware

resources.

All client cues, whether available from the client data record
or generated, include one other Prolog fact definition.
cue description fact takes the format:

cue (cue_name, cue_description)
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as in the diagnosis definition,

D-6

cue_description is a

character string of up to two hundred characters.

Client data record processing information consists of Prolog
rules,

or predicates, that identify the position of each cue

within the client record and a

Prolog fact

to indicate the

last record position used.

The cue position predicates take the form:

assert_input (cue-position)

assertz(cue(cue_name)) .

where cue-position is the position within cue portion of the
client data record where the cue

lS

found, and cue_name is the

name of the cue found there.

These

predicates

are

used

to

generate

other

Prolog

during the processing of the client data record.

facts

The other

Prolog facts are generated from the "assertz" part of the rule
and indicate that a particular cue is exhibited by the client.
It

takes

the

form

"cue (cue_name)

when

the

assert_input

predicate is activated.

Cue-position includes an unstated offset of 32 characters to
account

for

an

eleven

character
- 137 -
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character client name, and one character for position 0 of the
client cue portion of the record.

A cue-position of 1,

for

instance, actually points to the 33rd position of the client
data record.

The last bit of information contained in the nursing knowledge
base is an indication of the last cue position used.

It is

formatted as follows:

last_input-position(position_number) .

where position_number

lS

the last client cue position defined

for use.

As

new

cues

are

defined,

the

last_input-position

fact

is

referenced to determine the end of the client data record.
Positions for newly defined cues are added to the end of the
record.

It

is

expected that

the

client

data

record will

reflect the new format after new cues have been added.

This

means that the client data record must include a "1" or some
other character, such as a space, in the new position for the
record to be processed correctly.

This discussion of the nursing knowledge base is included for
information only.

No programmer interaction is required to
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manipulate

the

data

contained

therein.
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All

definitions,

formats, and other information are controlled by the inference
engine through the REDEFINITION function available through the
top

level

function

selection menu.

The subfunction,

SAVE

REDEFINITIONS will save the current state of all information
referenced in this discussion.

The current state of the nursing knowledge base is listed In
Appendix B.

2.3

The Inference Engine

The design of the DIAGNOSTICIAN's inference engine is modular
for

ease

Sections

of
are

updating

and

segregated by

for

clarity

of

the

different

functions available from the top level menu.
related

to

a

specific

function

is

functionality.
user

selectable

Every procedure

self-contained

in

that

portion of the program designated for the function so the
programmer does not have to search through the entire program
for relevant modules and procedures.

Several top-level functions involve screen handling through
Arity's
based

"dialog box"
environments

routines.
where

These are temporary window

normal
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interrupted at

specific points

to perform various

program

functions.

The inference process is controlled through a hybrid forwardbackward chaining mechanism.

Cues available from the client

data record are processed in a forward chaining manner to find
a

diagnosis

that mentions

it

in its diagnosis

definition.

Control then switches to a backward chaining process where an
attempt is made to verify the diagnosis definition through the
client cues.
the

diagnosis

If enough client cues exist for verification,
is

presented

as

potential diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 3

PROGRAM MODULES

This chapter is

intended to provide some insight

into the

programming of the inference engine for the DIAGNOSTICIAN.
For

a

thorough

source

understanding

of

the

listing

should be

referenced

The

inference

engine,

document.
document,

is

defined

as

all

for

program,
In

the

concert

the

programming

program

with

this

purpose of

this

not

otherwise

referenced, i.e., in the nursing knowledge base.

There are two source files containing the programming for the
inference engine - "prolog.ini" and "diag.ari".

"prolog.ini" is an initiation routine, consulted immediately
after activation of the Prolog interpreter.

The code found

there consults both the nursing knowledge base and diagnosis
program,

sets

definitions,

the

operating

environment

through

window

and activates the top-level function selection

menu.
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The second source file,
programming

for

the

"diag.ari", contains the rest of the

DIAGNOSTICIAN.

This

program will

be

explored in depth in the following sections.

3.1

Screen Handling

Virtually all screen handling is accomplished through a menu
and the dialog boxes available from Arity Prolog.

3.1.1

Menu

The menu

lS

defined near the beginning of the program and

functions as described in the ARITY/PROLOG REFERENCE MANUAL,
chapter 13.

Five major functional categories are divided into

respective subfunctions, each selectable through pointing or
through "accelerator keys."
"do_top_menu" predicate.

The menu is controlled by the

This predicate activates the menu

and processes the user selection through a "case" statement.
It also will display a message to alert the user to "check cue
definitions"

when

a

new

cue

has

been

diagnosis or generated cue definition.

3.1.2

Dialog Boxes
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Dialog boxes are described in chapter 12 of the ARITY/PROLOG
REFERENCE MANUAL.

In the DIAGNOSTICIAN, these boxes are used

to

the

interact

wi th

user

in

1)

defining

or

redefining

diagnoses and generated cues, 2) selecting a client and
3) checking cue definitions.
~he

Each of the boxes are defined at

beginning of the program.

Every dialog box is controlled through a set of predicates
related to the function of the box.
contains

specific

programming

Each set of predicates

for

the

selected

function.

Processing is intercepted at the initialization of the dialog
box,

between

fields

within the box,

and when action push

buttons are selected to perform various operations.

Each

set

of

predicates

contains

processing

special keys when pressed by the user.
ARROW,

DOWN ARROW,

predicates

that

PAGE UP,

control

for

handling

The ENTER key,

UP

and PAGE DOhTN are handled by

program action

when

that

key

is

pressed.

3.1.2.1

The
II

Defining/Redefining Diagnoses and Generated Cues

dialog

change_cues.

list

boxes,

box
II

controlling

these

functions

is

named

It contains edi t fields, text (message) boxes,

and push buttons.
- 143 -
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different functions.

Each function uses a

separate set of

predicates to control the operation of the dialog box.
functions

(and predicate names) are:

1) add diagnosis -

(get_msg_ad),

2) change diagnosis -

(get_msg_cd),

3) delete diagnosis -

(get_msg_dd),

4) add generated (high level) cue -

As

(get_msg_ac),

5) change generated (high level) cue -

(get_msg_cc),

6) delete generated (high level) cue -

(get_msg_dc)

new

The

cues

are

used

in definitions,

a

check

determine if the cue has been previously used.

is

made

If not,

to
a

"new_cue" fact is recorded in the knowledge base to alert the
user to run the "Check Cue Definitions" function.

3.1.2.2

Errata

Three unfortunate situations exist in using the dialog boxes,
specifically in using the list boxes.

First, when using the "Change Diagnosis" or "Change High Level
Cue" functions, the previously defined cue names, weights, and
descriptions should be displayed in the respective list boxes.
If the user decides to change either the weight or description
of

the first

cue displayed,

the selected list box will be
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offset by one item after the change has been made.
weight or description is processed correctly,
correct the display,

The new

however.

To

press the PAGE UP key repeatedly until

the "indicator" is pointing to the beginning of each list.

Second, when numerous cues are used in a definition, multiple
pages of data for the list boxes are necessary.

As the user

pages through the cue data with the PAGE UP or PAGE DOWN keys,
the weight and description list boxes may become uncoordinated
with the cue name list box.

This can result in a possible

misreading of the weights and descriptions in relation to the
cue names.

For example, the indicators for each list box may

be pointing to the correct item but the items pointed to may
be at the top of the cue name list box and midway down the
list boxes for the weights and descriptions.

This situation

can be corrected, as above, by pressing the PAGE UP or PAGE
DOWN key repeatedly until the indicators line up at the top or
bottom of the list.

Third,

an empty list box may not be updated and displayed.

When defining a new diagnosis or generated cue, for instance,
the

list

boxes

for

the

defining

cues

should

be

empty.

However, since the system will not allow this, a null or empty
string must be supplied as the first entry in each box.
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null strings may be replaced, however, when cue information is
available for the list boxes.

3.1.2.3

Client Selection

Selecting a client for diagnosis is controlled through the
dialog box named" cselect" and predicates named" get_msg_sel. "
Processing begins

by abolishing

previous diagnostic activity.
dialog

box

the

client

all

facts

related

to

any

During initialization of the

data base

numbers and names are displayed.

file

is

read

and

client

On selection of a client,

the system will display the name and number in the appropriate
windows

and

proceed

with

its

diagnostic

activity.

This

activity will be traced in the "Diagnosis" section.

3.1.2.4

When

Check Cue Definitions

new cues

are

added

to

a

diagnosis

or generated

cue

definition, provisions must be made to ensure the availability
of the cue data.

The cue definition check routine ensures

that all cues used in a definition are available to the system
either through the client data record or through generation of
the cue from other cues.

This checking process is controlled

by the "definition" dialog box and "get_msg_def" predicates.
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The first thing that must be determined
data

already

lS

available.

The

whether the cue

lS

input

record

definition

predicates are checked for every cue used in every definition.
Any

cues

not

found

in

the

input

definition as a generated cue.

record

are

checked

for

All cues failing both tests

are listed in the "definition" dialog box.

The user indicates the cues to add to the input record by
choosing, or placing a check mark at the cue.

All other cues

should be defined as a generated cue.

3.2

Diagnosis

Client

diagnosis

is

the

final

process

of

the

"Client

Selection" function.

The diagnostic activity begins by referencing the client data
base record and converting all cues found there into Prolog
facts.

This

is

performed by

the

"process_cdb"

called from the "get_client_rec" predicate.
then

become

facts

in

the

form

reference.
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Control is then passed to the "produce_diag" predicate where
the first activity is production of generated cues with the
"develop_cues" predicate.

The "develop_cues" predicate checks each client cue against
the

definitions

base.

for generated cues

found

in the

knowledge

This is the first implementation of the hybrid chaining

control in that the client cue is matched,

if possible, to a

cue used in defining a generated cue through forward chaining.
If a match is found,
the

"f indall",

backward chaining is performed through

"get_cue_wt_c" ,

and

"sum_wts"

predicates

to

determine if enough cues exist to produce the generated cue that is, if the combined weight of the cues present equals or
exceeds 100.

If so,

the generated cue is asserted by the

"assert_cue" predicate in the same form as any other client
cue.

The "develop_cues" predicate is called a second time to

reference any generated cues used in defining higher level
generated cues.

By calling the

"develop_cues" predicate a

second time, eight levels of generated cues have been properly
processed in testing.

Actual diagnoses are next produced with the "produce_act_diag"
predicate.

This predicate operates in a similar manner to the

"develop_cues" predicate just discussed.

The hybrid chaining

control is used to find a diagnosis that mentions a client cue
- 148 -
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as a defining characteristic and the diagnosis is confirmed
through other client cues.

If the diagnosis can be confirmed

with an aggregate cue weight of 100 or more,
with the "diag_act" predicate.

it is recorded

Otherwise, it is recorded as

a possible diagnosis with the "diagJ)os" predicate.

Checks

are made along the way to prevent duplicates.

Potential

diagnoses

"produceJ)ot_diag"
same as

are

next

predicate.

"produce_act_diag"

developed

by

the

This predicate operates

the

except it uses risk factor cues

(beginning with the character "r") and does not produce any
possible diagnoses.
the

"diagJ)ot"

A potential diagnosis is recorded with

predicate.

If

a

diagnosis

qualifies

as

a

potential diagnosis, a check is made to determine if it also
appears as a

possible diagnosis,

diagnosis predicate (diagJ)os)

3.3

and,

if so,

the possible

is retracted.

Displays

3.3.1 Display Diagnoses

Display

of

actual,

possible,

and

potential

diagnoses

are

handled by the "display_act," "displaYJ)os," and "displaYJ)ot"
predicates.
produced

and

They reference the knowledge base for diagnoses
recorded

by

the

- 149 -
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Diagnoses are displayed with the combined weight of the client
cues used for their generation.
display

may

displayed.

be

paused

A counter is used so that the

after

five

diagnoses

have

been

The "keyb" predicate allows a key to be pressed to

continue.
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Explain Diagnoses and Generated Cues

Explanations of actual, possible, and potential diagnoses and
generated

cues

are

"explain-pos_diag, "
predicates.

Each

provided

by

the

"explain_act_diag,"

"explain-pot_diag, "
will

reference

the

and

"explain_cue"

knowledge

base

to

retrieve and explain the requested item by listing the client
cues used in development of the item.

The display will be

paused after each diagnosis or generated cue and await a key
press from the user to continue.

Cascaded generated cues will

be traced all the way back to foundation cues available from
the client data record.

3.4

Printed Reports

All printed reports are produced by redirecting the standard
output from the screen to a disk file through the
predicate.

"stdout"

A call to the DOS PRINT command is made through

the "shell" predicate to print the file.

Since the DOS PRINT

command

printer,

requires

"PRNFILE"

identification

of

the

containing the string "PRN"

command for printer identification.
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3.4.1

Print Client Information

This report prints the client identification and cues found in
the client data record through the "print_client" predicate.
It will trace generated cues back to the foundation cues found
in the client record.

3.4.2 Print Diagnoses

Actual, possible, and potential diagnoses are printed by the
"print_act," "print-pos," and "print-pot" predicates.
predicates will print

the diagnoses

found in the client data record.

These

and all defining cues

"print-pos" and "print-pot"

also will print all defining characteristic cues used in the
diagnosis definitions but not found in the client data record.
The predicates "p_other_cues-pos" and "p_other_cues-pot" are
used to print these other defining characteristic cues for
possible and potential diagnoses, respectively.

3.4.3

Print Definitions

Diagnosis
predicate.

definitions
It

will

are

request

printed
input

by
from

the
the

user

for

the

specific diagnosis to print and will print the diagnosis with
all cues used in its definition.
- 152 -
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traced back to the foundation cues found in the client data
record.

3.4.4

Print Input Record Format

The format of the input record is printed by the "print_input"
predicate.

It references data found in the nursing knowledge

base to print each cue and its position in the input record.
Not listed on this report is the client number and name which
occupy the first 31 positions of the record (position 0-11 is
client

number,

position 12-31

lS

client

name).

Also not

listed is position 0 of the client cues (in position 32 of the
record).

Therefore position 1 listed on the report

is,

in

reality, position 33 in the record.

3.5

Save Redefinitions

The current state of the nursing knowledge base may be saved
through the "save_db" predicate.

This procedure will save all

predicates used for diagnosis and generated cue definitions
and all input record format predicates.
a file named "nurse.ari."
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Quit

The "quit-prolog" predicate uses the "halt" predicate to halt
all Prolog operations and return to DOS.
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Appendix I
University of North Florida
Diagnostician
'INPUT RECORD FORMAT

'Position'

1

'is reserved for'

r5' Fear of rectal pain'

'Position'

2

'is reserved for'

r4' Lack of privacy'

'Position'

3

'is reserved for'

r3' Breast-feeding'

'Position'

4

'is reserved for'

r2' Lack of exercise'

'Position'

5

'is reserved for'

r1' Pregnancy'

'Position'

6

'is reserved for'

c8' Abdominal pain'

7
'Position'
'is
impairment'

reserved for'

c7'

Headache,

appetite

'Position'

8

'is reserved for'

c6' Rectal pressure'

'Position'

9

'is reserved for'

c5' Abdominal distention'

'Position'

10

'is reserved for'

c4' Painful defecation'

'Position'

11

'is reserved for'

c3' Straining at stool'

'Position'

12

'is reserved for'

c2' Hard, dry stool'

13
'Position'
frequency'

'is

reserved

for'

c1'

Decreased

'Position'

14

'is reserved for'

r19' III infant'

'Position'

15

'is reserved for'

r18' III mother'

'Position'
16
parenting'

'is reserved for'

'Position'
17
'is
partner/family'

reserved

- 155 -
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'Position'
18
'is reserved
unsuccessful breast-feeding'
'is

'Position'
19
intake'
, Position'
20
intake'

r14'

reserved for'

'is

History

Inadequate fluid

reserved

r12'

for'

Maternal

'Position'

22

'is reserved for'

r11' Maternal anxiety'

'Position'

23

'is reserved for'

rlO' Maternal fatigue'

'Position'
24
surgery'
'Position'

25

'is

reserved

for'

'is reserved for'

'Posi tion'
26
'is reserved for'
sucking reflex'
'Position'

27

of

r13' Inadequate Nutrition

'is reserved for'

'Position'
21
ambivalence'

r15'

for'

'is reserved for'

r9'

Previous

breast

r8' Prematurity'
r7'

Infant anomaly/poor

r6' Breast anomaly'

'Posi tion'
28
'is reserved for'
c17' Infant arching and
crying at the breast resisting latching on'
'Position'
29
'is reserved for'
c16' Infant exhibiting
fussiness and crying within the first hour after
breast-feeding; unresponsive to other comfort measures'
'Position'
30
'is reserved for'
c15'
opportunity for suckling at the breast'

Insufficient

'Position'
31
'is reserved for'
emptying of each breast per feeding'

c14'

Insufficient

'Position'
32
'is reserved
suckling at the breast'

c13'

Nonsustained

for'

'Position'
33
'is reserved for'
inadequate infant intake'

c12' Observable signs of

'Position'
34
'is reserved for'
of oxytocin release'

c11' No observable signs

'Position'
35
'is reserved for'
c10' Infant inability to
attach on to maternal breast correctly'
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c9' Actual or perceived

'Posi tion'
36
'is reserved for'
inadequate milk supply'
'position'
37
accidents) ,

'is

r20'

reserved for'

Trauma

(surgery,

'position'

38

'is reserved for'

c21' Crying, Moaning'

'position'

39

'is reserved for'

c20' Guarded position'
c18'

'position'
40
'is reserved for'
demonstrates a discomfort'

Client reports or

'position'

41

'is reserved for'

c26' Dialated pupils'

'position'

42

'is reserved for'

c25' Diaphoresis'

'position'
43
'is reserved
increase in acute pain'
'position'
44
acute pain'

for'

for'

'position'
46
'is reserved for'
with defect'
'position'

47

c23'

'is reserved for'

'position'
45
'is reserved
increase in acute pain'

'is reserved for'

c24'

Pulse increase in

c22'
r22'

Respirations

Blood

pressure

Birth of a

child

r21' Primigravida'

'position'
48 'is reserved for'
c33' Family does not seek
or accept help appropriately'
'position'
49
'is reserved for'
c32' Family does
express or accept a wide range of feelings'

not

'position'
50
'is reserved for'
c31' Family does not meet
spiritual needs of all its members'
'position'
51
'is reserved for'
c30' Family does not meet
emotional needs of all its members'
'position'
52
'is reserved for'
c29' Family does not meet
physical needs of all its members'
'position'
53
'is reserved for'
c28' Family system does
not communicate openly and effectively between family
members'
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'Position'
54
'is reserved for'
c27' Family system does
not adapt constructively to crisis'
'is

'Posi tion'
55
self-care'

reserved

for'

r23'

Postpartum

56
'is reserved for'
r27' Presence of invasive
'Position'
lines (IVs, Foley catheter, enteral feedings)'
'Position'
57
'is
integumentary system'
'position'

58

reserved

'is reserved for'

for'

r26'

Altered

r25' Blood dyscrasias'

'position'
59
'is reserved
insufficient leukocytes'

for'

'Position'

60

'is reserved for'

r30' Postpartum'

'Position'

61

'is reserved for'

r29' Crash or fad diet'

'Posi tion'
62
nutrition'

'is reserved for'

r24'

Altered

or

r28' Lack of knowledge -

'Posi tion'
63
'is reserved for'
c42'
transferrin or iron-binding capacity'

Decreased serum

'Position'
64
albumin'

Decreased

'is

reserved

for'

c41'

serum

'Position'
65
'is reserved for'
or confusion'

c40' Mental irritability

'position'
66
'is reserved for'
tenderness'

c39' Muscle weakness and

'Posi tion'
67
'is reserved for'
c38' Tachycardia
minimal excercise and bradycardia at rest'

on

'Position'
68
'is reserved for'
c37' Triceps skin fold,
mid_arm circumference, and mid_arm muscle circumference
less than 60% standard measurement'
'Position'
69
'is reserved for'
c36'
below ideal for height and frame'

Weight 10% -

20%

'position'
70
'is reserved for'
c35' Actual or potential
metabolic needs In excess of intake with or without
weight loss'
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'Position'
71
'is reserved for'
c34' Client reports or
has inadequate food intake, with or without weight loss'
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'Position'
72
patterns'

'is reserved for'

c48'

D-29

Sedentary activity

'Position'
73
'is reserved for'
body requirements'

c47' Intake in excess of

'Position' 74
'is reserved for'
eating patterns'

c46' Reported undesirable

'Position'
75
'is reserved for'
c45' Triceps skin fold
greater than 15mm (men) or 25mm (women)'
'Position'
76
'is reserved for'
c44'
20% over ideal for height and frame'

Obese - more than

'Posi tion'
77
'is reserved for'
c43' Overweight - more
than 10% over ideal for height and frame'
'position'
78
'is reserved for'
expectations of self by parent'

r41'

Unrealistic

'Position'
79
'is reserved for'
expectations of child by parent'

r40'

Unrealistic

'Position'
80
family'

Lack of extended

'is reserved for'

'Position'
81
'is
nuclear family'
'Position'
82
handicap'
'Position'
83
handicap'

reserved

for'

'is reserved for'
'is reserved for'

'Position'
84 'is reserved for'
characteristics'
'position'
sex'

85

86
'Position'
pregnancy'

r39'

'is reserved for'
'is reserved for'

r38'
r37'

Separation

from

Child with mental

r36' Child with physical
r35' Child with undesired
r34' Child of undesired
r33'

Child of unwanted

'Position'

87

'is reserved for'

r32' Adolescent parent'

'position'

88

'is reserved for'

r31' Single parent'
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'Position'
89
'is reserved for'
neglect of child'
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cS6' Evidence of abuse or

'Position'
90
'is reserved for'
cSS' Diminished or
inappropriate visual, tactile, or audi tory stimulation of
infant'
'position'
91
'is reserved for'
perceived or actual inadequacy'

c54'

Verbalization of

'Position'
92
'is reserved for'
frustration of role'

c53'

Verbalization of

'Posi tion'
93
' is
reserved
for'
cS2'
Frequent
verbalization of dissatisfaction or disappointment with
infant/child'
'Position'
94
'is reserved for'
attachment behavior'
'position'
95
'is reserved
parenting behavior'

c51'

for'

Lack of parental

c50'

Inappropriate

'Position'
96
'is reserved for'
c57' Verbal or nonverbal
negative response to actual or perceived change in body
structure and/or function'
'Posi tion'
97
'is reserved for'
cS8' Identification of
sexual difficulties, limitations, or changes'
'Position'

98

'is reserved for'

r42' Hospitalization'

'Position'

99

'is reserved for'

c63' Mood alterations'

'Position'

100

'Position'
day'

101

'is reserved for'
'is reserved for'

'Position'
102
'is reserved
awakening or during the day'
'position'
103
'is reserved for'
or remaining asleep'

c62' Agitation'
c61' Dozing during the
for'

c60'

Fatigue

c59' Difficulty falling

'Position'

104

'is reserved for'

c70' Pruritus'

'Position'

105

'is reserved for'

c69' Lesions'

'position'

106

'is reserved for'

c68' Erythema'
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'position'

107

'is reserved for'

c67' Denuded Skin'

'Position'

108

'is reserved for'

c66' Cesarean Section'

'is

'Position'
109
Laceration'
'Position'

110

reserved

'is reserved for'

for'

c65'

c64' Episiotomy'

'Posi tion'
111
'is reserved for'
r45'
perineal area - poor personal hygiene'
112
'is reserved for'
'Position'
t.issue - Childbirth'
'is

'Position'
113
catheters'

reserved

'Position'
115
breast-feeder'

'is

r44'

for'

'Position' 114 'is reserved for'
incontinence'
reserved

Perineal

r43'

Irritation

Loss of perineal
Post-indwelling

c71' Urgency followed by
for'

r46'

First-time

'Position'

116

'is reserved for'

r48' Cracked nipples'

'position'

117

'is reserved for'

r47' Sore nipples'

'Position'

118

'is reserved for'

c74' Cracked nipples'

'Position'
119
spouse'

'is

reserved for'

'position'
120
'is reserved for'
partner/family'

c73'

Separation from

c72' Lack of supportive

'Position'

121

'is reserved for'

r50' Cesarean Section'

'position'

122

'is reserved for'

r49' Episiotomy'
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Appendix
The Nurse knowledge base.
last_input-position(122) .
assert_input (1)
assertz(cue(rS)) .
assert_input (2)
assertz(cue(r4)) .
assert_input (3)
assertz(cue(r3)) .
assert_input (4)
assertz(cue(r2)) .
assert_input(S)
assertz(cue(r1)) .
assert_input (6)
assertz(cue(c8)) .
assert_input (7)
assertz(cue(c7)) .
assert_input (8)
assertz(cue(c6)) .
assert_input (9)
assertz(cue(cS)) .
assert_input (10)
assertz(cue(c4)) .
assert_input (11)
assertz(cue(c3)) .
assert_input (12)
assertz(cue(c2)) .
assert_input (13)
assertz(cue(c1)) .
assert_input (14)
assertz(cue(r19))
assert_input (lS)
assertz(cue(r18))
assert_input (16)
assertz(cue(r17))
assert_input (17)
assertz(cue(r16))
assert_input (18)
assertz(cue(r1S))
assert_input (19)
assertz(cue(r14))
assert_input (20)
assertz(cue(r13))
assert_input (21)
assertz(cue(r12))

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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assert_input (22)
assertz(cue(r11))
assert_input (23)
assertz(cue(rlO))
assert_input (24)
assertz(cue(r9)) .
assert_input (25)
assertz(cue(r8)) .
assert_input (26)
assertz(cue(r7)) .
assert_input (27)
assertz(cue(r6)) .
assert_input (28)
assertz(cue(c17))
assert_input (29)
assertz(cue(c16))
assert_input (30)
assertz(cue(c15))
assert_input (31)
assertz(cue(c14))
assert_input (32)
assertz(cue(c13))
assert_input (33)
assertz (cue (c12) )
assert_input (34)
assertz(cue(c11))
assert_input (35)
assertz(cue(clO))
assert_input (36)
assertz(cue(c9)) .
assert_input (37)
assertz(cue(r20))
assert_input (38)
assertz(cue(c21))
assert_input (39)
assertz(cue(c20))
assert_input (40)
assertz(cue(c18))
assert_input (41)
assertz(cue(c26))
assert_input (42)
assertz(cue(c25))
assert_input (43)
assertz(cue(c24))
assert_input (44)
assertz(cue(c23))
assert_input (45)
assertz(cue(c22))
assert_input (46)
assertz(cue(r22))

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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assert_input (47)
assertz(cue(r21))
assert_input (48)
assertz(cue(c33))
assert_input (49)
assertz(cue(c32))
assert_input (50)
assertz(cue(c31))
assert_input (51)
assertz(cue(c30))
assert_input (52)
assertz(cue(c29))
assert_input (53)
assertz(cue(c28))
assert_input (54)
assertz(cue(c27))
assert_input (55)
assertz(cue(r23))
assert_input (56)
assertz(cue(r27))
assert_input (57)
assertz(cue(r26))
assert_input (58)
assertz(cue(r25))
assert_input (59)
assertz(cue(r24))
assert_input (60)
assertz(cue(r30))
assert_input (61)
assertz(cue(r29))
assert_input (62)
assertz(cue(r28))
assert_input (63)
assertz(cue(c42))
assert_input (64)
assertz(cue(c41))
assert_input (65)
assertz(cue(c40))
assert_input (66)
assertz(cue(c39))
assert_input (67)
assertz(cue(c38))
assert_input (68)
assertz(cue(c37))
assert_input (69)
assertz(cue(c36))
assert_input (70)
assertz(cue(c35))
assert_input (71)
assertz(cue(c34))

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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assert_input (72)
assertz(cue(c48))
assert_input (73)
assertz(cue(c47))
assert_input (74)
assertz(cue(c46))
assert_input (75)
assertz(cue(c45))
assert_input (76)
assertz(cue(c44))
assert_input (77)
assertz(cue(c43))
assert_input (78)
assertz(cue(r41))
assert_input (79)
assertz(cue(r40))
assert_input (80)
assertz(cue(r39))
assert_input (81)
assertz(cue(r38))
assert_input (82)
assertz(cue(r37))
assert_input (83)
assertz(cue(r36))
assert_input (84)
assertz(cue(r35))
assert_input (85)
assertz(cue(r34))
assert_input (86)
assertz(cue(r33))
assert_input (87)
assertz(cue(r32))
assert_input (88)
assertz(cue(r31))
assert_input (89)
assertz(cue(c56))
assert_input (90)
assertz(cue(c55))
assert_input (91)
assertz(cue(c54))
assert_input (92)
assertz(cue(c53))
assert_input (93)
assertz(cue(c52))
assert_input (94)
assertz(cue(c51))
assert_input (95)
assertz(cue(c50))
assert_input (96)
assertz(cue(c57))

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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assert_input (97)
assertz(cue(c58))
assert_input (98)
assertz(cue(r42))
assert_input (99)
assertz(cue(c63))
assert_input (100)
assertz (cue (c62) )
assert_input (101)
assertz(cue(c61))
assert_input (102)
assertz(cue(c60))
assert_input (103)
assertz(cue(c59))
assert_input (104)
assertz(cue(c70))
assert_input (105)
assertz(cue(c69))
assert_input (106)
assertz(cue(c68))
assert_input (107)
assertz(cue(c67))
assert_input (108)
assertz(cue(c66))
assert_input (109)
assertz(cue(c65))
assert_input (110)
assertz(cue(c64))
assert_input (111)
assertz(cue(r45))
assert_input (112)
assertz(cue(r44))
assert_input (113)
assertz(cue(r43))
assert_input (114)
assertz(cue(c71))
assert_input (115)
assertz(cue(r46))
assert_input (116)
assertz(cue(r48))
assert_input (117)
assertz(cue(r47))
assert_input (118)
assertz(cue(c74))
assert_input (119)
assertz(cue(c73))
assert_input (120)
assertz(cue(c72))
assert_input (121)
assertz(cue(r50))

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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assert_input (122)
assertz(cue(r49)) .
diagnose(d1,c1,lOO) .
diagnose(d1,c2,lOO) .
diagnose(d1,c3,7S) .
diagnose(dl,c4,7S) .
diagnose(d1,cS,7S) .
diagnose(d1,c6,SO) .
diagnose(d1,c7,50) .
diagnose(d1,c8,50) .
diagnose(d1,r1,lOO) .
diagnose(d1,r2,25) .
diagnose(d1,r4,25) .
diagnose(d1,r5,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,c9,25) .
diagnose(d2,c10,75) .
diagnose(d2,c11,2S) .
diagnose(d2,c12,7S) .
diagnose(d2,c13,50) .
diagnose(d2,c14,50) .
diagnose(d2,c15,75) .
diagnose(d2,c16,50) .
diagnose(d2,c17,75) .
diagnose(d2,r6,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,r7,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,r8,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,r9,2S) .
diagnose(d2,r10,2S) .
diagnose(d2,r11,25) .
diagnose(d2,r12,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,r13,25) .
diagnose(d2,r14,25) .
diagnose(d2,r1S,50) .
diagnose(d2,r16,SO) .
diagnose(d2,r17,7S) .
diagnose(d2,r18,7S) .
diagnose(d2,r19,75) .
diagnose(d3,c18,lOO) .
diagnose(d3,c19,75) .
diagnose(d3,c20,SO) .
diagnose(d3,c21,75) .
diagnose(d3,r20,lOO) .
diagnose(d4,c27,50) .
diagnose(d4,c28,50) .
diagnose(d4,c29,SO) .
diagnose(d4,c30,50) .
diagnose(d4,c31,SO) .
diagnose(d4,c32,50) .
diagnose(d4,c33,50) .
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diagnose(d4,r22,100) .
diagnose(d5,r17,lOO) .
diagnose(d6,r24,lOO) .
diagnose(d6,r25,lOO) .
diagnose(d6,r26,100) .
diagnose(d6,r27,100) .
diagnose(d6,r20,lOO) .
diagnose(d7,c34,lOO) .
diagnose(d7,c35,lOO) .
diagnose(d7,c36,75) .
diagnose(d7,c37,75) .
diagnose(d7,c3B,25) .
diagnose(d7,c39,25) .
diagnose(d7,c40,25) .
diagnose(d7,c41,75) .
diagnose(d7,c42,50) .
diagnose(d7,r2B,lOO) .
diagnose(d7,r29,100) .
diagnose(dB,c43,100) .
diagnose(dB,c44,lOO) .
diagnose(dB,c45,100) .
diagnose(dB,c46,75) .
diagnose(dB,c47,75) .
diagnose(dB,c48,25) .
diagnose(d8,rl,lOO) .
diagnose(d9,c50,lOO) .
diagnose(d9,c51,lOO) .
diagnose(d9,c52,75) .
diagnose(d9,c53,50) .
diagnose(d9,c54,50) .
diagnose(d9,c55,25) .
diagnose(d9,c56,100) .
diagnose(d9,r31,50) .
diagnose(d9,r32,50) .
diagnose(d9,r33,50) .
diagnose(d9,r34,50) .
diagnose(d9,r35,50) .
diagnose(d9,r36,75) .
diagnose(d9,r37,75) .
diagnose(d9,r3B,50) .
diagnose(d9,r39,50) .
diagnose(d9,r17,50) .
diagnose(d9,r40,50) .
diagnose(d9,r41,50) .
diagnose(dlO,c57,lOO)
diagnose(dlO,rl,lOO) .
diagnose(dll,c58,100)
diagnose(dll,r30,lOO)
diagnose(d12,c59,lOO)
diagnose(d12,c60,50) .

.
.
.
.
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diagnose(d12,c61,50) .
diagnose(d12,c62,50) .
diagnose(d12,c63,50) .
diagnose(d12,r42,lOO)
diagnose(d12,r30,lOO)
diagnose(d13,c64,lOO)
diagnose(d13,c65,lOO)
diagnose(d13,c66,lOO)
diagnose(d13,c67,50) .
diagnose(d13,c68,25) .
diagnose(d13,c69,25) .
diagnose(d13,c70,25) .
diagnose(d14,c71,lOO)
diagnose(d14,r43,50) .
diagnose(d14,r44,lOO)
diagnose(d14,r45,50) .
diagnose(d1,r30,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,r3,50) .
diagnose(d2,r46,lOO) .
diagnose(d4,r30,lOO) .
diagnose(dlO,r30,lOO)
diagnose(d5,r23,50) .
diagnose(d5,r21,50) .
diagnose(d7,r30,50) .
diagnose(d4,c72,lOO) .
diagnose(d11,c73,lOO)
diagnose(d13,c74,lOO)
diagnose(d2,r47,lOO) .
diagnose(d2,r48,lOO) .
diagnose(d6,r49,lOO) .
diagnose(d6,r50,lOO) .
diagnose(d3,c64,lOO) .
diagnose(d3,c66,lOO) .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.

diag_descr(d8,$Altered Nutrition: More than body req.$).
diag_descr(d9,$Altered Parenting$).
diag_descr(d12,$Sleep Pattern Disturbance$).
diag_descr(d14,$Urge Incontinence$).
diag_descr(d10,$Body Image Disturbance$).
diag_descr(d5,$Altered Health Maintenance$).
diag_descr(d7,$Altered Nutrition: Less than body req.$).
diag_descr(d4,$Altered Family Processes$).
diag_descr(d1l,$Altered Sexuality Patterns$).
diag_descr(d13,$Impaired Skin Integrity$).
diag_descr(d6,$Infection$) .
diag_descr(d1,$Colonic Constipation$).
diag_descr(d2,$Ineffective Breast-Feeding$).
diag_descr(d3,$Altered Comfort$).
cue(c19,c22,35) .
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cue(c19,c23,35)
cue(c19,c24,35)
cue(c19,c25,25)
cue(c19,c26,25)

D-40

.
.
.
.

cue(c1,$Decreased BM frequency$).
cue(c2,$Hard, dry stool$).
cue(c3,$Straining at stool$).
cue(c4,$Painful defecation$).
cue(c5,$Abdominal distention$).
cue(c6,$Rectal pressure$).
cue(c7,$Headache, appetite impairment$).
cue(c8,$Abdominal pain$).
cue(rl,$Pregnancy$) .
cue(r2,$Lack of exercise$).
cue(r4,$Lack of privacy$).
cue(r5,$Fear of rectal pain$).
cue(c9,$Actual or perceived inadequate milk supply$).
cue(clO, $Infant inability to attach on to maternal breast
correct ly$) .
cue(c11,$No observable signs of oxytocin release$).
cue(c12,$Observable signs of inadequate infant intake$).
cue(c13,$Nonsustained suckling at the breast$).
cue(c14,$Insufficient emptying of each breast per feeding$).
cue(c15,$Insufficient
opportunity
for
suckling
at
the
breast$) .
cue(c16,$Infant exhibiting fussiness and crying within the
first hour after breast-feeding i unresponsive to other comfort
measures$) .
cue(c17,$Infant arching and crying at the breast resisting
latching on$) .
cue(r6,$Breast anomaly$).
cue(r7,$Infant anomaly/poor sucking reflex$).
cue(rS,$Prematurity$) .
cue(r9,$Previous breast surgery$).
cue(rlO,$Maternal fatigue$).
cue(r1l,$Maternal anxiety$).
cue(r13,$Inadequate Nutrition intake$).
cue(r14,$Inadequate fluid intake$).
cue(r15,$History of unsuccessful breast-feeding$).
cue(r16,$Nonsupportive partner/family$).
cue(rlS,$Ill mother$).
cue(r19,$Ill infant$).
cue(clS,$Client reports or demonstrates a discomfort$).
cue(c20,$Guarded position$).
cue(c2l,$Crying, Moaning$).
cue(r20,$Trauma (surgery, accidents)$).
cue(c22,$Blood pressure increase in acute pain$).
cue(c23,$Pulse increase in acute pain$).
cue(c24,$Respirations increase in acute pain$).
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cue(c25,$Diaphoresis$) .
cue(c26,$Dialated pupils$)
cue(c19,$Autonomic response in acute pain$).
cue(c27,$Family system does not adapt constructively to
crisis$) .
cue(c28,$Family system does not communicate openly and
effectively between family members$) .
cue(c29,$Family does not meet physical needs of all its
members$) .
cue (c3 0, $Family does not meet emotional needs of all its
members$) .
cue(c31,$Family does not meet spiritual needs of all its
members $ ) .
cue(c32,$Family does not express or accept a wide range of
feelings$) .
cue(c33,$Family does not seek or accept help appropriately$).
cue(r22,$Birth of a child with defect$).
cue(r23,$Postpartum self-care$).
cue(r17,$Lack of knowledge - parenting$).
cue(r24,$Altered or insufficient leukocytes$)
cue(r25,$Blood dyscrasias$).
cue(r26,$Altered integumentary system$).
cue (r27, $Presence of invasive lines (IVs, Foley catheter,
enteral feedings) $) .
cue(c34,$Client reports or has inadequate food intake, with or
without weight loss$).
cue (c3 5, $Actual or potential metabolic needs in excess of
intake with or without weight loss$).
cue(c36,$Weight 10% - 20% below ideal for height and frame$).
cue (c37, $Triceps skin fold, mid_arm circumference, and mid_arm
muscle circumference less than 60% standard measurementS) .
cue(c38,$Tachycardia on minimal excercise and bradycardia at
restS) .
cue(c39,$Muscle weakness and tenderness$).
cue(c40,$Mental irritability or confusionS)
cue(c41,$Decreased serum albumin$).
cue(c42,$Decreased
serum
transferrin
or
iron-binding
capaci ty$) .
cue(r28,$Lack of knowledge - nutrition$).
cue(r29,$Crash or fad diet$).
cue(c43,$Overweight - more than 10% over ideal for height and
frame$) .
cue (c44, $Obese - more than 20% over ideal for height and
frame$) .
cue(c45,$Triceps skin fold greater than 15mm (men) or 25mm
(women) $) .
cue(c46,$Reported undesirable eating patterns$).
cue(c47,$Intake in excess of body requirements$)
cue(c48,$Sedentary activity patterns$).
cue(c50,$Inappropriate parenting behavior$).
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cue(c51,$Lack of parental attachment behavior$).
cue(c52,$Frequent
verbalization
of
dissatisfaction
or
disappointment with infant/childS) .
cue(c53,$Verbalization of frustration of role$).
cue(c54,$Verbalization of perceived or actual inadequacy$).
cue(c55,$Diminished or inappropriate visual,
tactile, or
auditory stimulation of infant$).
cue(c56,$Evidence of abuse or neglect of child$).
cue(r31,$Single parent$).
cue(r32,$Adolescent parent$).
cue(r33,$Child of unwanted pregnancy$).
cue(r34,$Child of undesired sex$).
cue(r35,$Child with undesired characteristics$).
cue(r36,$Child with physical handicap$).
cue(r37,$Child with mental handicap$).
cue(r38,$Separation from nuclear family$).
cue(r39,$Lack of extended family$).
cue(r40,$Unrealistic expectations of child by parent$).
cue(r41,$Unrealistic expectations of self by parent$).
cue(c57,$Verbal or nonverbal negative response to actual or
perceived change in body structure and/or function$).
cue(c58,$Identification of sexual difficulties, limitations,
or changes$) .
cue(r30,$Postpartum$) .
cue(c59,$Difficulty falling or remaining asleep$).
cue(c60,$Fatigue on awakening or during the day$).
cue(c61,$Dozing during the day$).
cue(c62,$Agitation$) .
cue(c63,$Mood alterations$).
cue(r42,$Hospitalization$) .
cue(c64,$Episiotomy$) .
cue(c65,$Perineal Laceration$).
cue(c66,$Cesarean Section$).
cue(c67,$Denuded Skin$).
cue(c68,$Erythema$) .
cue(c69,$Lesions$) .
cue(c70,$Pruritus$) .
cue(c71,$Urgency followed by incontinence$).
cue(r43,$Post-indwelling catheters$).
cue(r44,$Loss of perineal tissue - Childbirth$).
cue(r45,$Irritation
to
perineal
area
poor
personal
hygiene$) .
cue(r3,$Breast-feeding$) .
cue(r46,$First-time breast-feeder$).
cue(r21,$Primigravida$) .
cue(c72,$Lack of supportive partner/family$).
cue(c73,$Separation from spouse$).
cue(c74,$Cracked nipples$).
cue(r47,$Sore nipples$).
cue(r48,$Cracked nipples$).
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cue(r49,$Episiotomy$) .
cue(r50,$Cesarean SectionS)
cue(r12,$Maternal ambivalence toward breast-feeding$).
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APPENDIX E
SOURCE PROGRAM LISTINGS
University of North Florida
Diagnostician

/*

A Master of CO;;];:Juter a;-"d Information Sciences
~Thesis ?roj ect
Development Vehic:e: Arity Prolog, version 5.1
Source File:
pro:og.ini
Initial file loaded and executed when prolog interpreter
is initiated.
*/

%
****************************************************************
% load diagnostic subsystem
[-diag] ,
% load diagnoses, hi_cues and input format
[-nurse] ,
%

%
%

****************************************************************

window definitions
****************************************************************

define_window (background, 'University of North Florida Diagnostician',
(0,0),(24,79),(112,-23)),
define window(foreqround,", (1,1), (20,78), (112,0)),
define-window (cnumber, 'Client Number', (21,1), (23,20), (112,23)),
define=window(cname, 'Client Name', (21,25), (23,50), (112,23)),
define_window(message,", (21, 60), (23,78), (112,0)),
%

****************************************************************

current_window(_,background) ,
current_window(_,cnumber) ,
current window( ,cname),
current=window(=,message) ,
current_window(_,foreground) ,
do_top_menu.

% execute top level menu
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/*
Univers~ty

of North Florida
Diagnostician

A Mas=er of Computer and Information Sciences
Thesis Project

Development Vehicle: Ariey Prolog
Source F::e:
diag.ari
*/
%

%

%

****************************************************************

dialog box

de:i~itions

****************************************************************

(1,1), (23,79), (112,23) ,16,popup).
ctrl(text,O,$
$,(0,1),78,25). % 1 - iU:1ction text
ctrl(efie:d,l,_, (I,l) ,(78,23) ,5,$$).
% 2 - diag field
ctrl(eiield,'..,_, (1,9), (78,23) ,40,$$).
% 3 - diag description
ctrl(pus:-:,l,$Add CueS, (1,66), (74,30) ,add_cue)
% 4
ctrl(list_Dox,1,$Cues$, (4,1), (17,9), (78,23) ,radio, (1,1) ,cues). % 5
ctrl(list_Dox,O,$Wts$, (4,10), (17,17), (78,23),radio, (1,l),wts). % 6
c t r 1 ( 1 i s t _box,
$ De s c rip t ion s $, (4, 1 8) , (17 , 6 0) , (7 8 , 2 3) , r a d i 0, (1, 1) ,d esc rip s) .
ctrl(efielc.,1,_,(:8,l),(78,23},6,SS}.
% 8 - cue field
ctrl(efield,l,_, (18,10), (78,23) ,5,$$).
% 9 - wt field for add_cue
ctrl(efield,1,_,(18,18),(78,23),40,$$). % 10 - cue description field
ctrl(pus";:,,-,$Delete CueS, (5,63), (74,30) ,delete_cue). % 11
ctrl(pus";:,l,$Change Wt$, (8,64), (74,30) ,change_wt).
% 12
ctrl(pus";:,l,$Change Descr$, (11,61), (74,30) ,change_descr). % 13
c t r 1 (pu s h 1 $ Ex itS {I 8 69 } (7 4 3 0) , ex it) .
% 14
ctrl(efie2.d,1,_,(18,10),(78,23),5,$$).
% wt field for change_wts % 15
end_dialog(change_cues) .
Degin_dia~og(change_cues,",

°,

1

I

I

I

I

I

%
****************************************************************
begin_dialog (defini tion, 'Cue Definition Check', (1,1) , (23,79) , (112,23) ,16, popuP) .
ctrl(text,O,$The following cues need further definition.$, (1,1) ,78,45). % 1
ctrl(text,O,$Mark the ones to add to the input record.$, (2,1) ,78,45).
% 2
ctrl(text,O,$Define the others as high level cues.$, (3,1) ,78,45). % 3
ctrl(list_box,1,$Cues$,{4,1),(17,9),{78,23),choice, (1,1 ),cues).
% 4
ctrl(list_Dox,O,$Descriptions$, (4,10), (17,60), (78,23) ,radio, (1,1) ,descrips).
ctrl(push,l,$Exit$, (18,69), (74,30) ,exit).
% 6
end_dialog(definition) .
%

****************************************************************

beglD_dialog(cselect, 'Client Selection', (1,1), (23,79), (112,23) ,16,popup)
c~rlitext,O,$Select Client to diagnoseS, (2,1) ,78,30).
% 1
ctrl(list_box,l,$Number$, (4,1), {17,15), (78,23),radio, (l,l) ,number).
% 2
\~trl(list_box,O,$Client Name$, (4,16), (17,40), (78,23),radio, (1,l),name)
% 3
ctrl{push,1,$Continue$, (18,60), (74,30) ,exit).
% 4
end_dialog{cselect) .

%
%

****************************************************************

menu definition

%
****************************************************************
begin_menu {top_menu, 75, colors ( (23, 64) , (23,64) , (55, 71) , (78,23) ) )
item($ -Diagnose
$,
[item{$-Select Client$,select_client),
item($Display -Actual diagnoses $,diag_act),
item($Display -Possible diagnoses$,diag-pos),
item{SDisplay P-otential diagnoses$,diag-pot)]).
item{$ -Explain
$,
[item{$-Actual diagnoses generated$,explain_act_diag),
item($-Possible diagnoses generated$,explain-pos_diag),
item{$P-otential diagnoses generatedS,explain_pot_diag),
item($-Cues generated$,explain_cue)]).
item($ -Print
$,
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[ite~(S-C~ient
i te;:-, (S-Actua~

informationS,print_client),
ciiagnosesS, print_act) ,
i t.e:r (S-Poss2.8le diagnoses$ print-pos) ,
item (S P-oten e':'a1 ciiagnoses$, pr ::'nt_pot) ,
break,
item(S-~iagnosis ciefinitior.$,print_cief),
item($-Input formatS,prine_input)])
item(S -Redefine
$,
[item(S-Acici diagnosis$,add_diag),
item(S-Change diagnosisS,change_diag),
item(S-Delete diagnosisS,delete_diag),
break,
item(SAdd -high level cueS , add_cue) ,
itern(SChange h-igh level cueS, change_cue) ,
item(SDelete hi-gh level cueS,delete_c~e),
break,
i te:r, (SCh-eck c.:e def i"i tions$, check_cue) ,
item(S-Save reciefinitionsS, save) J).
item(S -Quit
S,
[ieem(S-Return to DOSS,quit_prolog)])
end_mern; ( top_me,.u) .
I

%

%

****************************************************************

menu processing

%
****************************************************************
do_top_Illen'J. :cIs,
current_winciow(_,message)
% check for new cue definition
cIs,
if then {new_cue,
% if new_cue present
(display('CHECK CUE'),
% display reminder
nl,
display('DEFINITIONS'))) ,
current_window(_, foreground) ,
send_menu_msg(activate(top_menu, (0,0)) ,Selection),
% activate menu
case ( [
Selection=select_client->select_client,
Selection=diag_act->display_act,
Selection=diag-pos->display-pos,
Selection=diag-pot->display-pot ,
Selection=explain_act_diag->explain_act_diag,
selection=explain-pos_diag->explain-pos_diag,
Selection=explain-pot_diag->explain-pot_diag,
Selection=explain_cue->explain_cue,
Selection=print_client->print_client,
Selection=print_act->print_act,
Selection=print-pos->print_pos,
Selection=print-pot->print_pot,
Selection=print_def->print_def,
Selection=print_input->print_input,
Selection=add_diag->add_diag,
Selection=change_diag->change_diag,
Selection=delete_diag->delete_diag,
Selection=add_cue->add_hi_cue,
Selection=change_cue->change_hi_cue,
Selection=delete_cue->delete_hi_cue,
selection=check_cue->check_cue,
Selection=save->save_db,
Selection=quit_prolog->quit-prolog

J) ,
do_top_menu.
%

%

%

% recurse

****************************************************************

menu selection - Add Diagnosis
****************************************************************
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add diae :-

dIalog_run(cha~ge_cues,get_msg_ad) .

% add new diaonosis
% activate dialog box

get_ITlsg_ac(comrr,a:-,c.(nobutton,ok) ,change_c~es)
% 2nter key pressed
which_control (o:c.) ,
% get current control number
New is Old + 1,
% proceed to next control
se:ld_dialog_msg(get_msg_ad,next_tabstop(Old,New) ,change_cues). % reroute
% initialize dialog box
[ !

send_control_~sg(text_set(_,SDiagnosis to add$),l,change_cues),
se:ld_control_,sg(ef_set_text(_,$$),2,cnange_cues),
% clear edit fields
se:ld_control_~sg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,3,change_cues) ,
se:ld_control_~sg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,8,change_cues),
send_control_;sg(e~_set_text(_,$$) ,9,cnange_cues),
se:ld_control_~sg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,10,change_cues),
send_control_~sg(ef_set_text(_,$S) ,15,change_cues),
send_control_~sg(:b_c:e2r,5,cr.a:-lge_c..:es),
% clear list boxes
send_co:ltrol_~sg(':'b_clear,6,change_cues) ,

se:lc_co!"1trol_:-:-sg (lb_c:ear, 7

I C;-1dr1ge_CL:es) 1
send_control_~.sg(lb_insert_string($$,0),5,change_cues),

% insert null str

se:ld_con trol_,sg (lb_insert_s tring ($S, 0) ,6, change_cues) ,
send_coT' trol_~ sg (lb_insert_s tr ing ($$, 0) ,7, change_cues)
! J

I

fail.

get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(2,15) ,change_cues)
% diag field - backward
se:ld_dialog_msg(get_msg_ad,next_ctrl(2,14) ,change_cues). % reroute to Exit
get_l7Isg_ad(next_ctrl(2,_) ,change_cues)

% leaving diag name field

[ !

get_ciag_!rom_eIJlag),
% get diag name
ifthen(diag_descr(Diag,Diag_descr),
% display diag desciption
(send_co:-.trol_msg (ef_set_text (_, Diag_descr) ,3, change_cues) ,
send_co;, trol_msg (update, 3, change_cues) ) )
! 1,
fail.
get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(3,4) ,change_cues)
[ !

% diag description field- fwd

get_diag_from_e(Diag),
% get diag name & descrip
send_control_msg (ef_set_text IDiag_descr, Diag_descr) ,3, change_cues) ,
ifthen(diag_descr(Diag,_),
% if descrip already present
retract(diaa descr(Diaa, ))),
% delete it
assertz(diag_cescr(Diag,Diag_descr))
% add it
11

• j

,

fail .
get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(8,5) ,change_cues)
% cue name field - backward
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_ad,next_ctrl(8,4) ,change_cues).
% reroute
get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(9,10) ,change_cues)

% cue weight fld - forward
% record new diag/cue rule
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Ecue,$S) ,8,change_cues),
% get new cue
s tr ing_term (EC'.le, Cue) ,
% convert to term
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Ewt,$$) ,9,change_cues),
% get wt
strino term(Ewt,Wt),
% convert to term
send_~ontrol_ITIsg(lb_add_string(Cue) ,5,change_cues),
% add cue name
send_control_msg (lb_add_string (Wt) ,6, change_cues), % add cue wt
get_diag_from_e(Diag),
% get diag name
ifthenelse(Wt > 0,
% edit wt >
assertz(diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt)),
% record new rule or
assertz(diagnose(Diag,Cue,O))),
% else record edited rule
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% display descrip or set flag
se:ld_control_msg(lb_add_string(Descrip) ,7,change_cues),
(send_control_msg(lb_add_string(no_description) ,7,change_cues),
assertz(new_cue))),
% reminder to check cue definitions
send_control_lTsg(lb_get_count(Count),5,change_cues),
% get # in list.
send_control_ITIsg(lb_set_index(_,Count),5,change_cues), % set. index to end
send_control_lT!sg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,6,change_cues), % set index to end
send_control_lT!sg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,7,change_cues), % set index to end
send_control_lT:sg(update,5,change_cues),
% update controls

[!

°
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send co~:~ol ~sa(u~date,6,chanae cues),
send=co:-:t:col=msg(update, 7 ,change=cues) ,
send co~trol mso(update,8,chanoe cues),
send=co:-,:~ol=msg ('j~da ce, 9 , c[',ange:=c'Jes)
! l,
fail.
get_msg_ae(next_ctrl(lO,ll) ,change_cues)
% cue description field - fwd
send_control_msg(ef_get_length(L) ,10,change_cues), % get 19th 01 input
i£then(L>O,
% if new description has been entered
(send_control_msg(e1_set_text(Descrip,SS) ,10,change_cues), % get descrip
oet cue text(Cue,Ndx},
% eet index from cue column
send_cor,trol_msg (Ib_delete_string (Nex,.::J ,7, change_c:.Jes), % delete old dsc
Indx is Ndx - 1,
% insert new cue descrip
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string(Descrip, Indx} ,7,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Nex}, 7,c;;ange_cues), % reset index
send control msq(uodate,7,chanae cues),
send:=co:l.t:col=rrsg (upda te, 10, char:ge_c:.Jes) ,
ifthen(cue(Cue,_},
% if descrip already present
retract(cue(Cue,_))}, % delete it
asser:: (cue (Cue, !:lescrip)} }), % add new description
send_dialog_msg(get_ffisg_ad,next_ctrl(lO,4) ,change_cues). % reroute
get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(4,5} ,change_cues}
% Add button - forward
send_dia:og_msg(get_msg_ad,next_ccrl(4,14) ,change_cues) . % rero'Jte to Exit
get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(14,13) ,change_cues}
% Exit button - backward
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_ad,next_ctrl(14,4) ,change_cues). % rero:.Jte to Add
get_msg_ad(next_ctrl(14,15) ,change_cues}
% Exit button - forward
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_ad,next_ctrl(14,2) ,change_cues). % reroute to diag
get_msg_ad (comrnand (_, add_cue) ,change_cues)
send_dia~og_msg(get_msg_ad,next_ctrl(4,8)

get_msg_ad(command(_,exit} ,change_cues)
~

,

exit_dbox(change_cues)

% Add cue pushbut ton
,change_cues).

% cu t

% exit box

% default dialog box functions

get_msg_ad(Msg, Key}
def_dialog_fn(Msg,Key}
%

% Exit pushbutton

****************************************************************

menu selection processing - Change Diagnosis

%

%

****************************************************************

chanoe diae :dial~g_run(change_cues,get_msg_cd) .

% change diagnosis
% activate dialog box

get_msg_cd(command(nobutton, ok) ,change_cues)
% Enter key pressed
which_control (Old) ,
% get current control number
ifthenelse(Old
15,
% if last one
New is 1,
% restart
New is Old + 1),
% else add 1
send_dialog_msg (get_msg_cd,next_tabstop (Old,New) ,change_cues)
% reroute
get_msg_cd(init_dialog, change_cues)
[!

% initialize dialog box

send_control_msg(text_set(_,SDiagnosis to changeS) ,1,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,SS) ,2,change_cues), % clear edit fields
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,SS) ,3,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,SS) ,8,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,SS),9,change_cues} ,
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,SS),10,change_cues),
send_control_msg(e£_set_text(_,SS),15,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(lb_clear,5,change_cues),
% clear list boxes
send_control_msg(lb_clear,6,change_cues),
send_control_msg(lb_clear, 7 ,change_cues) ,
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send_co::::.:-o _msg( b_insert str ng(55,0) ,5,change_cues), % insert null strng
_msg( b_insert str ng(5$,O) ,6,change_cues) ,
sene co'.:ro _r:',sg( D_insert str ng(SS, 0),7 ,change_cues)

send_co~:~o

! j,

fail.
get_rnsg_cd(next_ctrl (2,15) ,change_cues)
% diag name - backward
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_cd,next_ctrl(2,14) ,change_cues ). % reroute to Exit
get_msg_cd(next_cc:-l(2,_) ,change_cues)

% leaving diag field
% get/display cues/descrip
get_diag_from_e(Diag),
% get diag name
:fthen(diag_descr(Diag,Diag_descr),
% display diag descrip
(send_control_msg(ef_set_text (_, Diag_descr) ,3,change_cues),
send_control_msg(upeate,3,change_cues))) ,
send_co:1crol_msg (lD_clear,:;, c:-,ange_cues) ,
% clear boxes
send_co:1trol_msg ( ID_c lear, 6, cr,ange_cues) ,
send_con=-rol_~:sg (lD_clear, 7, c;--lange_c'..:es) ,
add_to_:ist_d,
% add cues to boxes
senc_con[rol_msg(update,:;,change_cues),
% update controls
seno_co:1trol_msg(update,6,change_cues) ,
send_cont:-ol_msg(update,7,change_cues)

[!

!~

I

:'ail.
get_msg_ce(next_ctrl(3,4) ,change_cues)

% diag description -

fwd

[!

get_diag_from_e (Diag) ,
% get diag name
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Diag_descr,Diag_descr) ,3 ,change_cues) , % descr
ifthen(diag_descr(Diag,_),
% if descrip already present
retract(diag_descr(Diag,_))),
% delete it
assertt(diag_descr(Diag,Diag_descr))
% adc it
!J ,

fai 1.
get_ms9_cd(next_ctrl(5,8) ,change_cues)
% cue name box - fwd
send_d:alog_msg(get_msg_cd,next_ctrl(5,11) ,change_cues). % reroute to Delete
get_msg_cd(next_ctrl(9,10) ,change_cues)

% cue wt field - fwd
% record new diag/cue rule
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Ecue,SS) ,8,change_cues),
% get new cue
string_term(Ecue,Cue) ,
% convert to term
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Ewt,S$),9,change_cues),
% get new cue wt
strino term(Ewt,Wt),
% convert to term
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cue) ,5,change_cues),
% add cue to list box
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Wt),6,change_cues), % add wt to list box
get_diag_from_e(Diag),
% get diag name
ifthenelse(Wt>O,
% edit wt >
assertz(diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt)),
% record new diag/cue rule
assertz(diagnose(Diag,Cue,O))),
% else record edited rule
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% if cue descrip present
send_control_msg(lD_add_string(Descrip),7,change_cues), % display it
(send_control_msg(lb_add_string(no_description),7,change_cues),
assertz(new_cue))),
% else set reminder flag
send_control_msg(lb_get_count(Count),5,change_cues),
% get # in list
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Count),5,change_cues), % set index to end
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,7,change_cues),
send_control_msg(update,5,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update,7,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update, 8 ,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update,9,change_cues)

[!

°

!

J,
fail.

get_msg_cd(next_ctrl(lO,ll) ,change_cues)
% cue descrip field - fwd
send_control_msg(ef_get_length(L) ,10,change_cues), % get 19th of input
ifthen(L>O,
% if new descrip entered
(send_control_msg (ef_set_text (Descrip, SS), 10, change_cues),
% get text
get_cue_text(Cue,Ndx),
% get index of cue
send_control_msg(lb_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,7 ,change_cues ),
% delete desc
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I:-lcx is ~'cx - l,
se:-.c_co!1~ro2._;r:sg

% add descrip to box
(1b_i sert_stri:-lg (Descrip, Indx) ,7, c:-lange_cues) ,
% update controls
se:-;G_cor.tro':'_:Tsg (:1~da e, 7, c:-;ange_cues) ,
ser;c_co:1tr'ol_:C",sg (:.;pda e, 10, c:-.a!1ge_cues) ,
ifthen(cue(C:1e,_),
% if descrip already present
retrac~(cue(Cue,_))),
% delete it
assertz(cue(C~e,~escrip)))),
% add it
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_cd,!1ext_ctrl(lO,5) ,change_cues). % reroClte to box

cet msc cc(next ccrl(11,10) ,chance cues)
% ~elete Cue - backward
- s~nd-=-Zialog_m~g(ge~_msg_cd,nex~_~~rl(ll,5) ,cr,ange_cues). % reroute to box
cet msc cd(:1exc c::.rl(:i.4,15),chanae cues)
% Exit - forward
- send'::'d:a':' Og_If,Sg (get_msg_cd, next_etrl (14,2) , change_cues). % reroute to diag
eet msc cd(next ccrl(15,2) ,chance cues)
% cue weight field - forward
- g~~_d~ag_from=e(Diag),
- % get diag name
eet c~e text(Cue,Ndx),
% get cue index
ret-;:-act(diagnose(uiag,Cue,_)),
% delete old dlag/cue rule
senc_control_",sg(ef_set_texC(Ewt, 55), 15,change_cues), % get new wt
s cr inc ter", (Ew:, Wt) ,
% cor:vert to term
i fthe~:else (Wt>O,
% edi t wt >
assertz(diacnose(Diac,Cue,Wt)),
% record new diag/cue rule
asser::.z(diaanose(Diaa,Cue,O))),
% else record edited rule
ser.c_co:1trol_msg (:;'b_deiete_string (Ncx,_), 6, cr,a!1ge_cues), % delete old wt
Incx is Kcx - :,
% insert new cue weicht in wt box
ifthenelse(Wt>O,
senc_co!1trol_msg(lb_insert_string(Wt, Indx),6,change_cues),
send_cor:~rol_msg(lb_insert_s:ring(O,Indx) ,6,change_cues»),
send_co;ltrol_lTlsg (upda te, 6, char.ge_cues) ,
% update control
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_cd,next_ctrl(15,5) ,change_cues)
% reroute to box

°

get_IT.sg_cd (char (0,80) ,change_cues)

% down arrow

r I

t·

ser:d_control_,-,sg ( Ib_set_index (Ndx, Ndx) ,5, change_cues), % get index
Newncx is Ndx + 1,
% add 1 to index
send_control_Insg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % reset index
send_control_Insg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,7 ,change_cues) , % reset index
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_Insg(update, 7 ,change_cues)
! l,
fail.
get_msg_cd (char (0,72) ,cha!1ge_cues)

% up arrow

[ !

send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx) ,5,change_cues), % get index
ifthenelse((Ndx - 1) < 1,
% if (index - 1) < 1
% set index to 1
Newndx is 1,
Newndx is Ndx - 1), % else subtract 1 from index
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % reset index
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,7,change_cues) , % reset index
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_co~trol_msg(update,7,change_cues)

!

1,
fail.

get_msg_cd(char(O,81) ,change_cues)

% page down

[ !

send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx) ,5,change_cues), % get index
send_control_msg(lb_get_count(Count) ,5,change_cues),
% get # in box
ifthenelse( (Ndx + 12) > Count, % if next page> # in box
Newndx is Count,
% set index to end
Newndx is Ndx + 12),
% else set index to next page
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % reset index
send_co~trol_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,7 ,change_cues) , % reset index
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_msg(update,7,change_cues)
! l,
fail.
get_msg_cd(char(0,73) ,change_cues)

% page up

[ !
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send_co!1~:::-ol_msg (1

ifthe~e:se(

b_set_index (Ndx, Ndx) ,5, c":--lange_cues}, % get index
(Ndx - 12) < 1,
% i;' p:::-evious page < beginning

:~ew:1cx

is 1,

%

set. ir::cex

~o

beg'::'nning

Newndx is Ndx - 12},
% else set index to prev page
send_conc:.rol_:TIsg (lb_set_index (_, t~ewnc.x) ,6, change_cues}, % reset index
senc_co!1trol_msg(~b_set_index(_,Newndx} ,7,change_cues} , % reset index
send_control_msg(c:pdate,6,change_cues},
% update controls
send_control_msg(:..:pdate, 7 ,change_cues}
l 'j

•

I

fail.
get_IT.sg_cc. (coITJ;1anc (_, add_cue) ,change_cues}
% Add Cue pushbutton
send_dialog_msg (gE't_msg_cd, next_ctrl (4,8) ,change_cues}. % reroute - cue fId
get_msg_cd(co:;-.;T,anc.(_,cha"ge_wt} ,c;-lange_cues}
% Change We pushbutton
senc_dia:og_ITIsg (gee_msg_cc., next_c~r: (:2,15) ,change_cues}. % reroute- wt fld
get_msg_cd (coG.uand (_, change_desc::--) ,change_c'.les)
% C:-.ange Desc::-- pushbutton
send_d:alog_ITIsg(gec_msg_cd,next_ctrl(13,lO} ,change_cues). % ::--eroute-descrip
eet mse co. (coITcr,a:1d ( ,delete cue),chanae cues)
% Delete Cue button
- get_dia9_=rom_e(D~ag),
% get diag name
eet cue text (Cue, IJdx) ,
% eet cue namel index
retract(diagnose(~)iag,Cue,_)), % delete old diag/cue rule
send_control_msg(~b_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,5,change_cues}, % delete from box
send_co:1trol_msg(~b_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_msg(~b_delete_string(Ndx,_} ,7 ,change_cues} ,
send_control_msg(update,5,change_cues},
% update controls
send_conerol_msg(update,6,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update,7,cha:1ge_cues) ,
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_cd,next_ctrl(1l,5) ,change_cues}. % reroute - box
% Exit pushbutton
! ,

% exit dialog box

get_msg_cd(Msg, Key}
def_dialog_fn(Msg,Key)

% default dialog box functions

add to list d :% add previous cues to boxes
eet diae from e(Diae},
% get diag name
diagnose(9iag-;-Cue,Wt),
% get cue name/wt to add
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cue) ,5,change_cues), % add to list boxes
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Wt),6,change_cues) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% if descrip exists
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Descrip},7,change_cues}, % add it
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(no_description) ,7,change_cues)), % else
fail.
% backtrack for other cues
% guarantee success

get_diag_froITl_e (Diag)
% get diag name from edit field
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Ediag, Ediag) ,2,change_cues} ,
string_term(Ediag,Diag)
% convert to term
get_cue_text(Cue,Ndx}
% get cue name and index from list box
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx} ,5,change_cues},
send_control_msg(lb_get_text(Ndx, Cue) ,5,change_cues).
%

%

%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Delete Diagnosis
****************************************************************

delete_diag :% delete diagnosis
dialog_run(change_cues,get_msg_dd) .
% activate dialog box
get_msg_dd (command (:1obu tton, ok) ,change_cues)
% Enter key pressed
which_control (Old) ,
% get current control
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Kew is O:d + 1,

% increlC,ent

send_dialo(]_msg(ge~_msg_dd,next_tabstop(Old,l\ew)

%

get_msg_dd(ini'L._diCl.~og,c·har:ge_cues}

[ !

,change_cues)

% reroute

initialize dialog box

to deleteS) ,1,change_cues),
send control mso(ef set text( ,$S) ,2,chanoe cues),
% clear edit fields
send=control=msg(ef=set=text(=,$$),3,change=cues) ,
send_co:-"trol_msg (ef_set_text (_, $$) ,8, change_cues) ,
send_control_lTlsg(ef_set_text(_,SS) ,9,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,10,change_cues),
seno_control_lTlsg(ef_set_text(_,SS) ,IS, change_cues) ,
seno_control_Ir,sg(lb_clear,S,change_c:les),
% clear list boxes
send_con trol_msg (:;. b_clear. 6, c"hange_cues) ,
send_cont:col_msg(lb_clear,7,change_cues) ,
send_control_IT,sg(lb_insert_string($$,O) ,S,change_cues), % insert null strg
senc_control_"sg(lb_insert_string(S$,O) ,6,change_cues),
sene_con trol_msg (J. b_insert_s tr ing ($$,0) ,7, cr.ange_cues)
senc_co~trol_msg(cext_set(_,$Diagnosis

!

J,

get_msg_od(next_ctr~(2,lS)

,change_cues)
% diag name field - backward
send_cialog_msg(get_IT,sg_od,next_ctrl(2,14) ,change_cue s). % reroute - Exit

get_msg_dd(next_ctrl(2,3) ,change_cues)
% diag field
send_control_ITsg(ef_set_text(Ediag,$S) ,2,change_cues), %
ser,d_control_ITsg (Jpda te, 2, change_cues) ,
strine term(Ediao,Diae),
% convert to
retract_diag (Diag),
% delete all
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_dd,next_ctrl(2,14) ,change_cues ).

- forward
get diag name
term
diag rules
% reroute to Exit

get_msg_dd(next_ctrl(14,13) ,change_cues)
% Exit button - backward
send_dialog_msg (get_msg_dd,next_ctrl (14,2) ,change_cues). % reroute - diag
get_msg_od(next_ctrl(14,lS) ,change_cues)
% Exit button - forward
send_dialog_msg (get_msg_dd, next_ctrl (14,2) ,change_cues). % reroute - diag
get_msg_dd(command(_, exit) ,change_cues)

% Exit puhsbutton

! ,

exit_dbox(change_cues) .

% exit dialog box

get_msg_dd(Msg, Key)
def_dialog_fn(Msg,Key) .

% default dialog box functions

retract_diag(Diag)
retract(diao descr(Diaa, )),
retract(diagnoSe(Diag,~,=)) ,
fail.

% retract all diagnosis rules
% retract diag discription
% and all cues
% backtrack for others

retract_diag(Diag) .
%

%

% guarantee success

****************************************************************

menu selection - Add High-level Cue

%

****************************************************************

add_hi_cue :dialog_run (change_cues,get_msg_ac) .

% add new hi_cue
% activate dialog box

get_msg_ac(command(nobutton,ok) ,change_cues)
% Enter key pressed
which_control (Old) ,
% get current control #
New is Old + 1,
% increment
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_ac,next_tabstop(Old,New) ,change_cues). % reroute

% initialize dialog box

get_msg_ac (init_dialog, change_cues)
[ !

send_control_msg(text_set(_,$High level cue to addS) ,1,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,S$) ,2 ,change_cues) ,
% clear edit fields
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$),3,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,8,change_cues),
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senc_contro ~sclef set text( ,55) ,9,chance cues),
senc_contro -"sGlef-set-text(-,55) ,10,cha;ae cues),
senc_co"tro :=:-:-sg.eCset:=text (:=, 55) ,IS, change:=cues) ,
% clear list boxes
senc_co:-~ ::.~O _r.-sgl:b_clec.r,5,change_cues),
senc_cor. tro _:T,sgl':'b_clear, 6,change_cuesl,
send_CO:-itro _"sg 11 b_clear, 7 , change_cues I ,
senC_CO:1tro _:c.sgflb_insert_string($$,O) ,S,change_cues), % insert ncll strg
serlo_cont.ro _;"sg I. lb_ir,sert_s tring (S5, 0 I ,6, change_cues I ,
senc_con:ro _T::sg(::'b_insert_string($5,O) ,7,change_cues)
! J

I

fai:.

,change_cues)
% hi_cue name - backward
send_cia:'og_:csg (gec_msg_ac, next_ctrl (2,14) ,change_cues ), % reroute - Exit

ge~_~sg_c.c(nexc_c:r~(2,15)

% leaving hI cue name field

l!
gec:,_c:'ag_:rom_", (:-i.:._cue) ,

% get hi_cue name

% display description

ifthe~(c~e(H:'_c~e,~escrip),

!:

(se'c':;_cor. :rol_msg (e f_sec._text (_, Descr ip) ,3, change_cues) ,
ser:c._cor,:rol_msg (update, 3, change_cues) ) )
I

:2.i2-.

get_msg_ac(nex:_ctrl(3,4) ,change_cues)

% hi_cue description field

[ !

gec_d:'ag_from_e(Hi_cue) ,
% get hi_cue name
send_co:-:trol_msg (ef_set_text (Descrip, Descrip) ,3, change_cues) ,
% get new des
ii:the:--.(cue(Hi_C'Je,_),
% if descrip already present
retractlcue(Hi_cue,_))),
% delete it
asser:zlcue(Hi_cue,Descrip))
% add new description
11

,

:o.i:.

.}

get_msg_ac(next_ctrl(8,5) ,change_cues)
% cue name field - backward
seno_dialog_ITlsg(get_msg_ac,next_ctrl(8,4) ,change_cues), % reroute to Add
get_msg_ac(r.ext_ctrl(9,lO) ,change_cues)

:-%

[!

cue wt field - forward

se;1d_control_msg(,~f_set_text(Ecue,55) ,8,change_cues), % get cue name
s tr i:lg_cer:n (Ecue, Cue) ,
% convert to te~
senc._control_msg(ef_set_text(Ewt,55),9,change_cues),
% get cue wt
string_:erm(Ewt,W:)
% convert to term
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cue) ,5,change_cues),
% add cue to list box
send_control_msg (lb_add_string (Wt) ,6,change_cues), % add wt to list box
get_diag_froITl_e (Hi_cue) ,
% get hi_cue name
ifthenelse(Wt > 0,
% if cue wt > 0
assertz(cue(Hi_cue,Cue,Wt)),
% record hi_cue/cue rule
assertz(cue(Hi_cue,Cue,OI)),
% else record edited rule
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% display descrip
send_co;1:rol_msg(lb_add_string(Descrip),7,change_cues) ,
(se;1d_co;1crol_ITlsgllb_add_string(no_description),7,change_cues),
assertz(new_cue))),
% record reminder flag check cues
send_control_msg(lb_get_count(Countl ,5,change_cues) ,
% get # in list
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Count),5,change_cues), % set index to end
se;1d_control_ITIsg(lb_set_index(_,Count),6,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Count),7,change_cues) ,
send_control_ITisg('lpdate,5,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_ITisg ('lpda te, 6, change_cues) ,
send_control_ITIsg ('lpdate, 7, change_cues),
send_control_msg ('Jpdate, 9, change_cues)
! l,
fail,
I

get_msg_ac(next_ctrl(10,ll) ,change_cues)
% cue descrip - forward
send_control_IT:sg (ef_get_length (LI ,10, change_cues), % get input Ingth
ifthen(L>O,
% if new descrip entered
(send_control_ms,;; (ef_set_text (Descrip, 55) ,10, change_cues), % get descr ip
gec_cue_text (Cue, Ndx) ,
% get hi_cue name
send_control_ITIs;;llb_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,7,change_cues), % delete old
Indx is Ndx - I,
% add new descrip
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senc_control_I:'sg(lb_insert_string(Descrip, Indx) , 7 ,change_cues),
senc_concrol_~sg(update,7,change_c~es),
% update controls
ser.c_control_::-sg (upda te, 10, change_cues) ,
i£t~en(cue(Cue,_),
% if descrip exists
retract(cue(Cue,_))), % delete it
assert: (cue (C1.le, Descrip) ) ) ), % add descrip
send_d:alog_msg(g'~t_msg_ac,next_ctrl(10,4) ,change_cues)
% reroute - Add
get_rnsg_ac(next_ccrl(4,5) ,change_cues)
% Add Cue - forward
send_ci.alog_rnsg(get_rnsg_ac,next_ctrl(4,14) ,change_cues). % reroute - Exit
eet mse ac(next ccrl(14,13) ,chance cues)
% Exit - backward
- s~nd~2~alog_rn~g(get_rnsg_ac,next_ctrl(14,4) ,change_cues). % reroute - Add
eet rnsa ac(next ctrl(14,15) ,chance cues)
% Exit - forward
- s~nd'::'d.ialog_rnsg(get_rnsg_ac,next_ctrl(14,2),change_cues). % reroute - hi cue
get_IT,sg_ac (cOIT"'lar.c (_, add_cue) , change_cues)
seno_::::a~og_msg(get_rr,sg_ac,next_ctrl(4,8)

% Add Cue pushbutton
,change_cues). % reroC)te - cue nam
% Exit

! ,

% exit dialog box
% default dialog box functions

get_msg_ac U1sg, Key)
def_oialog_fn(V.sg, Key) .
%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Change High-level Cue

%

%

****************************************************************

cha;lge_hi_cue :dialog_run (change_cues, get_msg_cc) .

% change hi_cue cues
% activate dialog box

get_msg_cc(command(nobutton,ok) ,change_cues)
% Enter key pressed
which_control (Old) ,
% get current control
ifthenelse(Old
15,
% i f last one
New is 1,
% set to first
New is Old + 1),
% else increment
send_oialog_msg (get_msg_cc, next_tabs top (Old,New) ,change_cues). % reroute
get_msg_cc(init_dialog,change_cues)

% initialize dialog box

[ !

send_control_msg(text_set(_,$High level cue to changeS) ,1,change_cues),
send_control_rnsg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,2,change_cues), % clear edit fields
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,3,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,8,change_cues),
send_control_rnsg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,9,change_cues),
send_control_msg (ef_set_text (_, $$) ,10, change_cues) ,
send_control_rnsg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,15,change_cues),
send_control_rnsg(lb_clear,5,change_cues),
% clear list boxes
send_control_rnsg(lb_clear,6,change_cues),
send_control_msg (lb_clear, 7 ,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string($$,O) ,5,change_cues), % insert null strg
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string($$,0) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string($$,O) ,7 ,change_cues)
! 1,
fail.
get_msg_cc(next_ctrl(2,15) ,change_cues)
% hi_cue name - backward
send_dialog_rnsg (get_msg_cc, next_ctrl (2,14) ,change_cues ). % reroute-Exit
get_msg_cc(next_ctrl(2,_) ,change_cues)

% leaving hi_cue narne

[!

get_diag_from_e(Hi_cue) ,
% get hi_cue name
ifthen(cue(Hi_cue,Oescrip),
% display description
(send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,Oescrip) ,3,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update, 3 ,change_cues) )),
send_control_msg(lb_clear,5,change_cues),
% clear boxes
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send co~trol msa(lb clear,6,chanae cues},
send=cor'ltrol=msg (lb=clear, 7, change=cc.:es) ,
add_to_list_c,
% add all cues to boxes
send_co;-ltrol_msg (,lpdate, 5, cha;-;ge_cues) ,
% update controls
ser.d_control_ITsg (upda te, 6, change_cues) ,
serld_control_IT:sg (upda te, 7 ,change_cues)
! J,
~ail.

% hi_cue descrip - forward

[!

aet d~aa from e(Ei cue},
% aet hl cue name
send_contro:_;:;;sg (ef_set_text (Descrip, :lescr ip) ,3-, change_cues} ,
ifthen(cue(Hi_cue,_},
% if descrip exists
~etract(c;Je(i-!i_cue,_}}},
% delete it
assert:(cue(Hi_cue,Descrip}}
% add new descrip
I'
• J ,

:a.ll.

cee:. :T:sc CC (next ctr ~ (5,8) ,chanGe cues}
% cue r'.ame box - forward
- send'='d::'alog_ITlsg (g'2t_msg_cc, next_ctrl (5,11), change_cues). % reroute - Delete
get_ITlsg_cc (next _ctr 1 (9,10) , change_cues)
[!

:-

%

cue wt field - forward

send_control_msg(ef_set_text(Ecue,SS) ,8,change_cues), % get new cue name
strino term(Ecue,Cue) ,
% convert to term
send_control_ITsg(ef_set_text(Ewt,SS) ,9,change_cues),
% get new cue wt
string_term(E:wt,Wt)

% convert to term

I

send_control_IT'sg(lb_add_string(Cue) ,5,change_cues),
% add cue to list box
send_control_ITlsg(:b_add_string(Wt) ,6,change_cues), % add wt to list box
eet diae: froITl e(Hi cue),
% oet hi cue naITle
Ifthenelse(wt;O, % if cue wt >
assercz(cue(Hi_cue,Cue,Wt)),
% record new hi cue/cue rule
assert:(cue(Hi_cue,Cue,O))),
% else record edited rule
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% display cue description
send_con trol_ITlsg (lb_add_string (Descr ip) ,7, change_cues) ,
(send_control_msg(lb_add_string(no_description),7,change_cues),
assertz(new_cue)}),
% set reminder flag to check cue definitions
send_control_msg (lb_get_count (Count) ,5, change_cues) ,
% get # in list
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,5,change_cues), % set index to end
send_control_ITlsg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_ITlsg(lb_set_index(_,Count) ,7,change_cues),
send_control_ITlsg(update,5,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues} ,
send_control_ITlsg(update,7,change_cues},
send_cont.rol_ITlsg(update,8,change_cues) ,
send_control_ITlsg(update,9,change_cues)
! J,
fail.

°

-

get_msg_cc(next_ctrl(10,11) ,change_cues}
% cue descrip field - fwd
send_control_ITlsg (ef_get_length (L) ,10, change_cues), % 19th of input
ifthen(L>O,
% if new descrip ent.ered
(send_control_ITlsg(ef_set_text.(Descrip,SS) ,10,change_cues), % get descrip
get_cue_text(Cue,Ndx),
% get cue name/index
send_control_msg(lb_delete_string(Ndx,_),7,change_cues), % delete old
Indx is Ndx - 1,
% insert. new descrip in box
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string(Descrip, Indx) ,7 ,change_cues) ,
send_control_ITlsg(update, 7 ,change_cues} ,
% update controls
send_cont.rol_ITlsg(update,10,change_cues} ,
ifthen(cue(Cue,_),
% if descrip exists
ret.ract(cue(Cue, )}},
% delete it
assert.:(cue(Cue,Descrip)))),
% record new descrip
send_dialog_ITlsg(get_ITlsg_cc,nexc_ctrl(10,5) ,change_cues)
% rerout.e - cues
get_ITlsg_cc(next_ctrl(11,10) ,change_cues)
% Delete Cue - backward
send_dialog_msg (get_ITlsg_cc, next_ctrl (11,5) ,change_cues). % reroute-cue box
get_msg_cc (next_c t.r 1 (14,15) , change_cues}
% Exi t - forward
send_dialog_ITlsg (get._ITlsg_cc, next_ct.rl (14 ,2) ,change_cues}
% reroute-hi_cue
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gec_msg_cc(next_ctrl(:5,2) ,change_cues)
% cue wt field - backward
eet diae from e(Hi cue),
% eet hi cue name
oet-cue-text(Cce,;;dx),
% get c'Je~ nameiindex
retract (cue (Ei_c'-':E" Cue,_)),
% delete old hi_cue/cue rule
send_co!1trol_msg(ef_set_text(Ewt,$$),15,change_cues), % get new cue wt
s tr ing_term (Ewt, Wt.) ,
% convert to term
ifthenelse(Wt>O,
% edit wt >
assertz(cue(Hi_cue,Cue,Wt)),
% record new hI cue/cue rule
assertz(cue(Hi_cue,Cue,O))),
% else record edited rule
send_control_msg(lb_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,6,change_cues), % delete old wt
Indx is Ndx - 1,
% display new cue wt
ifthenelse(Wt>O,
send_control_msg(lo_insert_string(Wt, Indx) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_rnsg(lb_insert_string(O,Inex) ,6,change_cues)),
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update control
senc_clalog_msg (get_:r.sg_cc, next_ctr: (15,5) ,change_cues ). % reroute-cue box

°

get_:Tlsg_cc (char (0, S(I) , change_cues)

% down arrow

: !

send_control_ITsg(:b_set_index(Ncx,Ndx) ,S,change_cues), % get index
;;:ewndx is Ndx + 1,
se!1c_co!1trol_msg (:'o_set_index (_,Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % set new index
send_cor;trol_msg (:'b_set_index(_, Newndx) ,7,cnange_cues),
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_msg (update, 7 ,change_cues)
! J

I

:ail.

get_msg_cc(char(O,72) ,change_cues)

% up arrow

~ !

send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx) ,5,change_cues), % get index
ifthenelse((Ndx - 1) < 1,
% if (index - 1) < 1
% set index to 1
Newndx is 1,
Newndx is Nex - 1), % else decrement
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % set new index
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,7,change_cues) ,
send_co:1trol_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_msg(update,7,change_cues)

!

1,
fail.

get_msg_cc(char(O,S1) ,change_cues)

r!

% page down

send_control_msg (lb_set_index (Ndx,Ndx) ,5,change_cues), % get index
send_control_msg(lb_get_count(Count),5,change_cues),
% get # in box
i fthenelse ((Ndx + 12) > Count, % if new index past end
Newndx is Count,
% set index to end
Newndx is Ndx + 12),
% else set index to next page
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % set new index
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,7,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_ITlsg(update, 7 ,change_cues)
! 1,
fail.

get_msg_cc(char(O,73) ,change_cues)

% page up

[!

send_control_ITlsg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx),5,change_cues), % get index
ifthenelse( (Ndx - 12) < 1,
% if new index < 1
Newndx is 1,
% set new index to 1
% else set to prey page
Newndx is Ndx - 12),
send_control_msg (lb_set_index (_, Newndx) ,6,change_cues), % set new index
send_control_ITlsg (lb_set_index (_,Newndx) ,7 ,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(update,6,change_cues),
% update controls
send_control_ITlsg(update, 7 ,change_cues)
! l,
fail.
get_ITlsg_cc(command(_,add_cue) ,change_cues)
% Add Cue pushbutton
send_dialog_msg (get_msg_cc, next_ctrl (4,S) ,change_cues). % reroute-cue field
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ge::'_I!isg_cc (corrunand(_, change_wt) ,change_cues)
senc_c2alog_msg (get_msg_cc, next_ctrl (:2,lS) ,change_cues)

% Change Wt
% reroute-wt fld

ge::'_IT!sg_cc (co::::"ar.c (_, change_descr) ,change_cues)
% Change Descrip
senc_c:c.:og_:TIsg (ge::._msg_cc, nexc_ctrl (12,10) ,change_cues). % reroute-descr
Get ITlSC cc(cornmanc( ,delete cue),chanae cues)
% De:ete Cue
- c~t ciac from e(HT cue), - -% Get nl cue name
ge::,=c'Je~::ext (Cue, I\Jdx) ,
% get cue- nameiindex
retract(cue(Hi_c'Je,Cue,_)),
% de!ete old hi_cue/cue rule
senc_concrol_msg(:b_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,S,change_cues), % delete from box
senc_control_:TIsg(lb_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_msg(~b_delete_string(Ndx,_) ,7,change_cues),
send_co:-jcrol_msg (update, S, change_cues) ,
% update controls
senc_con:rol_T:1sg(c:pdate,6,change_cues) ,
senc_co:-. :rol_msg (c:pda te, 7, ctange_cues) ,
send_c:a:og_:csg (gec_msg_cc, nexc_ctrl (ll,S) ,change_cues)
% reroute-cue box
ge:._rns9_cc
! ,

(COITITlcf.C: (_I

exi t)

% Exit

, cha~ge_cues)

% exit dialog box

exit_dbox(ct~nge_cues)

get_msg_cc(:v:sg,Key)

% default dialog box functions

def_c2alog_fn(~sg,Key)

adc_to_lisc_c :get_ciag_from_e(~i_cue),

% add previous cues to list boxes
% get hi_cue name

cue(Hi_cue,Cue,Wt),
% get cue name/wt
send_co:-"trol_ITlsg(lb_adc_scring(Cue), S,change_cues),
% add to list box
send control msg(lb add strinq(Wt) ,6,chanae cues),
ifch~nelse(c~e(tue,Eesc~ip), % dIs~lay cue description
senc_contro:_msg(lb_acd_string(Descrip) ,7,change_cues) ,
senc_cofJtro~_rr,sg (lb_acd_s::.ring (no_description), 7, change_cues)),
fail.
% guarantee success
****************************************************************

menu selection - Delete High-level Cue

%

****************************************************************

%

delete hi cue :-

% delete hi cue
% activate dialog box

dialog_~un(change_cues,get_msg_dc).

get_msg_cc(corrunand(nobucton,ok) ,change_cues)
% Enter key pressed
which_control (Old) ,
% get current control
New is Old + 1,
% increment
send_dialog_msg(get_msg_dc,next_tabstop(Old,New) ,change_cues)
% reroute
get_msg_dc (init_dialog, change_cues)
[ !

% ini tialize dialog box

send_control_msg(text_set(_,$High level cue to deleteS) ,1,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,2 ,change_cues) ,
% clear edit fields
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,3 ,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,8,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$),9,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$) ,10,change_cues),
send_control_msg(ef_set_text(_,$$),lS,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(lb_clear,5,change_cues),
% clear list boxes
send_control_msg(lb_clear,6,change_cues) ,
send_control_msg (lb_clear, 7, change_cues) ,
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string($$,O) ,5,change_cues), % insert null strg
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string($$,0) ,6,change_cues),
send_control_ffisg(lb_insert_string($$,O) ,7,change_cues)
!

J,
fai 1.
% hi cue name - backward
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% hi cue name - fo:-ward
send_control_IT'.sg (ef_set_text (Ehi_cue, 55) ,2, change_cues), % get hi_cue name

ge::'_rr:sg_Gc(next_c~:-:(2,3),cr,ange_cues)

send_co:--l':.:-ol_~sg (lJpdate, 2, change_cl:es)
string_te:-rr(~hi_c~e,Hi_cue),

I

% update control

% convert to term
% delete all hi cue rules
send_d.:.alog_li.sg(get_msg_dc,next_ctrl(2,l~),change_cues). % reroc:te - Exit
retrac~

hi

c~e(Hi

cue),

get_msg_dc (next_c tr::' ( 14 , 12) ,change_c'.les)
% Exi t - backward
send_dialog_Tr.sg (get_IT,sg_dc, next_ctrl (14,2) ,change_cues). % reroute - hi_cue
get_msg_dc (f:eXt_c tr 1 ( 14 , 15) , change_cues)
% Exi t - forward
send_dialog_ITsg (get_msg_dc, next_ctrl (14,2) ,change_cues). % reroute - hi_cue
get._msg_cc (co;;:.::',a:-,c (_, exi t) , change_cues)

% Exit pushbutton

! ,

exit_dbox(change_cc:es)
get_msg_cc

(~~sg,

% exit dialog box

Key)

% default dialog box functions

def_d:a:og_fn(~sg,Key)

retract_r,i_C'..:e (Ei_c~e)
ret:-acc(cue(H':'_cue,_) ),
retract(cue(Ei_cue,_,_)) ,
fail.

% delete all hi cue rules
% delete hi cue-descriDtion
% delete hi cueicue rule
% backtrack-for more rules
% guarantee success

%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Check Cue Definitions

%
%

****************************************************************

check_cue :abolish(new_cue/O) ,
dialog_run(definition,get_msg_def)

% delete reminder flag
% activate dialog box

get_ms9_def(command(nobutton,ok) ,definition)
% Enter key pressed
Which_control (Old) ,
% get current control #
New is Old + 1,
% increment
send_dialog_msg (get_msg_def,next_tabstop(Old, New) ,definition). % reroute
get_msg_def(char(O,'30) ,definition)

%

[ !

down arrow

send_control_msg (Ib_set_index (Ndx, Ndx) ,4, defini tion) ,
% get cue index
Newndx is Ndx + 1,
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,5,definition), % reset index
send_control_msg('lpdate,5,definition)
% update control
!

J,
fail.

get_msg_def(char(O,72) ,definition)

%

[!

!

up arrow

send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx) ,4,definition), % get index
ifthenelse( (Ndx - 1) < 1,
% if (index - 1) < 1
% set index to 1
Newndx is 1,
Newndx is Ndx - 1),
% else decrement
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,5,definition), % reset index
send_control_msg(update,5,definition)
% update control

J,

fail.
get_msg_def(char(O, 31) ,definition)

% page down

[!

send_control_Tr.sg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx) ,4,definition), % get index
send_control_I<,sg(lb_get_count(Count) ,4,definition),
% get # in box
ifthenelse( (Ndx ~ 12) > Count,
% if (index + 12) past end
Newndx is Count,
% set to end
l~ewndx is Ndx + 12),
% else set to next page
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send control msa(lb set index( ,Newndx) ,S,definition), % reset index
send=control=rr,sQ (update-;-S, definition)
% update control
! J,
fail.
get_msg_def(char(O, 73) ,definition)

% page up

[!
send_co;:trol_IT:sg(lb_set_index(~dx,Ndx) ,4,definition), % get index
ifthene:se( (Kdx - 12) < I,
% if (index - 12) < 1
% set index to 1
Newndx is I,
% else set to prev page
Newndx is Ndx - 12),
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,S,definition), % reset index
send_control_msg(update,S,definition)
% update control

! j

I

fail.
get_msg_def(init_dialog,definition)

% initialize dialog box

[!

send control msa(!b clear,4,definition),
% clear list boxes
send=control=msg(lb=clear,S,definition) ,
send_control_msg(lb_insert_string(SS,O) ,4,definition), % insert null strg
send_corltrol_msg(lb_insert_string(SS,O) ,S,definition),
add_cue_def_d,
% add undefined cues in diagnoses
add cue def c,
% add undefined cues in hi cues
send_control_msg (update, 4, defini tion) ,
% update controls
send_co;-, trol_msg (upda te, 5, def ini tion)
! J,
fail.
aet msa def(corruTnand( ,exit) ,definition)
- adjust_input,
-

% Exit
% add cues to input record

! ,

exit_dbox(definition) .

% exit dialog box

get_msg_def(Msg,Key)
def_dialog_fn(J'.lsg,Key) .

% default dialog box functions

add_cue_def_d :% add unde!ined cues used in diag to list box
diagnose(_,Cue,Wt),
% get cue used in building diags
ifthen(
% not in input or hi_cue
(not(defined_in_input(Cue)) ,not(cue(Cue,_,_))),
(
% add cue to list box
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cue),4,definition),
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% display description
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Descrip),S,definition),
send_control_msg (lb_add_string (no_description) ,S,definition))
))

,

fail.
% guarantee success

add_cue_def_c :% add undefined cues used in hi_cue to list
cue(_,Cue,Wt),
% get cue used in building hi_cue
ifthen(
% not in input or hi_cue
(not(defined_in_input(Cue)) ,not(cue(Cue,_,_))),
(
% add cue to list box
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cue) ,4,definition),
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Descrip),
% display description
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Descrip),5,definition) ,
send_control_msg (lb_add_string (no_description) ,S,definition))
))

,

fail.
% guarantee success

defined_in_input(Cue)
% determine if cue defined in input
clause(assert_input(Pos) ,Body),
% find if cue defined in input rec
arg(l,Body,Term),
% Term is cue(X)
arg(l,Term, Input_cue) ,
% Input_cue is X
% is Cue defined in input rec?
Input_cue == Cue.
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adjust_i~puc
% add checked cues
send_co~trol_msg(lb_get_choices(_,Bcue) ,s,definition), %

s::.r ing_::.err:, (3cue, Cue) ,

to input record
get choices

% convert to term

last_i~p~::._positio~(Pos),

% get last input position used

~s Pos + l,
retrcc::.(:as::._i~put_position(Pos)),

Nextpos

% add 1 to last position
% delete old last position
assert=(:ast_i~pu::._position(Nextpos)), % record new last position
assert::.«assert_input(Nextpos)
assert::.(cue(Cue)))), % define cue-input

fail.

adjust i:-,.put.

%

% guarantee success

****************************************************************
me~u

%

%

selection - Select Client (also generates diagnoses/hi_cues)

****************************************************************

select._c: ien': :aboLsr. (di.ag_ccti:2) ,
abo'..isr, (diag_pos/2) ,
abo2.isr.(diag_pot/2) ,
aoo::'lsh (eue/l),
abolish(cue qenlII,
abolis~(CnUDSer/ll ,
abolish(cname/l),
dialog_run (csel ec'~, get_msg_sel)
cnumber(Cnumber),
concat(S'S,C~umber,A)

I

concat(A,$'$,B) ,
stri~a termIB,Cnum),
current_window(_,cnumber) ,
cls,
display (Cnum) ,
cname (Cname) ,
concat($'$,Cname,C) ,
concat(C,$'$,D) ,
s tr ing_term (D, Cnam) ,
current_window(_,cname) ,
cIs,
display (Cnam) ,
current_window(_,foreground) ,
produce_diag.

% delete any old actual diaas
% delete any old possible diags
% delete any old potential diags
% delete any old cues
% delete any old cues generated
% delete any old client numbers
% delete andy old client names
,
% activate dialog box (cselect)
% get selected client number
% convert to term (manually)

%

co~vert

to string

% display client number string
% get selected client name
% convert to term (manually)
% convert to string
% display client name string
% produce diagnoses

qet msa sel(command(nobutton,ok),cselect)
% Enter key pressed
- which=control (Old) ,
% get current control #
New is Old + 1,
% increment
send_dialog_msg (get_msg_sel ,next_tabstop(Old,New) ,cselect). % reroute
qet msa sel(char(O,80) ,cselect)
- [!-

% down arrow

--

send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx),2,cselect), % get index
Newndx is Ndx + 1,
% increment index
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,3,cselect), % reset index
send_control_msg(update,3,cselect)
% update control
! J ,

fail.
get_msg_sel(char(O,72),cselect)

% up arrow

[ !

send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Ndx) ,2,cselect), % get index
ifthenelse( (Ndx - 1) < 1,
% if (index - 1 ) < I
Newndx is 1,
% set index to 1
Newndx is Ndx - 1),
% else decrement
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,3,cselect), % reset index
send_control_msg(update,3,cselect)
% update control
I

J,

fai 1.
get_msg_sel(char(O,81) ,cse1ect)

% page down
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[ !

send_con rol_l.,sg (Ib_set_index (t,dx, Ndx) ,2, cseIect), % get index
send_co:1 ro~_n:ss::(lb_get_count(Count) ,2,cseIect), % get # in box
ifthe:lel e( (Nc.x + 12) > Count,
% i f (index + 12) past end
New:-;Cx is Count,
% set index to end
Newndx is Ndx + 12),
% else set index to next page
send control 2sa(lb set index( ,Newndx) ,3,cselect), % reset index
send::::co!:tro1::::;;,sg(update~3,cselect)
% update control
!]

I

fail.
get_msg_sel(char(O,73),cselect)

% page up

[!

sene co::trol f:":sa (:'b set index (Ndx, Ndx) ,2, cselect), % get index
ifthenelse( (Ndx-- l2) <-1,
% if (index - 12) < 1
Newndx is 1,
% set index to 1
Newndx is Ndx - 12),
% e::'se set to prev page
send_co:ltrol_2sg(lb_set_index(_,Newndx) ,3,cselect), % reset index
send_co:-ltrol_f"sg (update, 3, cse:Cect)
% update control
!

J

I

~ail.

get_msg_sel (i:-Jit_dialog,cselect)

% initialize dialog box

[ !

send cO:ltrol msa(lb clear,2,cselect),
% clear list boxes
send-control-msc(lb-clear,3,cselect) ,
add_clients % read client db/add to list boxes
!

1,
fail.

get_msg_sel (com;;1anc(_,exit) ,cselect)
% Exit (Continue)
send_control_msg(lb_set_index(Ndx,Kdx) ,2,cselect), % get index of client
send_control_msg(lb_get_text(Ndx,Cnumber) ,2,cselect), % get client number
send_control_msg (lb_get_text (Ndx, Cname) ,3, cselect),
% get client name
assertz(cnurnber(Cnumber)),
% record client number
assertz(cname(Cname)),
% record client name
last_input_position(Pos),
% get length of cue string
open(Cdb,$cdb$,r),
% open client data base
Reclen is Pos + 34,
~ add length of client number,name,CR
Offset is 0,
seek(Cdb,Offset,eof,Eof),
% get EOF
get_client_rec(Cdb,Reclen,Offset, Eof,Cnumber) , % process client record
close(Cdb),
% close file
! ,

exit_dbox(cselect) .

% exit dialog box

get_msg_sel(Msg,Key)
def_dialog_fn(Msg,Key) .

% default dialog box functions

add clients :% add clients to list boxes
last_input_position(Pos) ,
% get length of cue string
open(Cdb,$cdbS,r) ,
% open client data base
Reclen is Pos + 34,
% add length of client number,name,CR
Offset is 0,
seek(Cdb,Offset,eof,Eof) ,
% get EOF
add next client(Cdb,Reclen,Offset,Eof),
% add this client to boxes
close (Cdb) .
% close file
add_next_client(Cdb,Reclen,Offset,Eof)
% add 1 client to list boxes
seek(Cdb,Offset,bof,_),
% seek beginning of client
read_string (Cdb,Reclen,Clientrec) ,
% read Client database record
substring (Clientrec, 0,11, Cnumber) ,
% client number
substring(Clientrec,11,20,Cname),
% client name
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cnumber) ,2,cselect),
% add number to list
send_control_msg(lb_add_string(Cname) ,3,cselect),
% add name to list
Newoffset is Offset + Reclen,
% offset for next client
ifthen(Newoffset < Eof, % if not(EOF), recurse for another client
add_next_client(Cdb,Reclen,Newoffset,Eof)) .
get_client_rec(Cdb,Reclen,Offset,Eof,Cnum)
% get client record
seek(Cdb,Offset,bof,_),
% seek beginning of client
read_string(Cdb,Reclen,Clientrec),
% read client database record
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subst:-inc(Client:-ec,O,ll,Cnumber)
% client number
ifthenelse(Cnum = Cnumber,
% is this right client?
(Pos is Reclen - 33,
% get start of cue indicators
substri:1Q (Clientrec, 31, ?os, Crec) ,
% slice indicators from recrd
process_cdb(Crec)),
% process client cues
(Newoffset is Offset + Rec:en,
% else get position of next
ifthen(Newoffset < 20f,
% if not(EOF), recurse for another
get_cl~ent_rec(Cdb,Reclen,Newoffset,Eof,Cnum)))) .
I

process_cdb(Crec)
stri~g_search(SlS,Crec,Cuepos)

%
%
%
%

,

assert_input (Cuepos),
fail.

process client cue string
get position of indicator
record cue
backtrack for more

process_cdb(Crec) .

% guarantee success

produce_diag :'':::evelop_cues,
develo::l cues,
produce=ac':._diag,
produce-pot_diag.

% develop higher level cues
% cry again for deeper levels
% produce actual/possible diag
% produce potential diags
%

proG"Jce_act_diag : cue (Cue) ,
string_term(Cue_str,Cue) ,

produce actc.;al/possible diag

% get client cue
% convert to string
% first char = c?

~th_char(O,Cue_str/99),

diagnose(Diag,Cue,_),

%

find diag to match cue

% proceed if this diag not
not(diag-pos(Diag,_)),
%
already generated, else backtrack
findall (Wt, (get_cue_wt_act_d(Jiag,Wt)) ,\"itlist),
% list wts for
% all cues present in that diag
~ot(diag_act{Diag/_)),

SUITl_wts(Totwt,Wtlist) ,
ifthenelse(Totwt >= 100,
assertz (diag_act (Diag,Totwt) ),
assertz (diag-pos (Diag,Totwt) )),
fail.

% total wts
% if threshold is met
% flag diag actual
% else flag diag possible
% guarantee success

produce __Dot_diag :% produce potential diagnoses
cue (Cue) ,
% get client cue
strina term(Cue str,Cue),
% convert to string
nth_char(O,Cue_str, 114) ,
% first char = r?
diagnose(Diag,Cue,_),
% find diag to match cue
not(diag_act(Diag,_)),
% proceed if act diag not genned
not(diag_pot(Diag,_)),
% proceed if pot diag not already gen
findall(Wt, (get_cue_wt-pot_d(Diag,Wt)) ,Wtlist),
% list wts for
% all cues present in that diag
sum_wts(Totwt,Wtlist) ,
% total wts
ifthen(Totwt >= 100,
% if threshold is met
assertz(diag-pot(Diag,Totwt))) ,
% flag diag potential
if then (diag-pos (Diag,_) ,
% delete pos diag if present
retract (diag-pos (Diag,_) )),
fail.
% backtrack for more
produce-pot_diag.
sum_wts (X, [] )
X is 0.
sum_wts(X, [H!T])
sum_wts (Xl, T) ,
X is Xl + H.

% guarantee success

°

% sum cue weights, stop when list is empty
% assign
to X
% recurse for tail of list

% X = H + sum(T)

get_cue_wt_act_d(Diag,Wt)
cue (Cue) ,
string_term(Cue_str,Cue) ,
nth_char(0,Cue_str,99) ,
diagnoSe(Diag,Cue,Wt) .

% convert to string
% first char = c?
% get Diag to match

get_cue_wt_pot_d(Diag,Wt)
cue(Cue),
string_term(Cue_str,Cue),

% get a diag to match cue present
% get Cue
% convert to string

% get a diag to match cue present
% get Cue
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nth_cha~(O,Cue_str,ll')
diagnose(Diag,Cue,W~)

get_cue_wt_c (Hi_cue, Wt)
cue (Cle) ,
cue(Hi_cue,Cue,Wt:

% first char
% get Diag to match

r?

% get a Ei cue to match cue
% get Cue
% get Hi cue to match

% develop hi_cues
% get raw client cue
% find Hi_cue to match cue
% create a higher level cue if possible
% proceed if this Hi_cue not already
% present, else backtrack for
% another Hi_cue
:-indal} (We., (oe::. c;e wt c(Hi cue,Wt)) ,Wtlist), % list wts for
% all cues Dresent for that Hi-cue
sum wts(Totwt,Wtlist),
% tofal wts
if::.fien(~otwt >= lOO,assert_cue(Hi_cue)),
% record new cue in database
% ,- threshold of 100 met
% backtrack for another cue

develop_cues :cue(Cue) ,
cue (Ei_cCle, Cue, _) ,

%

%
%

success

% record hi cue
% record new cue
% flag as a generated cue

assert_cue(Hi_cue)
asser::.=(cue(Hi cue)),
assert: (cue_gen(Hi_cue))

%

gua~antee

****~************************************************* **********

menu selection - Display Actual Diagnoses
****************************************************************

display_act :ctr set(O,l),
% set counter for screen display
iftfien(not(diag_act (Diag,_)),
% check for none oenerated
(nl,nl,display('no actual diagnoses generated') ,fail)), diag_act(Diag,Totwt) ,
% get actual diag generated
nl,
nl,
ctr_inc(O,Linenbr) ,
% increment counter
ifthen(Linenbr > 5,
% pause after 5 displayed

( nl.
display(mo~e)

,

keyb (_,_) ,

nl.

ctr_set(O,l))) ,
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Descr_str) ,
% if description present
(concat($'$,Descr_str,A),
% display it
concat(A,$'$,B) ,
string_term(B,Descr) ,
display(Descr) ),
display(Diag)) ,
display(' is confirmed with a weight of'),
tab (2),
display (Totwt) ,
% display weight
fail.
% backtrack for another diag
display_act
nl,
nl,
display('press any key to return to menu'),
keyb(_,_) .
%

% end processing

****************************************************************

% menu selection - Display Possible Diagnoses

%

****************************************************************
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display""pos :c::r_set(O,l),
ifthen(not(diac oos(Diaq, )),
% check for none aenerated
(nl,nl,dIsplay('no poss:b:e diagnoses generated') ,fail))~
diag_pos(D~ag,To::wt) ,
% get possible diag generated
nl,

nL
ctr_inc(O,Linenbr) ,
ifthen(~inenbr

> 5,

% pause after 5 displayed

(:-:1,

di splay (more) ,
;Ceyb (_, _) ,

nl,

ctr set(O,

1))),

ifthene~se(diag_descr(Diag,Descr_str) ,

% if description present
(concat(S'S,Descr_str,A) ,
% display it
concat(A,S'S,B) ,
string_ter~(B,Descr) ,
display(Descr)) ,
display(Diag)) ,
display(' is possible, genera::ed with a weight of'),
tab (2) ,
display ('l'ocwt) ,
% display weight
fail.
% backtrack for another diag

display""po s
nl,

% end processing

nL
display('press any key to re::urn to menu'),
keyb(_,_) .

****************************************************************

%

%

menu selection - Display Potential Diagnoses
****************************************************************

%

display-po t :ctr_sec.(O,l),
ifthen(not(diag-pot(Diag,_) ),
% check for none generated
(nl,nl,display('no potential diagnoses generated') ,fail)),
diag-pot(Diag,Totwt) ,
% get potential diag generated
nl,
nl,
ctr_inc(O,Linenbr) ,
ifthen(Linenbr > 5,

% pause after 5 displayed

(nl.

display(more) ,
keyb (_,_) ,
nl,
ctr_set(O, 1))),
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Descr_str) ,
% if description present
(concat($'$,Descr_str,A) ,
% display it
concat(A,$'S,B) ,
string_term(B,Descr) ,
display (Descr)),
display (Diag)),
display(' is potential, generated with a weight of'),
display (Totwt) ,
% display weight
fail.

% backtrack for another diag

display-pot

% end processing

nL
nl,
display('press any key to return to menu'),
keyb(_,_) .
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%
%

%

****************************************************************

menG selection - Explain Actual Diagnoses
****************************************************************

explain_act_diag :ctr se:(O,l),
% check for none generated
ifthen(not(diag_actWiag,_)) ,
(~l,n:,display{ 'no actual diagnoses generated') ,fail)),
% get diagnosis to explain
diaqact(Diaq, ),
ctr~~nC(O,Disp=ctr) ,
% pause after each diag
ifthen(Disp_ctr > 1,
(:11.

disp::'ay (~cre),
':<eyb(_,_)) I,

nl,
nl,
i fther.else (diag_d,?scr (Oiag, i:>descr_str) ,
(concat(S'S,Ddescr_str,A) ,
cO:Jcat(.l:"S'$,B) ,
str~ng_terD(B,Ddescr) ,
disp::'ay(Ddescr)) ,
display (D~ag)) ,
display(' conf!rrned due to the presence
%
diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt) ,
%
cue (Cue),
string_term(Cue_str,Cue) ,
%
nth_char(O,Cue_str, 99) /
nl,
tab (2) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(concat($'S,Cdescr_str,C) ,
concat(C,$'$,D) ,
strinq term(D,Cdescr),
display(Cdescr)) ,
display (Cue)),
fail.

% if descriDtion present
% display (i:.

of the following cues:'),
get possible cue with Diag
is this cue present?
first char

=

c?

% if description present
% display it

% backtrack for more

explain_act_ciag
% end processing
nl,
nl,
display('press any key to return to menu'),
keyb(_,_) .
%

%
%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Explain Possible Diagnoses
****************************************************************

explain-pos_diag :ctr_set(O,l),
ifthen(not(diag-pos(Diag,_) ),
% check for none generated
(nl,nl,cisplay('no possible diagnoses generated') ,fail)),
diag_pos (Oiag ,_) ,
% get diagnosis to explain
ctr_inc(O,Disp_ctr) ,
ifthen(Disp_ctr > 1,
% pause after each diag
(nl,
nl,
display (more),
keyb(_,_))) ,
nl,
nl,
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Ddescr_str) ,
% if description present
(concat($'S,Ddescr_str,A) ,
% display it
concat(A,$'$,B),
strino term(B,Ddescr),
display(Ddescr)) ,
display(Diag)) ,
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poss~Dle due
diag~ose(Diag,C~e,Wt),

display('

to the

prese~ce

cue (Cue) ,
string_term{C~e_scr/Cue)

,
% first char = c?

nth_char(O,Cue_str,99) ,
n1,
tab (2)

of the following cues: '),
% get possible cue with Diag
• ~s this cue present?

I

ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(concat(S'S,Cdescr_str,C) ,
concat(C,S'S,D) ,
string_term(D,Cdescr) ,
display(Cdescr» ,
display (Cue) ) ,
fail.

% if descrip present
% display it

% backtrack for more
% end

ill ,

display('press
keyb (_, _) .
%

key to

re:ur~

to

me~u'),

****************************************************************

menu

%

a~y

p~ocessi~g

%

selectio~

- Explain Potential

D~agnoses

****************************************************************

explain-pot_diag :ctr_set(O,1) ,
i f the:1 (not (diag-pot (Diag, _) ) ,
% check for none generated
(nl,nl,d~splay('no potential diagnoses generated') ,fail»,
diag_pot(Diag,_) ,
% get diagnosis to explain
ctr inc(O,DisD ctr),
ifthen(Disp_ct~ > 1,
% pause after each diagnosis
(rll,

nl,
display(more) ,
keyb(_,_») ,
nl,
nl,
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Ddescr_str) ,
% if description present
(concat(S'S,Ddescr_str,A) ,
% display it
concat(A,S'S,B) ,
string_term(B, Ddescr) ,
display(Ddescr» ,
display (Diag) ) ,
display(' is potential due to the presence of the following cues: '),
diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt) ,
% get possible cue with Diag
cue(Cue),
% is this cue present?
string_term(Cue_str,Cue) ,
nth_char(O,Cue_str, 114) ,
% first char = c?
nl,
tab(2) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
% if description present
(concat(S'S,Cdescr_str,C) ,
% display it
concat (C, S' S, D),
string_term(D,Cdescr) ,
display(Cdescr» ,
display (Cue) ) ,
fail.
% backtrack for more
exp1ain-pot_diag

% end processing

n1.
n1,
display('press any key to return to menu'),
keyb(_,_) .
%

%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Explain Generated Cues
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****************************************************************

%

exp

2l:-,_C..:.e

:-

c_sec(O,1.),
:he:-. (:-,0: (C.le_ge:-, (Ei_c'..:e) )
% check foc none generd ted
(~l,nl,d:splay('no cues oenerated') ,fail)),
cue_ge;; (Ei_cue) ,
% get hi_cue to explain
ctr_inc(O,Disp_ctr) ,
ifthen(~isp_ctr > 1,
% pause after each
(:-ll ,
:-::1,
display(more) ,
l<eyb(_,_))) ,
nl,
nl,
% if description present
ifehene:se(cue(Hi_cue,Hdescr_stc) ,
(concat($'$,Hdescc_str,A) ,
% display it
cO;Kat(A,$'$,B) ,
C

string_ter~(B,Hdescr),

display(Hdescr)) ,
d~splay(Ei_cue)) ,
cab (2) ,
display('derived from:'),
cue(Hl_cue,Cue,_) ,
cue(Cc:e),

% get possible cue with Hi_cue
% is this cue present

r..1,

tab (2) ,
ifeher.else(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str),
(concat($'$,Cdescr_str,C) ,
concat(C,$'$,D) ,
string_term(D,Cdescr) ,
display(Cdescr)) ,
dis;)lay (Cue) ),

% if description present
% display it.

% backtrack for more

% end processing

expld.~r~_cu.e

nl,

nl,
display('press any key to return to menu'),
keyb(_,_) .
%

%
%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Print Client Information
****************************************************************

print_client :create(Pclnc,pclnc) ,
stdout(pclnt,p_client) ,
close (Pelnt) ,
shell('print pclne < prnfile').

% create print file
% redirect output and process
% close file
% print file

p client :--display (
) ,

University of North Florida

nl,
display (
)

,

Diagnostician

nl,nI,
display (
'CLIENT INFORJv'ATION '),
cnumber(Cnumber),
cname (Cname),
concat($' for $,Cnumber,A1),
concat(A1,$ $,B1),
concat(B1,Cname,Cl) ,
concat(C1,$'$,Dl) ,
string_term(Dl,Cnam) ,
display (Cnam) ,

% get client number
% get client name
% print them
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E
E

1,
1,

disp~ay('Cues

?~ese~c'),

:.1,

% get cue to priEt

cue (CLe) ,
r: 1,
tab(2) ,
ifthe~else(cue(Cue,Cdescr_st~)

% if desc~iption is present
% print it

,

(coEcat(S'S,Cdescr_st~,C)

,

cO:1cat(C,S'S,D) ,
st~ir:g_term(D,Cdescr),

display (Coescr))
display (Cue)),
cue_ge:-:: (Cue) ,
nl,
tab (2) ,
display{'derivE:d fro::,:'),
O:fset = 2,
p_lo_C'~es (C..:e,O:fset),

% proceed if this is a hi_cue

%

%
%
%

D~!nc

lower level cues
% backtrack for mo~e

-

fc":l~.

gua~antee

success

****************************************************************

menu selection - Print Actual Diagnoses

%

****************************************************************

ae:.. :cre~te(?actd,pactd),

~rint

-

% create print file

stdouc(pactd,p_act) ,
close (Factd) ,
shell('print pactd < prnfile').

% redirect output and process

% close file
% print file

p_act :d~splay

(
)

,

University of North Florida

nl,
display (
) ,

Diagnostician

nl,nl,
display(

'GENERATED DIAGNOSES - ACTUAL
'),
% get client number
cname(Cname),
% Qet client name
concat(S' for S,Cnumber,Al),
% print them
concat(Al,$ $,B1),
concat(Bl,Cname,C1) ,
concat(Cl,$'$,Dl) ,
string_term(Dl,Cnam),
display (Cnam) ,
nl,
ifthen(not(diag_act(Diag,_)) ,
% check for none generated
(nl,nl,display('no actual diagnoses generated') ,fail)),
diag_ac t (Di ag ,_) ,
% get diagnosis to explain
nl,
nl,
cnumber(Cnumbe~),

display(**********************************),

nl,
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Ddescr_str) ,
% if description present
(concat($'$,Ddescr_str,A) ,
% print it
concat(A,$'$,B) ,
string_term(B,Ddescr),
display(Ddescr)) ,
display (Diag)) ,
display(' confirmed due to the presence of the following cues:'),
diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt} ,
% get possible cue with Diag
cue(Cue),
% is this cue present?
string_term(Cue_str,Cue) ,
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% first char

nth_char(O,Cue_str, 99) ,
nl,
tab (2) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(co~cat(S'S,Cdescr_str,C)

c?

% if description present

,

% pri"t it

concat(C,$'S,D) ,
string_ter~(D,Cdescr)

,

display(Ccescr)) ,
cisplay(O..:e)) ,
cue_ger.(Cue) ,
nl,
tab (2) ,
display('derived from:'),
Offset = 2,
p_lo_cues(Cue,O:~set) ,
fail.

% proceed if this is a hi_cue

% orint lower level cues
% backtrack for more
% guarantee success

%

****************************************************************

menu

%
%

selectio~

- Print

Possib~e

Diagnoses

****************************************************************

print-pos :create(Pposd,pposd) ,
stdout(pposd,p_pos) ,
close(Pposd) ,
she!l('print pposd < prnfi:e').

%
%
%
%

create print file
redirect output and process
close print file
print file

p-pos :display (
)

nl,

,

University of North Florida

display (

,

)

,

Diagnostician

nI, nl,
') ,
display ( 'GENERATED DIAGNOSES - POSSIBLE
cnumber (Cnumber) ,
% get client number
cname (Cname) ,
% get client name
concat($' for $,Cnumber,A1),
% print them
concat(A1,$ $,31),
concat(B1,Cname,C1) ,
concat(Cl,$'$,Dl) ,
strino term(D1,Cnam),
displ~y (Cnam) ,
nl,
ifthenelse(not(diag-pos(Diag,_) ),
% if none generated
(nl,

nl,
display('no possible diagnoses generated'),
fail) ,
% else

(diag-pos(Diag,_) ,
p-pos1 (Oiag) ,
p_other_cues-pos(Diag) ,
fa i 1) ) .

% get diagnosis to explain
% print diagnosis
% print other cues to observe
% backtrack for more

p-pos.

% guarantee success

p-pos1(Diag)
nl,
nl,

% print possible diagnosis

display(**********************************) ,

nl,
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Ddescr_str) ,
(concat($'$,Ddescr_str,A) ,
concat(A,$'$,B) ,
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% if description present
% print it

s rine term(3,Ddescr),
d splaY(Ddescr)),
d splay(lJiag)),
display(
possible due to the Dresence 0: the followine cues: '),
% get possible cue with Diag
diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt) ,
% is this cue present?
cue(Cue),
string_term(Cue_str,Cue) ,
nth_char(O,Cue_str,99) ,
% first char = c?
nl,
tab (2) ,
% if description present
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
% print it
(concat(S'$,Cdescr_str,C) ,
cor;ca t (C, $ , S, D) ,
string_term(D,Cdescr) ,
display(Cdescr)) ,
display (Ce)),
% proceed if this is a hi_cue
cue_ger: (Cue) ,
r; 1 ,
tab (2) ,
display('derived from:'),
Offset = ;;:,
% print lower level cues
p_lo_c~es(Cue,O:£set)
% guarantee success

p~osl

(1)ia9)

%

****************************************************************

%

menu selection - Print Potential Diagnoses

%

****************************************************************

print~ot

:create(Ppotd,ppotd) ,
stdout (ppotd, p_pot) ,
close (Ppotd) ,
shell('print ppotd < prnfile').

%
%
%
%

create print file
redirect output and process
close print file
print file

p--pot :display (
) ,

University of North Florida

nl,
display (
)

,

Diagnostician

nl,nl,
display('GENERATED DIAGNOSES - POTENTIAL '),
cnumber(Cnumber),
% get client number
cname(Cname),
% get client name
concat(S' for S,Cnumber,Al),
% print them
concat(A1,$ $,B1),
concat(B1,Cname,C1) ,
conca t (C1 , S ' $, D1) ,
string_term(D1,Cnam),
display (Cnam) ,
nl,
ifthenelse(not(diag--pot(Diag,_)),
% if none generated
(nl,
nl,
display('no potential diagnoses generated'),
fail) ,
% else
(diag--pot(Diag,_) ,
% get diagnosis to explain
p_potl (Diag) ,
% print diagnosis
p_other_cues--pot(Diag) ,
% print other cues to observe
fail) ) .
% backtrack for more
p--pot.

% guarantee success

p-potl (Di ag)
nl,

% print potential diagnosis
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nl,

disp:ay{**********************************) ,

nl,
:fthenelse(diag_descr(D:ag,Jdescr_str) ,
~ if description present
(concat($'$,Ddescr_str,A) ,
% print it
concat(A,$'$,B) ,
string_term(B,Ddescr),
display(Ddescr)) ,
display(Diag)) ,
display(' potential due to the presence of the following cues:'),
diagnose(Diag,Cue,Wt) ,
% get possible cue with Diag
cue (Cue) ,
% :s this cue present?
strine term(Cue str,Cue),
nth_char(O,Cue_str, 114) ,
% first char = r?
nl,
tab (2) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr str),
% if description present
(concat($'$,Cdescr_str,C) ,
% print it
concat(C,$'$,D) ,
strinQ_term(D,Cdescr) ,
display(Cdescr)) ,
display (Cue)),
cue een(Cue) ,
% proceed if this is a hi_cue
nI, -~
tab(2) ,
display('derived from:'),
Offset = 2,
p_lo_cues(Cue,Offset)
% p~i~t lower level cues

p-potl (Diag) .

% guarantee success

p_lo_cues(Cue,Offset)
cue_ger: (Cue),
cue(Cue,Lo_cue,_) ,
cue (Lo_cue) ,
n1,

% print lower level cues
% is this a generated cue?
% develop lower levels
% is this cue present?

Newoffset is Offset + 4,
tab(Newofrset) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Lo_cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(concat($'$,Cdescr str,C),
concat(C,$'$,D), string_term(D,Cdescr),
display(Cdescr)) ,
display(Lo_cue)) ,
cue_Qen (Lo_cue) ,

n1,

% if description present
% print it

% proceed if this is a hi_cue

tab(Newoffset) ,
display('derived from:'),
p_lo_cues(Lo_cue,Newoffset) ,
fail.

% recurse for lower level cue
% backtrack for more

% guarantee success

p_other_cues_pos(Diag)
% print other cues to observe - possible diag
diag_pos(Diag,_) ,
% get possible diag
nl,
nl,
display('**** Other defining characteristics to observe for '),
ifthenelse(diag_descr(Diag,Ddescr_str),
% if description present
(concat($'$,Ddescr_str,A) ,
% print it
concat(A,$'$,B) ,
string_term(B,Odescr),
display(Odescr)) ,
display (Oiag)) ,
nl,
diagnose(Oiag,Cue,_) ,
% get cue in diag
not(cue(Cue)) ,
% ensure this cue not already present
strino term(Cue str,Cue),
nth_char(O,Cue_str, 99) ,
% first char = c?
nl,
tab(2) ,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str),
% if description present
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% print it

(concat(S'S,Cdescr_str,C) ,
concat(C,$'S,D) ,
st~ing_term(D,Cdesc~) ,
cisplay(Caescr)) ,
display (C."e)),

% back:rack for more

:ai1.

% end processing
nl,
tcb (2) ,
displcy (' **** S:"d of other characteristics to observe') .

%

p_othe~_c~es_pot(Jiag)

pri~t

othey cues to observe - potential

diag_pot(Diag,_) ,
Ll

% get d1ag to print

f

r.1,

display('****

~e~i~ing

characte~istics

i:the~else(ciag_descr(Diag,Ddescr_str)

to

fo~ '),
% if description present
% print it

obse~ve

,

(concat(S'S,Dcescr_str,A) ,
concat(A,S'S,B),
string_:erm(B,Ddesc~),
cisplay(~descr))

display(~.:.ag))
diagnose(Diag,C~E,_)

not (cLe

,

,

,

% get cue in diag
% ensure this cue not already present

(C1.:e)) ,

stri~g_terQ(CLe_str,Cue)
~th_cta~(O,Cue_st~,99)

,
% first char = c?

,

1·.1.1

tab

(2) ,

% if description present
% print it

ifthenelse(cue(C~e,Cdescr_str),

(concat(S'S,Cdescr str,C),
concat(C,S'$,D), strino term(D,Cdescr),
display(Cdescr)) ,
display(Cue)) ,

fail.

% backtrack for more

% end processing

nIl

tab (2) ,
displcy('**** End of characteristics to observe').

%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Print Diagnoses Definition

%

%

****************************************************************

print_def
cIs,
nl,
nl,
display('Enter diagnosis to print
read_string(99, Ediag) ,
string_term(Ediag,Diag) ,
create(Pdef,pdef) ,
stdout(pdef,p_def(Diag)) ,
close(Pdef) ,
shell('print pdef < prnfile')

% get diag to print

'),

% create print file
% redirect output and process
% close print file
% print file

p_def (Oiag)
display (

,

)

,

University of North Florida

nl,
display (
Diagnostician
)

,

nl,nl,
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disp~ay

(
'DIAGNOSIS DEF=N:TION
)

,

r: 1 ,
nl,
display('Diagnosis
d:splay (Diag) ,

'),

i:then(diag_desc~(Diag,Ddescr_scr)

,

(concat(S' S,Ddescr_str,A),
concat(A,S'S,B) ,
string_ce~ffi(B,Ddescr),

display(Ddescr))) ,
disp':'ay (' is aefi:-,ed by the following cues: ') ,
ifthen(not(diagnose(Diag,_,_)) ,
% check for none generated
(nl,nl,display('diagnoses not def.i"ed'), fail)),
% print defining cues
p_diag_cues (Diag:
% guarantee success
% print defining cues
% get Cue

D diaa c~es(Diac)
- - diag;ose (Diag ~ C-.:e, we.) ,
:-11,

nIl

display (Cue),
ifthen(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(concat(S' S,Cdescr_str,C),
concat(C,S'S,D) ,
string_ter~(D,Cdescr) ,
display(Cdescr))) ,
nIl
disp':'ay('whose weight is
'),
display (Wt) ,
display (' and ~s defined by: '),
Of:set = 0,
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,_,_) ,
p_lo_diag(Cue,Offset),
display(input)) ,
fail.

% print it

% if hi_cue
% print lower level cues
% else cue comes from input

% guarantee success

% print lower level cues

D 10 diao(Hi cue,Offset)
--cue(Hi'::"cue-;-Cue,Wt.) ,

% get cue to print

nl.
nl,
Newoffset is Offset + 4,
tab (Newoffset) ,
display (Cue),
ifthen(cue(Cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(concat(S' S,Cdescr str,A),
concat(A,S'S,B),
string_term(B,Cdescr),
display(Cdescr))) ,

nl.
tab(Newoffset) ,
display('whose weight is : '),
display (Wt) ,
display(' and is defined by: '),
ifthenelse(cue(Cue,_,_) ,
p_lo_ciag(Cue,Newoffset) ,
display(input)) .

% if this is a hi_cue
% recurse to print lower level cues
% else cue comes from input
% guarantee success

%
%

%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Print Input Format
****************************************************************
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print ir:p"...:
create{?

% create print file
% redirect output and priEt
% close prnt file
% print file

nput,pi~put),

stdou~(p

~put,p_i~put),

close(?~Eput)

,

shell('p~int

pi~p~t

<

p~n~ile')

p_input

display (
)

nl,

Universicy of North ?lorida

,

disp:'ay (
Diagnoscician
nl/ril,

)

,

d':sp:iay (
'INPU~

)

~~co;m

,

FOFWlAT

nl,
nl,
clause (assert_i;-l:;:)ut (Pas) ,Body) ,
arg (1, Body, Term) ,
arg(l,Term, Input_cue),
nl,
;-11 ,
display (' Posi tio:-~' ) ,
tab (2) ,
display (Pas),
tab (2) ,
display('is reserved for'),
tab (2),
display(Input_cue) ,
ifthen(cue(Input_cue,Cdescr_str) ,
(concat($' $,Cdescr_str,A),
concat(A,S'$,B),
string_term(B,Cdescr) ,
d~splay(Cdescr))) ,
fail.

%

aQ~

body of input clause

% parse body

% get cue

% print position

% print cue
% if description present
% print it

% backtrack for more

% guarantee success
%
%
%

****************************************************************

menu selection - Save Redefinitions
****************************************************************

save_db :file_list (nurse,
[last_input-position/l,
assert_i:1pu t/ 1,
diagnose!3 ,
diag_descr /2,
cue/3 ,
cue/2]) .
%
%

%

% save nurse knowledge base

% last position used
% input format
% diagnosis rules
% diagnosis descriptions
%

hi cue rules
% cue descriptions

****************************************************************

menu selection - Quit - Return to DOS
****************************************************************

quit_prolog :- halt.

% halt prolog
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